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ABSTRACT
Barton Warren Stone was one of the early Ameri
can preachers to advocate the union of all Christians
in one body.

He moved successively westward by horse

back through Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Ken
tucky, Illinois, and Missouri as the frontier expanded
westward.

He, like other preachers on the frontier,

often preached in a clearing on the edge of a forest,
in school houses, or, in the older settlements, in log,
brick, or frame, church houses.

In l8oij. Stone withdrew

from the Presbyterian church and began to organize
autonomous congregations of Christians or Churches of
Christ.

The movement resulting from Stone’s efforts

grew rapidly, and in 1832 united with a similar effort
begun in Virginia by Thomas and Alexander Campbell.
This dissertation is a study of Stone’s
preaching.

He was trained for the ministry of the

Presbyterian church by David Caldwell.

From 1796 until

I83 I4., he served as regular minister for churches in cen
tral Kentucky at Maysville, Georgetown, and Lexington,
in addition to those at Cane Ridge and Concord, making
occasional tours into Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.

iv
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The method of investigation used in this study
was historical and rhetorical.

The following libraries

were visited to obtain primary materials: Library of
Congress, Presbyterian and Reformed Historical Society
Library, Disciples of Christ Historical Society Library,
Atlantic Christian College Library, Butler University
Library, College of the Bible Library, Lexington Public
Library, Illinois State Library, and Culver-Stockton
College Library,

The following libraries supplied

additional materials on microfilm:

Cincinnati Public

Library, Presbyterian Historical Society of Philadelphia,
and the Library of the University of Chicago.

Contem

porary religious periodicals, pamphlets, journals, letters,
sermon outlines and books were the primary sources of
materials,
Stone was trained in the theory of sermon prepa
ration and advocated sound practices to his students.
He considered the background of the preacher very impor
tant, saying that all learning was valuable to the minister.
The steps of preparation for preaching which he advanced
were, in the order of their importance: study, prayer,
and practice.

He thought that the speaker should choose

his subject with a view to his own ability, to the needs,
of the audience, and to the object of the speech.
Ethical appeal was a significant factor in Stone’s
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persuasion.

He used common sense, acted with tact and

moderation, exercised good taste, revealed a broad famili
arity with the issues of his day, and demonstrated wisdom
and integrity in handling his materials.

Additional

factors in his ethical appeal were his personal appearance
and his reputation.

Emotional appeals were used in order

to gain a desired response.

However, when he attempted

to excite an emotion, he was careful to first make a
clear presentation of argument.

The use of logical appeals

consisted of use of the authority of the scriptures,
causal inferences, and deduction.

The syllogism appars

frequently in his sermons.
In delivery, Stone was animated,yet dignified,
having as his primary motive the communication of his
message.

He had a powerful and pleasant voice, which,

in combination with the desire and ability to express
himself clearly, made for real effectiveness in speaking.
The hundreds of converts which he made testify to his
preaching prowess.

In spite of some limitations, he was

an effective speaker.

His preaching was the greatest

single factor in his leadership of the Christians.
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INTRODUCTION
The frontier of early Western America was the
birthplace of the movement which culminated in the
establishment of what William Warren Sweet, noted
church historian, has termed, "the largest indigenous
American church."

Barton Warren Stone was one of the

earliest advocates of the religious reforms which led
to the formation of this religious fellowship.

This

informally organized group was made up of autonomous
congregations which were first known as "the Christians,"
"the Christian Church," or "the Reformers."

Today

these religious groups bear the names Church of Christ,
Christian Church, and Disciples of Christ, and are all
historical descendants of the wrork of Barton W. Stone
and his co-workers.
Biographers and religious historians invariably
accord Barton W. Stone, together with Thomas and Alex
ander Campbell and Walter Scott, a place of prominence
among the greatest advocates of what has been called
the American Reformation, or the Restoration movement.
The Campbells, father and son, have until rather recently
overshadowed Stone's part in this religious movement.
E. E. Snoddy, one time professor in the College of the

1
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Bible, Lexington, Kentucky, wrote the introduction
to C. C. War e ’s biography, Barton Warren Stone, Path
finder of Christian Union, which was published in 1932 .
At this comparatively recent time Professor Snoddy
could say: "Historians of the Disciples of Christ thus
far have never felt any necessity of taking Barton W.
Stone and his ideals into account in their efforts to
reconstruct historically the origin of the Disciples
of Christ."

Recent scholarly study of the historical

origins of Disciples of Christ and Churches of Christ
has led to a heightened appreciation of the distinc
tive contributions of Barton W. Stone to the movement.
However, until the present only two major scholarly
studies of Stone have been made.

C. C. Ware’s biography,

already referred to, although one of the foundations
for the re-discovery of Stone, is now out-of-date.
A second study, of the theology of Barton W. Stone,
made at.Yale Divinity School by William C. ‘
West, has
recently been revised and published as Barton W. Stone:
Early American Advocate of Christian Unity.
The relative historical positions occupied by
Barton W. Stone, the Campbells, and the other men in
volved in the reform movement of early Western America,
have been described by Professor Snoddy:

"To Stone

belongs priority in time, priority in American experience,
priority in the ideal of unity, priority in evangelism,
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priority in the repudiation of the Calvinistie system
of theology, and finally, priority in sacrificial
devotion to his cause.1'

Tolbert Panning, a prominent

editor and preacher of t^e period following Stone’s
death, wrote as follows in his Christian Review of
I8I4I).:

"If justice is ever done to’ his memory, he will

be regarded as the first man who, to much purpose,
pleaded the ground that the Bible, without note, com
mentary or creed, must destroy antiChristian powers
and eventually conquer the world."

Pew modern students

of the Stone-Campbell movement would question these
assertions of Snoddy and Panning.
Stone moved west with the frontier and was
among the first evangelists who preached in the early
settlements of Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, and Mis
souri.

He personally witnessed the impact upon frontier

life of the American Revolution, the rise of American
nationalism and of Jacksonian Democracy.

Calvinism

was the traditional theology of most of the American
churches at the time Stone was born.

That Calvinism

failed to conquer the western frontier was due, at
least in part, to the fact that the frontiersman was
blatantly disrespectful of traditionalism, whether
in politics or in religion.

There can be little doubt

that Stone’s repudiation of Calvinist theology and
his concurrent acceptance of the Biblical doctrines
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that all men, not just the Calvinist "elect," could
be saved if they so desired,

came as an indirect result

of his hatred of political and religious autocracy.
To Stone "Calvinism" was but a transposition into reli
gion of the principles of autocracy and exclusiveness
which were,

in his mind, inseparably connected with the

politics of "Toryism."

That the Campbell-Stone movement

stood for principles in religion which emphasized the
dignity and worth,

in the eyes of Grod, of every man,

was probably not one of the least of the factors which
resulted in its rapid growth in the West.
The converts made by Stone, the preachers and
others whom he schooled, and his religious doctrines,
including the repudiation of Calvinism, exerted powerful
influences upon the lives of thousands who settled the
'West.

Stone’s chief claim to uniqueness as a religious

leader lies in his definition and interpretation of the
New Testament basis of Christian unity and fellowship.
According to his contemporaries Stone enjoyed a reputa
tion as a scholar, as a teacher, as a theologian, as
an editor and writer, and as an evangelist.

The purpose

of this study is to answer the question: To what extent
was Stone’s leadership of the "Christians," dependent
upon his effectiveness as a speaker?
The pivot of the reform movement for the first
half of the nineteenth century was in central Kentucky.
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It is no mere coincidence that S t o n e ’s greatest evange
listic activity took place during the same period and
in the same geographic area.

For a time he was the

sole preacher advocating his reform principles in Ken
tucky.

He preached day and night to promote them.

He was in much demand as a preacher,
interests,

farming,

teaching,

etc.,

and his other
always came second

to evangelism.

Stone's preaching was one of the principal
factors in the establishment and growth of the Christian
Church, or Churches of Christ, during the early period.
He divided his time between evangelistic meetings and
the work of a regular "located" minister.

Traveling

on horseback, he held protracted meetings in southern
Ohio and Indiana, middle and eastern Tennessee and
Kentucky.

While serving as a regular minister, he

built large memberships for churches in Cane Ridge,
Concord, Lexington, and Georgetown, Kentucky.

By 1832,

when Stone moved from Kentucky to Illinois, the move
ment was well on the way to becoming the fastest growing
religious group in America.
This group was early dispersed over a wide
geographic area and until recently made no effort to
prepare documentary records of its progress.

A major

problem therefore involved in this study was locating
original source materials.

These materials are widely
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scattered in libraries in many states.

Three major

works must be the basis for any study of Stone.

The

Christian Messenger is the most valuable of the three.
He began publication of this monthly religious periodi
cal in Georgetown, Kentucky,

in November, 1826.

I83J4. he moved to Jacksonville,
him the editorial office.

In

Illinois, taking with

After 1836, when Stone

suffered a paralytic stroke, until l8i|ix, the year of
his death, publication was somewhat intermittent.
Ho complete file of original Christian Messengers is
known to exist anywhere in one place.

The most nearly

complete files are In the library of Butler University
School of Religion,
Memorial Library,

Indianapolis,

Indiana; Bosworth

College of the Bible, Lexington,

Kentucky; Disciples of Christ Historica.1 Society Library,
Joint Libraries Building, Nashville, Tennessee; and
in the private library of Mr. A. M. Burton, Lmeritus
Chairman of the Board, Life and Casualty Insurance
Company, Nashville, Tennessee.

Mr. Burton’s file,

belonging originally to-John T. Johnson, a co-editor
of the Christian Messenger, contains the exceedingly
rare Volume X.

The Christian Messenger contains the

only sermons Stone is known to have written in manu
script.

It also contains letters written on the subject

of speech theory: Letter to J. C. (IV); To Young Preachers
(XII); and To a Young Student, R.

. . G. . .(XIV).
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The foregoing sources are indispensable to this study.
One original manuscript sermon outline used in this
study is in the Butler University School of Religion
Library,

Indianapolis,

outline known to exist.

Indiana, and is the only such
This library also possesses

fine collections of the Christian Palladium, published
by Joseph Badger in Union Mills, New York; The Herald
of Gospel Liberty, published by Elias Smith in Portsmouth,
New Hampshire; Alexander Campbell's Christian Baptist
and Millennial Harbinger; and Walter Scott's Christian
Evangelist.

These periodicals are valuable to this

study for some Stone letters which do not appear else
where.
The second major primary source for a study of
Stone's speaking is his autobiography.

The original

manuscript of this autobiographical sketch, written
during the last year of his life for the enjoyment of
friends and family,

is in the library of the Disciples

of Christ Historical Society, Nashville,

Tennessee.

This short work gives a brief but accurate record of
Stone's schooling and of the influence of his associates
upon his thinking.

The book has additional value be

cause Stone indicated that it was based upon information
recorded in his journal, which he kept for many years.
Stone's autobiography was published in a larger work
edited by his good friend John Rogers.

Rogers compiled
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some of Stone's writing on religious subjects.

Various

letters and speeches, and other materials which eulogize
Stone are included in this book.

These are particularly

useful for their estimates of the influence Stone was
able to exert by virtue of his training and character.
The Rogers book, The Bjogra.phy of Barton W. Stone with
Additions and Reflections by John Rogers, first published
in Cincinnati by J. A. and U. P. James in I8I4.6, went
through seven editions.
A third major primary source area for this
study is a long list of very rare pamphlets on theo
logical subjects which contain valuable insights into
Stone's speech theory and preparation.

Only one copy

each of several of these pamphlets is known to exist.
The Cincinnati Public Library has the only known
copy of R. H. Bishop's Apology for Calvinism, which was
an answer to A Compendious View of the Gospel, one of
Stone's works which was published as a part of An Apology
For Renouncing the Jurisdiction of the Synod of Kentucky.
This library also has a copy of one of the rarest of
Stone's pamphlets, A Letter to M r . John R. Moreland in
Reply to His Pamphlet (l82l).

This pamphlet was a reply

to John R. Moreland's To The Members of the Mount Pleasant
Church.

Moreland's pamphlet is in the library of the

Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania.

The Presbyterian Historical Society Library
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also has one of two known copies of S t o n e ’s longest
and best theological writing, Letters to James B l y t h e »
The second copy is in the College of the Bible Library,
Lexington, Kentucky.

This work was especially valuable

for its information concerning Stone's reading b a c k 
ground.

Other works of Stone,

in pamphlet form,

are

in the rare book collection of the Library of Congress.
This library has Stone's Atonement, the Substance of
Two Letters to a Friend and A Reply to John P. Camp
b e l l ’s Strictures on Atonement.

In that library's

rare book collection also are pamphlets written in
answer to the above-mentioned p a m p h l e t s : Thomas Cleland's
Unitarianism U n mask e d , an answer to S t o n e 's Letters
to James Bly t h e ; John P. Campbell’s Strictures on Two
Letters published by Barton W. S t o n e .
his "Reply" to Campbell's

When Stone wrote

"Strictures," Campbell answered

with Vin d e x : or the Doctrine of the Strictures Vindicated.
The only known copy of this pamphlet is in the library
of the Presbyterian Historical Society,

Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.
The University of Chicago library has a perfect
copy of the previously mentioned work, An Apology for
Renouncing the Jurisdiction of the Synod of K e n t u c k y .
Also in this library is Thomas Cleland’s The Socini-arian
Detected, which was his answer to Stone's An Address
to the Christian Churches in K e n t u c k y , Tennessee, and
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Ohio on Several Important Doctrines of Religion,
last named pamphlet went through two editions.

The

The

College of the Bible also has the only known copy of
the pamphlet published jointly by Stone and his co
workers,

The Last Will and Testament of the Springfield

Presbytery.

The only known copy of one other very

interesting pamphlet is in the library of Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina.

This pamphlet, Solemn Truths

Stated and Urged in a Lecture and S e r m o n : To which is
p refixed a short S ketch of the Author *s L i f e , is by
John Springer,

a Presbyterian preacher and close asso

ciate of Stone.

It is chiefly valuable for the insights

which it reveals concerning early influences which may
have molded Stone's thinking.
Valuable sources of factual information are in
the library of the Historical Foundation of the Presby
terian and Reformed Churches, Monti’eat, North Carolina.
This foundation has the manuscript records of the Orange
Presbytery of North Carolina, and of the Transylvania
Presbytery, Kentucky.

Stone was licensed to preach

and given his first charge in the bounds of Orange
Presbytery.

Cane Ridge and Concord churches, which

gave Stone his first regular calls, were in the bounds
of Transylvania Presbytery.

A typewritten Sketch of James

H a l l , which has never been published,
Montreat Library.

is also in the

James Hall was an early teacher and
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associate of Stone.

The pamphlet reveals probable

influences of Hall upon Stone’s education and ideas.
Newspapers of Stone’s day contain practically
nothing concerning him.

Two papers,

The Kentucky Gazette

and The Kentucky Reporter were being published in Lexing
ton, Kentucky, during the time of the great Cane Ridge
meeting.

This camp meeting gained notice in religious

periodicals in New York,
in England.

Connecticut,

Virginia,

and

Neither Lexington newspaper contained

one line concerning this remarkable event which occurred
within twenty miles of that city.

The earliest n ews

papers apparently ignored local news in order to present
detailed "foreign intelligence."

The newspaper was

therefore practically of no use to this study.
Biographies of numbers of men close to Stone were
very valuable for their insight regarding contempora
neous estimates of Stone and his ideas.

Other books,

periodicals, and pamphlets referred to throughout this
study were of importance in gaining an accurate impres
sion of Stone’s speech theory and practice.
The divisions of the thesis are as follows:
Chapter one seeks to analyze the influences of his
home and early educational background which may have
contributed to his preaching and religious leadership.
Chapter two is devoted to S t o n e ’s academic training
and to the influences which prominent Presbyterian
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and Methodist church leaders exerted upon the develop
ment of his theology.

Chapter three deals with his

first experiences as an itinerant preacher in the states
of North Carolina,

Georgia, Virginia,

and Tennessee,

including his first full- time ministry at Cane Ridge,
Kentucky.

Chapter four discusses S t o n e ’s evolution— ....

into the recognized leader of a religious movement,
and his consequent evangelism.

The last four chapters

of the thesis are concerned with analyzing S t o n e ’s
theory and practice of speaking: Chapter five is a
discussion of his theory of preparing the speech;
chapter six is an investigation of his use of support
ing materials; chapter seven is an analysis of S t o n e ’s
method of arranging speech materials; and chapter eight
is a discussion of the elements of his style and delivery.
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CHAPTER I

STONE*S EARLY BACKGROUND
Family Influences
Barton Warren Stone was born at Port Tobacco,
Maryland, December 2 I4., 1 7 7 2 .

Among his relatives were

William Stone, the first Protestant governor of Mary
land and Thomas Stone, a signer of the Declaration of
Independence.

John Stone, the father of Barton Warren

Stone, died soon after Barton was bom.
is known concerning him.

Little else

Barton’s mother was the daugh

ter of Barton Warren, one of the "Warrens of Virginia
and Maryland," whose ancestry can be traced to the
Earls of Warren and Surrey in England, 1
Thomas Stone, the signer of the Declaration
of Independence, was a second cousin of Stone and was,
at the time of Barton's birth, living at Habre-de-Venture,
11. . • one of the most beautiful examples of colonial
p
architecture in all Maryland."
It could have been

1 W. G. Stanard, Editor, "Warren of Virginia
and Maryland," Virginia Magazine of History and Biog
raphy, VI (I8 9 8 ), 200-203-

2 Dictionary of American Biography, Centenary
Edition (New York: Scribner*s Sons, 19 ^ 0 ), XVIII, 8ij..
13
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but a short distance from the home of Barton Stone*s
father to that of his cousin.

Thomas Stone was a lawyer,

admitted to the bar in 1761}..

It is reasonable to suppose

that this prominent relative may have served as the
model for Barton's decision to get a liberal education,
and to qualify as a barrister, ^ which would enable him
to enjoy ". • .all the pleasures in which I had lived
and hoped to live on earth.n^- The law was a traditional
routine for a Maryland country gentleman to follow.
The eminence of his ancestors in political and social
life no doubt inspired Barton Stone to desire an e ducation to further his ". . .plans and schemes for worldly
honor, wealth, and preferment. . .

A vigorous mind

and a rugged physical constitution, without which he
would have been severely handicapped among the people
of the frontier, were Stone’s birthright.

3 John Rogers, The Biography of Barton Warren
Stone written by Himself: with additions, and reflections
by Elder John Rogers (Cincinnati: J. A. and U. P. James,
1qI}.7), p. 6 . Hereafter referred to as Biography. The
original manuscript of Stone’s autobiography, in his
own hand, is in the Library of the Disciples of Christ
Historical Society, Joint Libraries, Nashville, Tennessee.
This autobiography forms the first 79 pages of Rogers’
book.

^ Ibid., p.. 8 .

f

^ Louis B. Wright, The First Gentlemen of Virinia (San Marino, California: The Huntington Library,
W ,
p. 25.
6 Biography, p. 8 .
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Deprived of his father when but three years
old, Stone’s childhood seems nevertheless to have been
spent in comfort and happiness.

He nostalgically re

called the scenes of his youth on occasional trips which
he made to his home in later years.

The family was

traditionally Episcopalian but, like many in Colonial
society, seems to have been little influenced by or7
ganized religion; nevertheless, a solid character
foundation was laid for Barton in his home.

For out

of all the bombast and invective that have been directed
against his theological views, no accusations of loose
or questionable moral standards have been found.

The

gentry of Maryland and Virginia considered it a natural
obligation of their position to serve as an example
to the community in civic, political and religious
O
affairs.
Stone's family and the traditional position
of community leadership which they enjoyed had a great
part in establishing his basic character.
The estate of John Stone was sufficient to mark

? Throughout the entire colonial period, at least
until the eighteenth century Awakenings, the great mass
of the people were little influenced by organized reli
gion, and only a small proportion of the total population
of the thirteen colonies were members of the Colonial
Churches. William Warren Sweet, Religion on the American
Frontier, the Presbyterians (New York: Harper- Brothers,
J-936), p. 55T
® Wright, pp. 61}., 6$, 66.
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him as a gentleman among typically. English Marylanders
of his day.

Nevertheless, when his property was divided

among his widow, seven sons, and a daughter and a grand
son, the estate was not impressive.

Barton inherited

about enough money to pay for his early education.
Although he was at times in dire financial need, Barton
refused to profit by the sale of slaves which he in
herited.

In this respect he was among the most advanced

humanitarians of his time.
Religious Influences
Although religious freedom was no more an accom
plished fact in colonial Maryland than in the other
colonies, it was the first of the colonies to incorporate
religious freedom into its laws.

The Catholic proprietor,

Cecilius Calvert, perhaps in recognition of the trend
of the times, in 16 I4.8 appointed William Stone to be
Maryland’s first Protestant governor.

The following

year, Calvert became the author of the "Act Concerning
R e l i g i o n .

Governor Stone, sometimes so liberal a

Protestant as to have been called a "papist,” was the
first to sign a "Declaration and Certificate" that
religious freedom was enjoyed in Maryland as the Act

9 Clayton Colman Hall, Editor, Narratives of
Early Maryland, l63 3 -l68 li- (New York: Charles Scribner 1s
Sons, 1 9 1 0 ), pp. 269-27^7
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provided.

It is interesting to note, however, that

the signers of the "Declaration and Certificate" were
10
all Protestants.
Captain William Barton and Colonel
Humphrey Warren, other forbears of Stone, had signed
the "Remonstrance," which was an expression of the
Protestants * belief that the Roman Catholics in the
colony were making alliances with the Indians to destroy
the white population.

A tradition of leadership on

both sides of Stone*s family is clearly indicated.
They had been active in governmental and in military
affairs as well as in religion.

It is therefore hardly

surprising that Stone developed some of the qualities
of leadership which were traditional in his family.
Perhaps an even more significant influence on Stone
is the fact that although the theory of religious
freedom had developed earlier, he saw its first prac
tical demonstration during the Revolutionary period. 11
The Revolutionary period left indelible marks on the
character of Barton W. Stone a 3 we shall later see.
Virginia, in spite of the insistence of Thomas Jefferson,
did not enact the "Statute of Religious Liberty,m1^

10 Ibid.. p. 271)..
11
J. Franklin Jameson, The American Revolution
Considered as a Social Movement "C^ew fork: Peter Smith,
19501» P- 9^7

12 Henry Steele Commager, Editor, Documents of
American History (New York: Apple ton-Century-Crofts,
Inc., 19l(.9), p. 125-126
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until January, 1786, which was seven years after the
Stone family moved to the backwoods of that state.
If Stone were acquainted with Jefferson1s Bill, it
probably served as an encouragement in his search for
religious truth.

According to this law

. . .no man shall be compelled to frequent
or to support any religious worship or ministry
whatsoever, nor shall he be enforced, restrained,
molested, or burthened, in his body or goods,
nor shall otherwise suffer on account of
his religious opinions or belief; but that
all men shall be free to profess, and by
argument to maintain, their opinion in
matters of religion, and that the same shall
in no wise diminish, enlarge or affect their
civil capacities.13
An early law of Maryland provided the death penalty
for those found guilty of belief in Unitarianism.1^Stone, later accused of being a Unitarian, found reli
gious freedom much more apparent on the frontier where
"Unitarians” were, for a time, merely social outcasts.
In the year of Stone’s birth (1772), the Church
of England was the state tax-supported church,3*^ and
doubtless the most socially prominent group.

In Christ

13 IMd.i P. 126.

^ The Maryland ’’Toleration Act” of 16 I4.9 , pro
vided the death penalty for any who
. .should deny
the Godhead of any of the three said persons of the
Trinity or the Unity of the Godhead. . •” See Ibid.,
p. 31.
Jameson states that the dissenters in 1770
in Maryland constituted a more numerous group than
churchmen (Anglican). See Jameson, p. 8 3 .
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Church, Port Tobacco, with which his parents were asso
ciated,^

Barton Warren Stone received his “infant

sprinkling" at the hands of the Reverend Thomas Thornton,
who was rector at that church from 17&2 to 1777
Barton Stone did not consider the personal conduct
of the Reverend Mr. Thornton worthy of imitation, for
he says, "our parson himself, mingled in all sports
and pass-times /sicJ of the people and was what may be
termed a man of pleasure."^
The habits of this minister were not unusual
for that day.

When the Revolution cut off the salaries

of the Episcopal ministers, many were forced to return
to England.

Because of the difficulty of getting

qualified ministers,^9 and because of the "defective
preaching and evil living'tf^O Qf those who did come,
there was very little chance that Barton Stone's mind

^ Stone states that his mother was always a
praying woman and a member of the Church of England.
She later joined the Methodists. Biography, p. 10.
Theodore C. Gambrall, Church Life in Colonial
Maryland (Baltimore: George Lycett, 1 8 8 5 ), p. 257.
^

Biography, p. 2.

•*•9 Bishop Meade, Old Churches. Ministers and
Families of Virginia (Philadelphia: J. S. tippincott
Co., 1900 T 7
17. Meade states that of the ninety-one
clergymen, officiating in one hundred and sixty-four
churches, at the close of the war, only twenty-eight
were found in Virginia.
20 Ibld«* P« 16.
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should turn to the established church for spiritual
nurture.
The second Great Awakening had reached the
middle colonies by the time the Stone family moved
(1779) from Maryland to Virginia.

That the conditions

calling for a revival existed in the vicinity of Stone*s
home as well as elsewhere we may be sure, for after the
Revolution the priests went back to England and "Every
man did what seemed right in his own eyes; wickedness
abounded, the Lord's Day was converted into a day of
Pleasure, and the house of worship j/was~J deserted.”
That the revivalists were not long in coming he also
attests.

He remembered the names of three Baptist

preachers.^

Barton W. Stone was in the midst of

revival men from this time for at least thirty years,
as we shall see.

Stone also heard Methodists preach.

George Whitefield had visited the country at an

^

Biography, p. I)..

OO

Ibid. Samuel Harris, Dutton Lane and S.
Cantrell. ITutton Lane was one of the first Baptist
converts in Pittsylvania County. He began to preach
shortly after his conversion. In 1760 he organized
the Dan River church which was the first Separate Bap
tist Church in Virginia. Samuel Harris, also a native
of Pittsylvania County, was the foremost man of Virginia
in establishing the Baptist faith in that state, and
was so recognized and held in highest esteem by the
church. He was compared in eloquence to Whitefield.
See Maude Carter Clement, The History of Pittsylvania
County Virginia (Lynchburg^ Va.': J. P.""Hell, I929 ),
pp. 12 ^, lib.
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advantageous time for the Methodists.

His preaching

and zeal ". . .contrasted with the sermons and lives
of the clergy _^lpiscopal7 generally, contributed no
doubt to increase disaffection _^from the Church of
jh© doctrines of the Methodists and Bap

EhglandyT;

tists conflicted somewhat, the former being preachers
of "free grace," the latter preachers of "election."
Stone was particularly impressed with the piety of
the Methodists, who, he says, appeared "prepossessing
grave, holy, meek, plain and humble."^'

He attended

Baptist meetings and was impressed with their "novel
immersion."

The "novelty" of this practice challenged

Stone's study.

He later came to view it as the exclu

sive meaning of the word baptism as used in the New
Testament*

Another novelty to Stone about Baptist

meetings was that they were "very particular in giving
an account Jot their 1experiences^ and how they ob
tained deliverance from their burdens."^

Meade, p. 1£. The rapid growth of Methodists
from the time Asbury had visited Pittsylvania County
is illustrated by the fact that in 1779 ^ e Pittsylvania
Circuit with three preachers (William Gill, John Major,
and Henry Willis) had 500 members. Clement, p. 132.
Biography, p. 3 .
^ These "experiences" were the special and
personal evidences that an individual was supposed to
receive by special revelation that he had been saved.
They were often in the form of dreams, daylight visions,
etc., which were interpreted in unusual ways.
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The doctrine that one must have an ’’experience”
to serve as evidence of ’’election” to salvation was
essentially a Calvini3 tic (whether Baptist or Presby
terian) concept.

It later caused Stone much concern.

Before many years had passed, he totally rejected this
tenet and argued that all those who obeyed the commands
of the gospel would be the recipients of its promises
of salvation.
Although Stone observed that the preaching of
these ministers brought about a reformation in society,
he noted the deleterious effects of the quarrels among
the various sects.

Stone, always sensitive to disrup

tive tendencies, said,"The Baptists represented them
as denying the doctrines of grace, and of preaching
salvation by works.

They publicly declared ther. to

be the locusts of the Apocalypse, and warned the people
against receiving them.”

The mental conflict engen

dered by the opposing views of Baptists and Methodists
was resolved by his joining neither.

It may safely

be said that Stone showed very early a religious pre
disposition.

He was under sixteen years of age when

hearing these new teachings, yet his mind was attempt
ing to penetrate to a satisfactory resting place.
was not able to do it at this early time.

He

He needed

Biography, p. 5*
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more information.

His lack of a decision may indicate

a maturity and toughness of mind for one of his years.
Influences of the Revolution and the Frontier
Stone’s boyhood was passed during those years
when the American Revolution and its aftermath dominated
the American scene.

The varied influences of the times

upon Stone are difficult to estimate.

However, since

the period brought a major political upheaval, as well
as radical social and religious changes, it will readily
be seen that Stone could not entirely escape the in
fluences which produced these changes.
It was doubtless for economic reasons that
Mrs. Stone sold her Maryland plantation and in 1779
moved her large family and her slaves to Pittsylvania
County, Virginia, a frontier area, where land was very
27
cheap. 1

For a century and a half the principal money

crop of tidewater Maryland had been tobacco.

The en

forcement of the Navigation Acts had greatly reduced
28
market prices for tobacco.
With the coming of the Revo
lution the market was almost completely cut off.

The

^ Only a few years before the Stones moved
to this area, George Hairston had bought 3 0 ,0 0 0 acres
at 10 cents per acre. Writers Program, Virginia, A
Guide To The Old Dominion (New York: Oxfor d University
Tress, 19 ^ 1 ), p. 6 1 1 .
Paul Wilstach, Tidewater Maryland (Indianapolis
Bobbs-Merrill, 1931), p. 2BT,
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problem of trying to operate a tobacco plantation with
too few slaves, and to market its chief crop at a profit,
so as to support a large family "in manner accustomed, 11
were sufficient reasons for Mrs. Stone's decision to
move to Virginia, where frontier life promised to be
more simple.^

Pittsylvania County had been laid out

in 1766; and although at the time the Stones moved
there it was relatively undeveloped, there were some
great estates in the vicinity, notably "Oak Hill" of
the Hairstons and "Berry Hill" where James Bruce had
30
amassed the largest fortune of his day.
Stone observed that the "manners of the people
were exceedingly simple, no aspirations for wealth
or preferment, contentment appeared to be the lot of
all, and happiness dwelt in every breast amidst the
abundance of home stores, acquired by honest industry. "31
There were exceptions, no doubt, in the Hairstons and
Bruces, but Stone was describing the lot of the average
family.

Somewhat earlier, however, Colonel Byrd had

observed and described conditions in this area in similar

^9 a further factor in the move from Maryland to
Virginia may be suggested in Avery 0. Craven, Soil Ex
haustion As A Factor in the Agricultural History of
Virginia and Maryland, l6 Qb-lobQ (tfrbana; University
of Illinois, 192 b).
30 Writers Program, Virginia, p. 519 •
31 Biography, p. 2.
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language:

"Surely there is no place in the world where

the inhabitants live with less labour. . • It approaches
nearer to lubberland than any other, by the great feli
city of the climate, the easiness of raising provisions,
and the slothfulness of the people ."3 2
Though young in years, Stone observed remarkable
changes brought into community life by the American Re
volution.

When a boy of nine years he had heard the

roar of the artillery in the battle between the forces
of Green and Cornwallis at Guilford Courthouse, March
1 5, 1781*

No doubt his brothers were in the Pittsylvania

Militia which fought with Green at Guilford,33 for h©
said, "We awfully feared the result"^ of the battle.
Having seen his mother in tears sending her sons to
battle, and having experienced fear of life and property,
Stone was conditioned so that he ". . .could not hear
the name of British or tories without feeling a rush
of blood through the whole system."-^

From these

32 John Spencer Bassett, The Writings of Colonel
William Byrd of We 3 tover in Virginia, ‘^squire T^aw York:
Doubleday, f'age and Co.), p. 7 bT This observation of
Colonel Byrd was made while charting the "Dividing Line"
between Virginia and North Carolina, which line crossed
the Dan River in Stone’s vicinity several times,
83 See Clement,
^

Biography, p. 2 .
Ibid.. p. 3 .
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impressions Stone became a great advocate of the cause
of liberty*
Noting the effect that the changed habits of
the returned soldiers had on the community, Stone says,
“profanity, swearing, debauchery, drunkenness, gambling,
quarrelling and fighting," which were relatively un
known before, now became “almost respectable.”

Because

they had been soldiers and had fought for liberty, the
men were respected by all and thus were in a position
to influence society by their examples.

He became a

pacifist, saying that “such are universally the effects
of war, than which a greater evil cannot assail and
afflict a nation."3^

Others of his time agreed with h i m . ^

36 Ibid., p. 3.

37 "A state of war is peculiarly unfriendly to
religion. . . .It hardens and emboldens man in sinj is
productive of profaneness, intemperance, disregard to
property, violence and licentious living.” Benjamin Trum
bull, A Complete Hjstory of Connecticut (New Haven: Maltby
Goldsmith and do.,' and Samuel Wadsworth, I8 l8 ), II, 1 8 .
"Their /the pioneers/7 frequent conflict with the
Indians, the War of the Revolution, and the exciting
scenes through which the pioneers of Tennessee had passed,
during the formation at several periods of their civil
government, had been accompanied by a necessary relaxa
tion of morals. . . • The march of armies and the excite
ment of a soldier’s life, are little favorable to the
culture of the moral sense. Vice and immorality follow
in their train. . . . "
J. G. M. Ramsey, Annals of
.‘QnnQgaee to the end of the Eighteenth Century (Kingsp<- t Press, 1926), pp. 730-731*
“The Revolutionary War unhinged the principles,
the morality and the religion of this country more than
could have been done by a peace of forty years." Timothy
Dwight in Sweet, The Presbyterians, p. 55*
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There were positive influences which left their
mark

on Stone.

As a lad he felt his pulses throb in

response to slogans and shibboleths such as have had a
part

in the building of any nation.

He says, "From

my earliest recollection, I drank deeply into the spirit
of liberty and. . • was warmed by the soul inspiring
draught. . . . "

The ideologies, now in the forefront,

concerning freedom of religion and the emphasis upon
the worth of the individual gained a sympathetic hearing
from Stone.

While many were engaged in applying these

concepts to civil, political, and economic institutions;
Barton Stone was attempting to adapt the principles to
existing religious institutions.

The feeling of liberty

and independence gave him courage, once his mind was
oO
made up, to repudiate "orthodox old world Calvinism."
This expression shows his feeling that Calvinism was
out of keeping with democratic principles which should
prevail in the "Hew World."

This thinking caused him

to grasp fervently the doctrine "God is Love," as preached
by William Hodge,

39

who was a leading force in Stone's

first religious impressions.

Stone was one of the first

of his generation to establish an analogy between

38 Biography, p. 3 .

39 William Hodge was one of the voices of the
Great Revival in North Carolina and later in Kentucky.
At the time Stone first heard him he was preaching at
Hawfields, Orange County, North Carolina.
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liberation from political bondage to Britain and spiritual
bondage to traditional Calvinism which taught that man
was "utterly indisposed, disabled, and wholly inclined
to all evil . " ^ 0

Stone, in opposition, later taught

that men "possess rational faculties, capable of know
ing and enjoying G o d . " ^

This doctrine constituted

much of the preaching of the Great Revival, in which
Stone had a prominent p a r t . ^
Barton Warren Stone was by birth a "gentleman"
of the landed Maryland-Virginia. caste.

He actually,

by training and experience, came much more nearly to
represent the qualities usually ascribed to the American
frontiersman.

He lived by far the greater part of his

life until 183.5 on a moving frontier which closely
paralleled the westward expansion following the Revo
lution.

If Stone was a little late to be a part of the

"cutting edge," he was among the first of a second

^ The Constitution of the Presbyterian Church
in the United States of 'America containing the Confes
sion of Faith, the catechisms, the Government and Disci
pline and the Directory for the Worship of Cold (Philadelphia
Thomas Bradford/ 1792), p» 11•
^ Robert Marshall, Barton W. Stone, and John
Thompson, An Apology for Renouncing the jurisdiction of
the Synod of Kentucky' To Which is Added a Compendious
View of the Gospel, and a Pew Remarks on the Confession
of Faith (Lexington: Joseph Charless, TBoij.), p . 1}5.
^ Richard McNemar, The Kentucky Revival (Cin
cinnati: V. W. Browne, 1807, reprinted New tfork: Edward
0. Jenkins, l8 lj.6 ), p. 27 •
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movement of immigrants, consisting of farmers, preachers,
lawyers, and men of means who followed the Indian fighter
and trader.^
When eighteen, Stone went to school under slight
ly superior frontier conditions.

His first preaching

and teaching were done in the frontier regions of Georgia
and North Carolina.

At the age of twenty-three he

preached in sparsely settled areas in Southwestern
Virginia and in the Holston and Cumberland settlements
in eastern Tennessee and Kentucky.

He spent the last

ten years of his life in Illinois and Missouri, again
on what was comparatively speaking, a frontier.^

It

would have been strange indeed had not Stone developed
those traits which Dan Elbert Clark among others attri
butes to the frontiersman in a society characterized
by social democracy:

optimism, personal resistance

to personal aggression, tolerance, and hospitality.
It may also be expected that Stone possessed to a degree
many of those characteristics of intellect which Frederick
Jackson Turner says were brought into existence by

^■3 See Reuben Gold Thwaites, Early Western
Travels (Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Co., 190lp), IV, 10.
^ The United States census for 1830 gives
Illinois a total population of lj?7,i|lj-i?> and Missouri,
llp0 ,ij.f?5 *

^ Dan Elbert Clark, The West in American History
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1937)> pp. 378, 3 7 9 , 3 8 1 .
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American frontier conditions.
of mind which he describes are:

The characteristics
"coarseness and strength

combined with acuteness and that practical, inventive
turn of mind, quick to find expedients; that masterful
grasp of material things, lacking in the artistic but
powerful to effect great ends; that restless nervous
energy; that dominant individualism, working for good
and for evil, and withal that buoyance and exuberance
which come with freedom— . " ^
Whether, and to what degree, Stone possessed
these characteristics of intellect will later be apparent.
Because of Stone's education, personality and intellect,
had he remained faithful to the Westminster Confession,
the Presbyterians would no doubt have been complimented
to own him as one of the foremost preachers in Kentucky.
Early Schooling
Stone briefly describes his first teacher as
a "tyrant who took pleasure in whipping and abusing
his pupils for every trifling offense."

This teacher ' 3

methods were not calculated to improve the mind of a
young man who was "so affected with fear and trembling
and so confused" that he could not recite.

The

^

Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in
American History (New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1 9 2 3 ), p. 37.
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disciplinary method of this first teacher, certainly
not unique in Stone*s day, was the cause of his writing
the following in his autobiography:
Here I must enter my protest against tyrannical
and ill-disposed teachers. Such are a curse
to any neighborhood in which they may teach.
Teachers should be the most patient, selfpossessed, and reasonable of men; yet of such
firmness as to secure authority and respect.
The rod should be used--only in cases of
necessity; and then by the arm of mercy.
He should act the part of a kind father
towards them as his children. Gain their
respect and love, and they will delight in
obedience, and rarely fail to learn the
lessons given to them.4-7
No doubt Sfcone’s many students in later years enjoyed
the benefits of this benevolent philosophy.
The young student had a wise mother, who was
in turn fortunate, in "backwoods Virginia," to find
another

school nearby.

toanother teacher "of

Mrs. Stone soon sent her son
a different temper," with whom

he remained for four or five years, learning the three
R*s.

Possibly the Stones were fortunate in having

neighbors wealthy enough to build a school house on
their plantation, inviting the attendance of children
k8
whose parents could afford the luxury.
Stone’s
It7
* Biography, p. 3 .
^ Such a system had been set up, in 1731» in
the will of John Yeats of Nansemond County. The founda
tion for this school remained intact until the Civil
War. See W. E. MacClenny, "Yeats Free Schools,"William
and Mary College Quarterly, Second Series V (1 9 2 5 ), 30-38.
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second teacher was Robert W. Somerhays, who, according
to Stone, was considered "a prodigy of learning" in
his neighborhood.

Beyond this estimate, Stone left

no record of the training or teaching of Somerhays.
Although Thomas Jefferson had, in 1779 > intro
duced a bill into the General Assembly providing for
the "free training of all free children, male and female
for three years in reading and writing and arithmetic,"^
public schools of any type were not the rule in Virginia
at this time.

"It was not until 1818 that the first

general provision for elementary education by the state
of Virginia"^ was made.
It is probable that Stone's early schooling
closely parallels that of tv:o of his contemporaries:
Henry Clay, who was in school in Hanover County, Vir
ginia, at about this period; and Thomas Cleland, a later
theological opponent of Stone, who was in school in
Montgomery County, Maryland.

Clay's school met in:

A dirt-floored log cabin with pine slab
benches and a huge fireplace which belched
choking smoke on windy days. It was pre
sided over by Peter Deacon, an Englishman
more distinguished by his fondness for
Virginia peach brandy than by his teaching.

ks Herbert B. Adams, Thomas Jefferson and the
University of Virginia (Washington: Goverriment”TrintTng
Uffi'ce', I88ST,' p."'32V
^

T'oid., p. 3 7 .
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. . . Aided by occasional thrashings from
Master Peter he
learned the three
R ’s. . . .51
Cleland’s teachers, like Clay’s and Stone’s, were immi
grants, ’’Timothy Sullivan, Alexander Penman (Irish
redemptioners) and George Dyson an Englishman.
Whether Stone’s school was as rustic as Clay’s
is not known; however, it is known that he attended
school in a building erected for the purpose; for years
later upon a visit to his old home he expressed dis
appointment that the building had not been preserved.
He said, ’’the old school house ,/is7 3n ruins, and the
old trees under whose shade we used to play, either
destroyed or dwindling with age.”^

it is probable

that Stone’s training more closely paralleled that
of Thomas Cleland in particular.
Like those mentioned, most schools in that
day were presided over by tutors, hired by the wealthier
families of a neighborhood.

Nearby families could

send their children for the payment of a fee.

The

tutor was usually ’’some embryonic dominie earning his

^ Bernard Mayo, Henry Clay Spokesman of the
New West (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. , 1937)» PP» li^-13*
Edward Porter Humphrey, Memoirs of Rev. Thomas
Cle land, D. D. Compiled from His Private~?apers (Cincinnati: TSoore, Wilstach, Keys, & Co., l8j?9)» p . 17.
^

Biography, p. 28.
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way while he prepared for orders and the pulpit, or
some professed tutor out of England or Scotland or
Ireland."'^'

Evidently Somerhays, Stone's teacher,

fell into the latter class, as did the teachers of
Cleland and Clay*
Stone found his first taste of formal educa
tion challenging, and under Robert Somerhays "acquired
with facility the first rudiments of an English educa
t ion,"^ consisting of the three R's.
were scarce,^

Reading materials

Stone had access to several of the

first among English novels.

While these exerted a

strong influence on the development of the novel as
an art fona, he later classed them as "trash," doubt
less because of their frank language and of their clash
with conventional morality.

Among the books he read

were Tobias Smollett's Adventures of Roderick Random
(l7ij-8), and Adventures of Peregrine Pickle (1751), and
Henry Fielding's Tom Jones (174-9)*

^

He also read some

Wilstach, p. 85*
Biography, p. 3*

^ In Stone's day only the wealthy estates could
boast libraries. Not even all of those who could afford
to import books were enough inclined toward literary
pursuits to do so. Occasionally the parish church could
boast a small collection. See Wright, pp. 117-154;. The
books Stone read were doubtless as profitable as the
majority of those contained in the average "gentleman's"
library.
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of the writings of Jonathan Swift, but he mentions
no particular titles.

Despite the fact that these

adventure stories are today regarded as significant
works, they do not represent the most desirable course
of reading for an ambitious student.

These books did,

however, stimulate young Stone's intellectual acquisitive
ness, for he reports that he began to prefer the company
of books to that of his playmates .$7

It is doubtful

whether, in these earliest years, he was able to gratify
to any great degree his taste for books.
Stone says it was the practice in his school
to read the Bible aloud daily.

This was also the

practice in Thomas Cleland's school in Maryland, at
almost the same time.

Cleland said he read the Bible

as a school book and memorized the Lord's Prayer, the
Ten Commandments and also the Apostles Creed.^®

The

Bible became so familiar through constant reading that
Stone began to want something else to read.

He was

evidently able in later years to gratify this intel
lectual hunger considerably.
The Bible, so often the companion of great orators,
cj7

.

Biography, p. 4..
Humphrey, p. 17.

^ Edmund Burke, Daniel Webster, William Jennings
Bryan, William E. Borah, and others.
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probably represents the greatest single influence,
upon later beliefs and activities, which Stone derived
from his early training.

His sermons are packed with

quotations from the Old and New Testaments.

When he

began his study of human creeds and denominational
disciplines, it was to the Bible that he appealed for
the substance and for the authority of his arguments#
The seed for the belief in the absolute authority of
the Scriptures was probably planted by his early school
experience, and at a later time, through combinations
of circumstances, came to dominate his religious think
ing.

He came, because of his own experience, to regard

it as not only necessary, but imperative, to make the
Bible a textbook for schools, in order to prevent the
growth of atheism and infidelity, which had gained
great impetus from the wide circulation of The Age Of
Reason and writings of other prominent men in Paine’s
School of thought.

60

Modern scholarship tends to confirm Stone’s
statement that “books of science’1 were not to be found
Z .* i

in the ’’backwoods.

One can but regret that he did

Sweet, The Presbyterians, p. £ij..
Wright, p. 133, says that nearly all the larger
colonial libraries contained works on natural philosophy
but later when the Navigation Acts began to be enforced
importation of books diminished severely. Thus their
dearth in Stone’s time and vicinity.
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not have access to some of the fine colonial Virginia,
libraries, such as the Byrd, library at "Westover, 11
which consisted of "near 4,000 volumes, In all languages
and faculties. . ." 6 2
Although ignorant of "the sciences," Stone says
with pardonable pride that in his neighborhood he was
considered something of a prodigy.

Indeed, he says,

his teacher pronounced him a "finished scholar."

Per

haps in the Virginia backwoods, as Stone refers to his
home, to be considered a "finished scholar" was not
extravagant praise.

Yet it indicates that he had mas

tered the essential tools of language, and thus had
a good foundation for later study.

Somerhays had also

given impetus to Stone's seemingly natural bent for
learning.
The spirit of investigation, change and reform
which pervaded American life in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries are the foundation for Stone's
later religious "heresy."

As William Warren Sweet

has said, the type of preaching that swept across the
frontier was "religion for all," as contrasted with the
Calvinistic "religion for the few."

The latter was

w. G. Stanard, Editor, "The Byrd Library
at Westover," Virginia Magazine of History and Biography.

xii

(1904-05) ,~2“5?-To7 . --------------
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^

aristocratic; the former democratic,^3

From the stand

point of later growth of his ideas, Stone was fortunate
in coming to the conclusion that the revealed religion
in the New Testament was antagonistic to Calvinism.
For those religious groups which were destined to grow
most rapidly were non-Calvinist in theology,^

63 William Warren Sweet, Revivalism in America
Its Origin, Growth and Decline INew Y'ork: Charies
Scribner’s Sons, 19li£)» P» 44 •
%

Jameson, p. 100,
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CHAPTER II

EDUCATION AND RELIGIOUS THINKING
Guilford Academy and David Caldwell
Before he was seventeen, Stone decided to prepare
himself for the law, because laW offered an honorable
road to wealth and preferment.

As a first step, in

1790 he entered the famous academy of Dr. David Cald
well in Guilford County, North Carolina, about thirty
miles from his Virginia home.
Like other log colleges of the day, the physical
plant of this school consisted of the teacher's home,
a two-story log cabin, and similar cabins for the board
ing students.

The enrollment numbered usually from

fifty to sixty students.

William H. Foote states,

"Here young men were taken through a classic and scien
tific course; and those who wished, through a course
of theological reading."*1'
There was no library at this school, for the
British had burned Caldwell's books and all of his
papers of every description.

They had not spared even

1 William H. Foote, Gketch.es of Virginia (Phila
delphia: Martien, 1850), p. 3 9 0 .

39
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the family Bible*

The students were supplied, however,

. . .with a few of the Latin and Greek classics,
Euclid’s Natural Elements of Mathematics, and
Martin’s Natural Philosophy. Moral philosophy
was taught from a syllabus of lectures delivered
by Dr. Witherspoon in the College of New Jersey.
The students had no books on history or mis
cellaneous literature. There were indeed few
/books7 in the state exceptin the libraries
of lawyers who lived in the commercial towns.3
Caldwell was one of the Presbyterian missionaries
principally Princeton graduates, who had come to North
Carolina in the first half of the eighteenth century
to gather scattered families of their faith into churches
and by the side of the churches to plant classical
schools
When Stone entered Guilford Academy, David
Caldwell was sixty-five years of age.

He had graduated

from the College of New Jersey in the class of 1761.
After

taking his degree, ”he taught for a year at Cape

May /New Jersej[7> when he again returned /to Princeton7
and took a graduate course and at the same time acted
as tutor in language, so it is certain that he had the
system of instruction as it was under Dr. Finley’s

^ E. W. Caruthers, The Life and Character of
the Rev. David Caldwell. D.~D.‘ (Greensborough: Swain
and Sherwood, I84.O) , p* 67 ~
3 Charles Lee Smith, History of Education in
North Carolina (Washington: GovemmenTPrinting Office,
^ Ibid., p. 2 3 *
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administration."-^
Caldwell had been ordained at Trenton, New
Jersey, in 17&5> and since 17&7

served as minister

of the Presbyterian churches at Buffalo and Alamance,
North Carolina.

Like so many early preachers, he had

opened a school to augment his church income, which
had proved inadequate to support his large family.
Soon he was forced to start farming to meet the expenses
of the school, which were not all covered by the tui
tion and fees paid by his students.

This necessity

was probably the result of Caldwell's generosity, for
often he assisted his students financially to finish
their course with him.
such a kindness.

Stone became a recipient of

He says, "Caldwell promised to wait"

until he should receive payment for the l o a n . ^
Caldwell's methods of instruction and his
disciplinary techniques seem to have produced good
results.

His biographer says,
He had a rod which the boys feared more than
the birch; and when necessary it was adminis
tered, and with certain effect, but in such
a way that no hostile or revengeful feelings
were engendered; for while his scholarship
and weight of character commanded their re
spect, his affability and kindness secured

£ Ibid., p. 29*
John Rogers, The Biography of Barton Warren
Stone written by Himself: with additions and reflec
tions by ^lddr~John Rogers (Cincinnatit J. A. and iJ. P.
James', l8Ip7), p • 11. Hereafter referred to as Biography.
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their affection. . . .he left them in a state
of suspense, or under a kind of apprehension
that there might be something still more severe
kept in reserve and ready for use when needed;
but all was done with such calmness, with such
good humor, and often with such an air of
pleasantry on his part, that no feelings of
7
anger or resentment were excited in the pupil.'
Governor Morehead of North Carolina has left this evalua
tion of Caldwell's teaching methods:
I was not long in Dr. Caldwell's hands before
I became satisfied of his remarkable excel
lence as a teacher. . . .1 applied myself to
my studies with great zeal, with which he was
much pleased; and often, has he made me recite,
from four to six hours a day, every difficult
word, and scanning nearly every line, when
the recitation happened to be in any of the
Latin poets.
Indeed you could not get along
with him, with any comfort, without knowing
accurately and thoroughly everything you
passed over.”
Although the curriculum of Guilford Academy
was necessarily not broad, it was thorough and com
pared favorably with that offered at similar academies.
The training was sufficiently advanced to satisfy
entrance requirements at the College of New Jersey
and the University of North Carolina.

Many of Cald

well's students had no difficulty when they took addi
tional work in these institutions.

After completing

^ Caruthers, p. 32.
Q
William B. Sprague, Annals of the American
Pulpit (New York: Robert Carter and Brothers, 16f?8),
III, 266.
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Caldwell's classical course, Governor John Motley Morehead went to Chapel Hill, where he was classified as
a latter half junior.

This classification indicates

superior instruction for an academy with such meager
equipment and so limited a staff.

While some of the

students continued their studies in larger institutions,
". . . the larger number, and several of those who
became the most distinguished in after life, never
went anywhere else for instruction nor enjoyed other
advantages for higher education than those afforded
at his ^Caldwell's/ school. "9
Stone relates that his training in the academy
began with the study of Latin.

His textbook may have

been any of several Latin grammars which were used at
the time; but probably it was The American Latin Grammar:
or a Compleat Introduction to the Latin Tongue, which
was "originally compiled," October, 1 7 8 0 , "by the late
president Burr, Finley and others, with further improve
ments and Illustrations," and was thereby "recommended
as excellently calculated for the general use of the
schools."^®

9 Smith, p. 27.
^ Charles:Crossfield Ware, Barton Warren Stone
(St. Louis: Bethany Press, 1932), pp. 26-2/1 "This in
its treatment was divided into orthography, etymology,
syntax, prosody, and 'The Appendix,* giving among other
things 'necessary cautions in making Latin'."
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The course of study at the time Stone attended
was probably closely patterned after that of the College
of New Jersey.

The description given below of the

course of study at Princeton throws additional light
upon the probable curriculum at Guilford Academy:
As to the branches of literature taught here,
they are the same with those which are made
parts of education in the European colleges,
save only such as may be occasioned by the
infancy of this institution. The students are
divided into four distinct classes, which are
called Freshman, the Sophomore, the Junior,
and the Senior. In each of these they con
tinue one year giving and receiving in their
turns those tokens of respect and subjection
which belong to their standings, in order
to preserve a due subordination. The Fresh
man year is spent in the Latin and Greek
languages, particularly in reading Horace,
Cicero’s orations, the Greek Testament,
Lucianos Dialogues, and Xenophon's Cyropoedia.
In the Sophomore year they still prosecute
the study of languages, particularly Homer,
Longinus, etc., and enter upon the mathematics.
They continue their mathematical studies
throughout the Junior year, and also pass
through a course of natural and moral phil
osophy, metaphysics, chronology, etc.; and
the greater number especially such as are
educating for the service of the church are
initiated into Hebrew. . . . The Senior year
is entirely employed in reviews and composi
tion. They now revise the most improving
parts of Latin and Greek Classics, part of
the Hebrew Bible, and all the arts and
Sciences. The weekly course of disputation
is continued which was also carried through
the preceding year. They discuss two or
three theses in a week, some in syllogistic
and others in the forensic always being
performed in the English.

John Maclean, History of the College of New
Jersey (Princeton University Press, 1910T, pp. 255-257.
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In addition to the studies listed above, as
a part of the training at the College of New Jersey,
there were public disputations on Sundays on theological
questions.

Once each month the Seniors delivered ori

ginal orations before a public audience.

Members of

the lower classes as well as Seniors were from time
to time required to d e c l a i m . I t is interesting to
note that Charles Lee Smith, who has made a special
study of education in North Carolina, says:

"Such

was the course of instruction taken by Dr. Caldwell,
and such was the educational system which prevailed
in the first institutions for higher education esta
blished in North Carolina.
Since any course which Caldwell offered was
probably based upon that of his alma mater, it seems
also logical to conclude that he would not entirely
neglect training in rhetoric.

The eminence of many

of his students in public life bespeaks thorough ac
quaintance with the art of speaking well.

Dr. Caldwell

prepared his students for other professions in addition
to the ministry, but many of them became prominent

Smith, p. 11.
13 Jbid.. p. 2 9 .
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preachers

Five became state governors

and one

(Samuel Holmes) became an instructor in the University
of North Carolina*
Dr. Witherspoon's lectures on eloquence, first
delivered in the College of New Jersey about the time
of the Revolution, had been copied and circulated by
various students.

Although Caldwell was not a student

under Witherspoon, it seems reasonable to conclude,
since he had used Witherspoon's lectures on Moral
Philosophy, that he may also have had Witherspoon's
17
Lectures on Eloquence.
Therefore it may be that
Stone was taught oratory or "eloquence11 from the un
published Witherspoon lectures or from lectures based
upon them.

That these lectures were widely circulated

is evidenced by the fact that Thomas Cleland, in 1795#
attended an academy in Kentucky similar to Caldwell's

^ To mention only a few: William Hodge, Samuel
E. McGorkle, D. D., John Anderson, D. D., and William
McGee.
One such was John Motley Morahead of North
Carolina.
Wilson B. Paul, John Witherspoon's Theory
and Practice of Public Speaking (Iowa City: Unpublished
1?h™. £>. dissertation, State University of Iowa, I9 I4C),
p. 1 2 .
17
These lectures were first published in the
Works of John Witherspoon (Philadelphia: William Wood
ward, lHoarr*
Is.
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where he read Witherspoon's Moral Philosophy and Elocu■IQ
tion.
If Stone had formal training in public speaking
it is likely that his training was similar to that set
forth in the Witherspoon lectures.
These lectures were divided into sixteen parts,^
in which the author proposed "to describe the various
kinds of composition, their characters, distinctions,
beauties, blemishes, the means of attaining skill in
them, and the use to which they should be applied."

20

Edward Porter Humphrey, Memoirs of Rev. Thomas
Cleland, D. D., Compiled from His Private Papers (dincinnati: Uoore, Wilstach, K e y s & do.', 1359)> P* 80.
In the first three lectures Witherspoon set
forth his subject, discussed levels of formality and
told his listeners they should "study and imitate the
greatest examples." The fourth and fifth lectures
were "to treat of language in general, its three great
kinds, the sublime, simple, and mixed, their pharacters—
their distinctions— their beauties— and their uses."
Lectures eleven and twelve were "To consider it as
divided into its constituent parts: invention, disposi- .
tion, style, pronunciation, and gesture." Lecturer
number thirteen considered "it as its object is differ
ent:" information, demonstration, persuasion, enter
tainment. Fourteen and fifteen treated it "as its
subject is different:" the pulpit, the bar, and the
senate or any deliberative assembly. In the next sec
tion he proposed to "consider the structure and parts
of a particular discourse: their order, connexion,
proportion and ends. Finally, lecture sixteen was to
be recapitulation, and an inquiry into the principles
of taste or of beauty and gracefulness as applicable
not only to oratory, but to all the other commonly
called fine arts." Ibid.. Ill, 14-9 7 -^9 8 .
20 Ibid., Ill, 581.
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Lecture fourteen on pulpit eloquence set forth six
principal tenets.

First the pulpit orator must be

MpiousM or a good man.

He must "have firm belief of

that gospel he is called to preach and a lively sense
of religion upon his own heart."

The next quality

he must possess is "simplicity," because "many of his
audience are ignorant," and "it preserves the speaker’s
character for sincerity;" and simplicity is necessary
"as suited to the subject itself."

"Accuracy" is also

necessary, and study necessary to its attainment.
"Force and Vehemence" are qualities which many find
difficult to acquire because the "gospel itself is
such a great subject" that they feel they cannot en
hance it.

The pulpit orator must also possess "restraint

of judgment and propriety" in order to avoid "turgid
declamation" and in order that he may speak only from
his experiences.

Finally, he must possess "extensive

knowledge," for "everything, that is the object of
human knowledge may be made subservient to theology."
But it is "not desirable to be particularly adept except
in branches closely related to his proper work."
Witherspoon was aware of the classicalwritings
of Cicero on oratory.

Furthermore, the "good man"

theory of Quintilian may be suggested, as he stressed
that the preacher be "pious" and the lawyer must "esta
blish his character" with his audience.
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The evidence is conjectural concerning the
training in public speaking that Stone received, since
there is no direct reference to such formal instruction
in his writings.

However, as Caldwell taught many

men who later became preachers or men of public affairs
known for their eloquence, it seems reasonable to sup
pose that Caldwell did not neglect so important a phase
of their training.

It is certain that Stone was aware

of the traditional divisions of the public address,
since in describing a sermon of a colleague he refers

21

to the "exhordium" and the "peroration."

It is almost

certain that Stone in his Latin training must have
studied some of Cicero’s orations both in translation,
and in the original.

Thomas Cleland memorized Cicero's

orations from a book, The Art of Speaking, which he
called a "twelve-month-size" book.
read Blair's Rhetca? ic . 22

Cleland also had

It is difficult to imagine

that in an academy like Caldwell's the students would
have missed using these books.

It is interesting to

note that Thomas C]e land's classical training paralleled
almost exactly that which was described by Maclean
as being given at Princeton.2-^ The training at Caldwell's

21 Biography, p. 2 I4..

22

Humphrey, p. 2 ?.

23 Ibid.
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academy was equal with or superior to that offered in
many similar academies where training in public address
was being given appropriate attention.

It therefore

seems safe to conclude that Stone had considerable
training in formal Rhetoric in accordance with the pre
vailing contemporaneous practice.
According to Governor Morehead, Caldwell enjoyed
an extensive reputation for the thoroughness of his
training.

His academy was one of the most noted schools

of the South; to have passed through it ’’with the appro
bation of the teacher” was a sufficient recommendation
for scholarship.

He was held in such high esteem by

his state that on the establishment of the state uni
versity he was tendered the presidency, which he refused
because of his advancing age.

In fact, says Charles

Lee Smith, his was "the most illustrious name in the
educational history of North Carolina. . . .Such was
his reputation as an instructor and disciplinarian
that in his school were students from all the states
south of the Potomac. u2hReligious Conversion and Development
At the time Stone went to Guilford Academy,
preaching ih-fchearee was under the influences of the

2k Smith, p. 27.
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"Second Great Awakening.“

Much of the impetus of this

movement in Virginia and North Carolina was gained at
the hands of Presbyterian missionaries who in turn had
been influenced by Whitefield and the Wesleys,*^

These

Presbyterian preachers were emphasizing the revival
doctrines of "grace" preached by George Whitefield,
as well as his teaching concerning the "new birth."
Through the peculiarity of these doctrines, their pro
ponents began to be known as "New Lights" or "New Side"
Presbyterians, while the conservative group were called
the "Old Side" Presbyterians,

Almost every contact

Stone had with Presbyterian theology and its adherents
was with men of this liberal or "New Light" element.
In fact he had little opportunity to contact the other
group, because North Carolina Presbyterianism in its
more active element had been so strongly Influenced
by the new revival principles.

Caldwell himself was

a liberal; it is said to have taken unusual skill to

J See Eugene E. White, The Preaching of George
Whitefield During the Great Awakening in America [Baton
Rouge: Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Louisiana State
Univers ity, 19^1-7) •
The emphasis of the "New Light" group upon
"revival principles" finally resulted in what was then
termed a "schism" in the Presbyterian Qhurch, and ulti
mately in the formation of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. William Warren Sweet, Religion on the American
Frontier, The Presbyterians (New York: Harper Brothers,
1935 T T p . 90.
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be able to preach to both the Buffalo and the Alamance
churches, because one was of the liberal element and
the other conservative.
When Stone entered Caldwell's school, "about
thirty or more. . .^of the students^ had embraced reli
gion under the ministrations of James

M c G r e a d y , ^

later
pQ

the activating spark in Kentucky's Great Revival.
The power of this evangelist is well illustrated by
the fact that considerably over half of the student
body had been converted.

McGready was, according to

Louis Collins, "a Pennsylvanian by birth and had been
educated at what afterwards became Jefferson College
in that State.

He commenced his ministry in North

Carolina; was a man of great earnestness, and denounced
open sin and formalism with unusual severity."29
McGready*s preaching had the "reform-revival" emphasis.
Young Stone was disturbed by these new converts
and their apparent sincerity in assembling every morn
ing before recitation for prayer and singing.

"Believing

religion would impede. . • ^his^ progress," he labored
to avoid any further contact with the movement.

Seem

ingly he thought that if he once "embraced religion,"

27 Biography, p. ?•
pO
* Sweet, .The Presbyterians, p. 8 ij_.
^9 Lewis Collins, History of Kentucky (Covington:
Collins and Co., 1877), 4.3 3 .
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he would have to give up his intentions of preparing
for the bar.

Seeking to escape the religious influence,

he chose as associates those who were not so much con
cerned with religion.
continued.

But the conflict in his mind

He was so disturbed that he "could neither

enjoy the company of the pious or the i m p i o u s . A t
one moment his anxiety was so great that he decided to
leave the academy for Hampden-Sydney, where, he thought,
the religious issues were not so h a r d - p r e s s e d a f t e r
more serious reflection, he determined to mind his owi
business "and let everyone pursue his own way."
His roommate, one of the new converts, per
suaded Stone to hear McGready.

Like the other school

boys, Stone was deeply moved by the emotionalism of
this revivalist.

He confessed in his autobiography

that he considered following the example of his class
mates in joining the church.

But the preacher’s emphasis

upon the doctrine that "salvation came in God’s own
sovereign time, and for that time the sinner must wait,"
cooled Stone's ardor and became a challenge.

Experi

mentally he decided to await the arrival of the

30 Biography, p. 7 .
31 Although Stone was not aware of it, HampdenSydney in Virginia was likewise in the midst of a
revival.
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" e x p e r i e n c e " ^

to convince him that God had “elected"

him to salvation.

This moment marked the beginning of

Stone1s questioning of popular religious doctrine.
During the remainder of his life he continued the use
of the experimental method of proving religious doctrines.
In the meantime Stone heard the famous preacher
again, expounding another of his typical texts:

"Thou

art weighed in the balance and found wanting."33

McGready,

using this scripture somewhat out of its context, gave
it a Calvinistic interpretation, to show the depraved
condition of man, the impossibility of man’s working
out his own salvation, and his dependence upon the
special "grace" of God to activate him to do good.
His discourses were replete with colorful language.
Such phrases as "devils, and damned souls. . . the
filth and refuse of the universe. . ." describe
occupants of the nether regions.

the

One of the reasons

for the miseries of the damned he attributed to

their

"dreadful and rocking accusations of conscience

which

3^ This expression was used to describe the
special revelation that was to come to the individual
at the end of a long spiritual struggle as a sign that
he was the object of salvation through the election of
God. One could not enter the church until he had a
conversion "experience. 11
^ Daniel 5*25. This text is a part of the
Interpretation which Daniel gave to the handwriting
on the wall: Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin.
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like a never-dying worm gnaws upon their vitals.
Catherine Cleveland quotes one of his hearers as follows:
"McGready could almost make you feel the dreadful abyss
of perdition lay yawning beneath you, and you could
almost see them writhing as they floated on the lurid
billows of that hot sea of flame in the world of w o e # "35
The second hearing of McGready served to inten
sify the conflict within Stone, for he says, "before
he closed his discourse, I had lost all hope--all feel
ing, and had sunk into an indescribable apathy.

He

labored to arouse me from my torpor by the terrors of
God, and the horrors of Hell, I told him his labors
were lost on me— that I was entirely callous.

He left

me in this gloomy state without one encouraging word."3^
Stone was not alone in his dismay, for as Ware reports,
the preaching of this fiery frontiersman had so offended
others in Orange County, that "They burned his pulpit
and sent him a threatening message written with blood."
This preacher had convinced Stone of the need
for formal religion, but the "divine anathemas" that

^ James Smith, Editor, The Posthumous Works
of Reverend and Plou 3 McGready (TTouisville: 1532), II, p.

35 Catherine Cleveland, The Great Revival in the
West (Chicago: University of Chicago SPress, 1916), p. Ij.0 .
36 Biography, p. 10#
37 Ware, p. 7 8 .
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he thundered at "all but the regenerated" frightened
and repelled Stone to the extent that he nearly became
ill.

Stone, a young, impressionable boy was awe stricken,

rather than attracted, by the wrathful and austere
god that McGready described in his strong Calvinistie
sermons.

He could not understand how God could arbi

trarily "elect" some to eternal damnation.

Although his

delivery was effective, the doctrine was intensely
repulsive to Stone.
Shortly after hearing McGready the second time,
Stone attended a meeting at nearby Alamance to hear
William Hodge,3® a former pupil of Caldwell's, who had
been preaching only a short time at Hawfields, North
Carolina.

James Smith, a Cumberland Presbyterian his

torian, says, "Hodge was the reverse of Mr. McGready,
• • • his j/Spdge'sy great excellency appears to have
been in his skill, under God, to heal the broken hearted
and bind up their wounds.

Stone had been "wounded,"

and now needed his wounds bound up.
Hodge preached from the text "God is Love, »k 0

38 Hodge was one of the "New Light" Presbyterians
who, with McGready, later became a leader in the Great
Revival in Kentucky. Both Hodge and McGready were later
warned by the Kentucky Synod not to go too far in their
revival enthusiasm*
39 Quoted in Ware, p. 29•
Jj-0 1 John lj.:8 .
God; for God is love."

"He that loveth not knoweth not
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which opened for Stone what seemed to be an entirely
r
new concept.

It was surely the reverse of McGready1s

preaching that salvation was only for the "elect."
Hodge*s sermon probably became the foundation for Stone's
later belief that the sinner has the power to believe
in Jesus at any time and that salvation depends upon
obedience to the gospel rather than upon being "chosen
to salvation" at a particular miraculous moment.^
Stone says,
The discourse being ended, I immediately
retired to the woods alone with my Bible.
Here I read and prayed with various feelings,
between hope and fear. But the truth I had
just heard, ^ o d is Love/ prevailed. . . .1
confessed to the Lord my sin and folly in
disbelieving his word so long'— and in follow
ing so long the devices of men. I. . . saw
. . .that now. was the accepted time and day
of salvation.4-2
This passage demonstrates that trhen Stone, being unable
to convince himself that he was one of God’s "elect,"
waited for a more national basis for his faith.
By Presbyterian definition, his conversion.,
was not orthodox, since he had no special "experience"
to relate as evidence of salvation.

Notwithstanding

his recognition that a conservative Presbyterian, or
an "Old Side," would not consider his conversion authentic,

^

Biography, p. 11.
Ibid.. P* 11*
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he gave up his preparations for the bar in favor of
the ministry.
When he confided his change of plans to Caldwell,
Stone expressed his concern in not receiving any special
evidence of a calling to preach.

In unorthodox fashion,

Caldwell assured him that he had no reason to expect
a miracle, that a strong desire to preach was all the
evidence needed, and that he should delay preparations
no further.

Caldwell, showing confidence in Stone,

assigned him a text upon which to prepare a discourse
to be presented at the next session of the Presbytery,
where he was to offer himself as a candidate for the
1l3
ministry.
Stone completed his classical course under
Caldwell in 1793*

Immediately, upon the advice of

his teacher, he and Samuel Holmes placed themselves
under William Hodge for guidance in theological subjects.
Consistent with the practice of the day, Stone
and Holmes were assigned for study particular topics
of divinity upon which they would stand oral examinations
at the next session of the Presbytery, about six months
distant.

The subjects that were assigned were the

Being and Attributes of God, and the Trinity.

It was

also the rule to assign to the candidate a thesis on a

^3 Ibid.. p. 1 2 .
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subject upon which he was required to write.

The sub

jects assigned to Stone and Holmes in the latter instance
are not known.

As a text book for their study of the

Trinity, they were given Herman Witsius* The OEconomy
of the Covenants
Witsius' was the first theological treatise
on any subject which Stone studied*

Previously his

only book on theology had been the Bible, which, he
says "had been my daily companion since. . . Jjoecoming/
seriously disposed to religion.
comfort and my guide.

It was my life, my

In fact, by my close attention

to other studies I had but little time and opportunity
to read anything else.
Stone's confusion regarding Witsius found ex
pression as follows:
Witsius would first prove that there was but
one God, and then that there were three per
sons in this one God, the Father, Son and
Holy Ghost— that the Father was unbegotten-the Son eternally begotten, and the Holy
Ghost eternally proceeding from the Father

^ Witsius was Regent of the Divinity College
of the states of Holland and West Friesland and pro
fessor of Divinity in the Universities of Franequer,
Utrecht and Leyden. His book called The OEconomy of
the Covenants Between God and Man Comprehending a Com
plete Body of divinity, was first published at Utrecht
in 1661 and went through three editions in Latin before
l693« The American edition was published by George
Forman in New York in 1798 in three volumes.
Biography, pp. 12 -1 3 .
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and the Son— that it was idolatry to worship
more Gods than one, and yet equal worship
must be given to the Father, the Son and Holy
Ghost. He wound up all in incomprehensible
mystery. My mind became confused. . • I made
known my case to my fellow-student. . . .We
laid the book aside as unprofitable as well
as untelligible to us--calculated. to involve
our minds in mystic darkness. . .4°
Hearing of Isaac Watts’ treatise on the same subject,^
he procured a copy, read it and adopted Watts’ views,
at least for the time.
Watts* thesis is:

"All that I pretend to main

tain here is that our blessed Saviour must be God, and
he must
and

be man; God and man in two distinct natures,

one person, i. e., one complex personal agent."

He also recommended that all who read his book "consult
their Bible with diligence, as I have done, especially
in the places which I have cited, and like honest English
readers. . .look only at the sense as it lies before

^

Ibid.. p. 13.

^ Isaac Watts, D. D., Glory of Christ as GodMan Display’d in Three Discourses, viz. Pi 3 c I. A
Survey of the visible Appearances of Christ, as~~God
before his Incarnation, with some Observations on the
Texts of the Old Testament, apply’d to Christ. OIsc II.
An Enquiry Into the Extensive Powers of the 'Human Nature
of Christ in its present glorify'd state, with several
T estimonies annexed. Oise III. -An Argument, tracing
out the early Existence of the Human Soul of Christ,
even before the Creation of the World" With an Appendix,
Containing an Abridgement of Dr. Thomas Goodwin’s Dis
course of the Glories and Royalties of Christ, in his
Works in Folio,' Vol. if. "Book 3 . (Tondon: JT~Oswald, 17 ^6 ).
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them, and neither consider nor care whether it be new
or old, so it be true. . A Q
These preliminary remarks leave considerable
latitude for a person who, like Stone, was not always
content to tread the beaten path.

Watts frankly stated

that many of the views set forth in his book were his
opinions and should be regarded in that light.

He

also stated a very commendable ideal for the student*
”We ought to make use of all the advantages of increas
ing Light, nor continue in a wrong application of scrip
tures to support any point of our faith in opposition
to their most open and evident meaning."^
Whatever powers of mind Stone possessed were
brought to bear upon the theological questions of the
day as well as upon less complicated subjects.

Despite

the fact that his solutions were not always satisfactory
to his church brethren, at least he attempted to satisfy
himself that they were rationally worked out; as his
goal he strove to be "able at all times to give a reason
for the hope that was w i t h i n , r e f u s i n g to be con
soled with the thought that he had merely memorized
a catechism.

^

Ibid., p. viii, xii•

^

Ibid., p. xii.

£° I Peter 3*15.
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Holmes and Stone were fortunate at the next
Presbytery in having Henry Pattillo,^ also a "New
Light" Presbyterian, to examine them for licenses.
Like a great many of the preachers in Orange Presby
tery, Pattillo accepted Watts* views on the Trinity.
Therefore when he examined the candidates on the sub
ject, he was "very short and his interrogations involved
no peculiarities of the system."^

He wished, no doubt,

to avoid controversy with the more orthodox

53

on the

^ Henry Pattillo was born in Scotland in 1726
and died in 1801. He studied theology under the great
Samuel Davies, afterwards president of the College of
New Jersey, who was associated in the Great Awakening,
in Virginia, with George Whitefield. Pattillo had been
granted the first degree of A, M. from Hampden-Sydney
College. Poote, p. lj.05»
£2 Biography, p. li}..
£3 Whereas religious bigotry and sectarianism
were at their height, Pattillo observed that "We may
be sociable with our brethren, of other denominations,
in those duties of religion and fellowship, in which
their peculiarities will allow them to walk with U 3 . "
Further he said, "If we bite and devour one another,
we are as surely weakening his kingdom, and building,
and strenghthening the kingdom of the accuser of the
brethren.
He even advocated open communion with the
Methodists, which was certainly a revolutionary doctrine
for his day. He said that they should "worship together
and avoid controversies." Later he said, "Were Chris
tians to forget their distinctions, and converse freely
on experimental and practical truths, where heart would
answer to heart, as face to face in a glass; and thus
stir each other up to love and to good works, without
once touching on the points in which they differ; they
would love each other much better, and profit each other
much more, than by souring, if not embittering each
other*s temper, by disputing on points in which they
are sure to disagree." Henry Pattillo, Sermons (Wilming
ton: James Adams, 17 8 8 ), pp. iv, viii, ix, i|0 .
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subject.

If Stone had been examined by one of the

latter, he probably would not have received a license;
however, the liberal element had permeated the Orange
Presbytery too far, as the result of the influence of
the preaching of Whitefield and the Wesleys, for that
group ever to insist upon a "strict construction" of
the Confession of Faith.

Having passed his preliminary

trials satisfactorily, Stone became eligible to receive
a license six months later at the next session of Presbytery.
During the months that followed, Stone continued
to speculate concerning the doctrines of the Presby
terian church.

He could not reconcile orthodox Presby-

terianism with his own knowledge of the scriptures.
He deemed the natural consequences of Calvinistic
theology an abatement to his "seal, comfort, and spir
itual life."

The "abstruse" Calvinistic dogmas, which

he had believed true, were, he said, in irreconcilable
conflict with other doctrines "which were plainly taught
in the Bible."

The Calvinists taught that one could

not believe unless first given that power by a special
act of grace.

Stone argued that the scriptures assumed

belief to be within the reach of everyone, for "Christ
died for all," not for the "elect.
The pattern of emotional "ups and downs" in

^

Biography, pp. 31-33*
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Stone '3 life is easily discernible.

Perhaps it was

because of a facet of his personality which is described
by a contemporary as "his weakness:"
He was too much inclined to be sad, too timid.
He lacked combativeness, this gave his mind
a gloomy cast. Apprehensive of the future
he possessed a working faith, was a Greek and
Latin scholar, and was one of the humblest
and purest men living, yet he ever saw clouds
in the horizon. This natural tendency de
stroyed that natural cheerfulness that be
longed to A. Campbell*55
Nevertheless Stone’s religious thinking seems
to be clearly the result of his contact with the "New
Light" Presbyterian forces in North Carolina.

First,

at Guilford Academy he absorbed the liberalism of Cald
well.

Second, his conversion resulted from the efforts

of McGready and Hodge, both liberals.

Third, his study

of Watts encouraged him to question the Confession of
Faith and orthodox Presbyterianism.

Fourth, as a cli

max, he was licensed by Henry Pattillo, who was possibly
the most liberal of all, and certainly a leading spirit
in North Carolina Presbyterianism.
First Teaching Experience
Yielding to the discouragements of debt and
unsettled theological speculations, Stone shelved for
the time his ministerial preparations.

With fifteen

^ W. D. Frazee, Reminiscences and Sermons,
Second edition (Nashville: Gospel Advocate Co., 1593),
p. 115.
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dollars in his pocket he traveled on horseback to the
home of his brother Matthew in Oglethorpe County, Georgia.
As a result of an illness contracted on the journey,
he spent a period of several months convalescing at
his brother's home.

With the aid of his brother, an

influential citizeir^in the community, who owned several
hundred acres of l and,^ he obtained a position near
Washington, Georgia, in Succoth Academy, which had
been opened by Hope Hull,^? a preacher who was "second
58
to none in fostering Georgia Methodism."
Succoth Academy, chartered 1 7 8 3 , was one of
the first three such schools in Georgia.

Academies

of this type were just getting started in the state.
They were largely presided over by ministers and many
times survived only with the greatest difficulty.
Concerning these inveterate preacher-teachers, William
Warren Sweet says: ". • .In the very nature of the

5^ Ware, p. 3^|-*
57 Hull was born in Maryland in 1 7 6 3 . He came
to Georgia in 1788 as an Itinerant Methodist preacher.
He became a trustee of the University of Georgia and
was the aathor of a widely used Methodist Hymnal (Hymns
and Spiritual Songs, Washington: 1 8 0 3 ). He had often
travelled with Bishop Asbury. George White, Historical
Collections of Georgia. Third edition (New York: Pudney
and Russell, 1855)>PP» 393~39^»

5® G. G. Smith, History of Georgia Methodism
1786 to 1866 (Atlanta: A.’ B. Caldwell, 1 9 1 3 ), p. 38.
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case* the vast educational needs about them, as well
as the necessity of increasing their means of liveli
hood, would naturally lead the average college trained
minister to become also a school master.

And this

with few exceptions is what happened."^9
At the time, this particular school with no
building of its own, was conducted in rented houses.

60

Stone, who was appointed "Professor of Languages,"
says, "We commenced with about seventy students about
the beginning of 1795 * • • •"

The age of the pupils

who entered these academies depended upon the facility
with which they had mastered the three R ls.^‘L
As "Professor of Languages" Stone probably
taught Latin and Greek, which were the standard languages
in the curriculum of these early academies.

Stone

says, "I exerted myself to fill the appointment with
honor to myself and to my pupils, and had the unspeak
able satisfaction of receiving the approbation of the
^2
trustees of the county."
For this year, his first
experience as a teacher, the young professor was

59 Sweet, The Presbyterians, p. 70.
60 Elbert W. Boogher, Secondary Education in
Georgia 1732-1858 (Philadelphia: Univarsity of Pennsyl
vania, I9 3 3 ), p. 1 0 2 .
Charles Edgeworth Jones, Education in Georgia
(Washington: Government Printing Office, I8 8 9 ), p. 23.
^2 Biography, p. If?*
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probably paid around five hundred dollars.

A report

on Wilkes County academies of the day gives the salaries
of two teachers at four hundred and eighty dollars.
At least the remuneration was sufficient to enable him
by economical living to save more than enough to pay
his debts.

Although he was busy with his teaching,

he did not allow any opportunity to further his own
education to slip by.

He studied French under the

guidance of a fellow teacher, Francois Aubir, who had
come to America to escape the French Revolution.

Stone

reports that he "learned the language more perfectly,
having acquired some knowledge of it before, with a
certain Doct. Hale of North Carolina."^
According to Stone, in addition to being a
religious center, Washington was "noted for wealth,
hospitality, refinement, skepticism, and wickedness."
His professional position carried with it invitations
to tea parties and all sorts of amusements in the homes
of Washington's aristocracy.

He soon began to feel

63 Boogher^yp. 8 3 . .
^ Biography, p. 15* This was probably James
Hall (not Hale), a noted Presbyterian scholar who had
an academy called Academy of the Sciences near what is
now Statesville, North Carolina. It is known that Stone
knew Hall. The writer could find no Doct. Hale in
records of that day. See James Edward Bagwell, Sketch
of James Hall, I7I4J1-I826 (Typewritten manuscript in
Presbyterian and Reformed Historical Association Library,
Montreat, North Carolina).
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that his social activities were destroying his serious
ness of purpose; consequently, he began to seek more
sober employment.
The influence of Hope Hull on Stone cannot be
exactly known.

Hope Hull, the master of Succoth Academy,

was in sympathy with the tendency to break down tradi
tionalism in religion.

He demonstrated this liberalism

at the Baltimore conference in 1792; when James 0‘Kelly’s
"republican Methodists” withdrew, Hull sympathized with
O'Kelly’s effort to democratize the Episcopacy, spoke
for it and voted for it.

He may be regarded as another

of those contacts which Stone made with Methodist think
ing on "free grace” and ’’revivals.”

Hull exercised a

liberalizing influence on Stone, if he exerted any in
fluence at all.

The two men must have discussed the

recent O ’Kelly movement many times during their asso
ciation, for perhaps significantly, it was as a result
of O ’Kelly's movement that the North Carolina ’’Christian"
Church came into existence at about the time Stone was
associated with Hull. ^

Hull may have taught Stone

to be more tolerant toward those who espoused different
doctrines*
Although he had abandoned his ambition to

65 See Winfred Ernest Garrison and Alfred T.
DeGroot, The Disciples of Christ A History (St. Louis:
Christian^Board of Publication, 191$), p. 9 6 .
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be a preacher, here Stone was able to resolve the diffi
culties of debt and disturbed mind that were in his
way.

But in 17 9 5 * probably through the influence of

another Presbyterian minister, John Springer,
decided to resume his ministerial preparations.

he
He

went often to hear Springer preach at Liberty in a
building erected by cooperative effort of all the reli
gious groups in the community, because Springer’s
preaching was " . . .

very acceptable to serious people

of all denominations."^7

Springer became the intimate

and warm personal friend of Stone.

Largely through

the influence of Springer’s sermons, delivered without
manuscript, with what was described as "uncommon ease
and elegance," Stone was inspired to preach again,
and so decided to begin again his theological studies.

68

Springer was also a "New Side" Presbyterian who had been

66 John Springer had been graduated at Princeton
in 1775. During the Revolution he had been an assistant
tutor at Hampden-Sydney College. He was the "first
Presbyterian minister to be ordained in the state of
Georgia. He established a school at his home, Walnut
Hill, soon after he came to Georgia in 1785* John
Forsyth and Nicholas Ware, later United States senators,
and Jesse Mercer, of Mercer University, were educated
at this school." Writers Program, Georgia, The Story
of Washington-Wilkes (Athens: University of Georgia
'Fres's, 194 I), p. 3 0 .
^7 George Howe, History of the Presbyterian
Church in South Carolina"'(ColumbTa: Duffle and Ghapman.
1870), p. b"31.
;
68 Biography, p. 15.
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trained by Dr. Robert Smith,
J.

the father of the brothers

B.Smith and Samuel S. Smith,

presidents of Hampden-

Sydney College during the ’’Second Great

Awakening.

"^9

Springer's liberal tendencies are apparent in one of
his sermons in which he said,
This is the merciful day of your visitation
and not withstanding you are by nature children
of wrath, heirs of hell and under the curse of
a broken law, you may yet become by faith in
Christ’s blood the children of Cod, heirs of
God, Joint heirs with Christ, and have a right
and title to the heavenly inheritance.70
He further elucidated man’s condition before the Creator
by saying,
. . .But notwithstanding man was created in
such advantageous circumstances, yet he was
a mutable creature, subject to fall, inasmuch
as he was endued with freedom of will . . . .
We may as well separate understanding from
the mind as freedom from the will. . .71
Springer not only exerted a strong influence on Stone,
he also was the positive force in Stone’s struggle
against becoming too much involved in the fascinating
social activities of Washington.
Hull, Springer, and McGready, with the other
revival men of the Carolinas, translated the. "Second

69 John Springer, Solemn Truths stated and urged
in a Lecture and Sermon:
which is prefixed a short
3ketoh of the author’s life (Augusta: Hobby and Bruce,
IHo§T7 P» ix.
70 *kid., pp. 5 9 , 6 0 .

71

P« 6I4..
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Great Awakening1* which had begun in New England and
spread to Virginia and Carolina, into the Great Revival
of the early West.

Some have regarded the Second Great

Awakening and the Great Revival as spontaneous move
ments having the same fundamental causes and each having
great effect upon the o t h e r . A t

any rate Stone's

later activity in the Great Revival had its roots in
his contact with Methodists and "New Side" Presbyterians.
Summary
During this period of life Stone matured from
a boy into a man, having been forced to deal with disturb
ing financial and religious problems without the sympa
thetic understanding of his family.

These trying

experiences convinced him of his ability to cope with
cold and hard realities.
His contact with Caldwell, one of the most
important of his life, served to broaden his mind and
to stimulate further his love of learning.

It seems

quite likely also that Stone, because he personally
admired Caldwell, perhaps unconsciously, took on some
of the latter's personality traits, for descriptions
of the two men by their biographers bear some impres
sive similarities.

Certainly Stone's teaching and

disciplinary philosophy were influenced by Caldwell.

72 Alice Felt Ty^er, Freedoms Ferment (Minnea
polis: The University of Minnesota Press, 19^4^1-) •
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At Guilford Academy and nearby, Stone received
many religious impressions and underwent a severe struggle
before finally yielding under the ministrations of
McGready and Hodge.

With his acceptance of Presbyter-

ianism came a resulting conflict with the popular doc
trines of election, predestination, and reprobation,
which was prolonged through many years, and resulted
ultimately in his total rejection of Calvinisn. as a
system of theology.
Stone’s aversion to the sectarian emphasis
put on Biblical teachings was encouraged by associa
tion with Caldwell, Pattillo, Hodge, Hull, and Springer,
all of whom tended in practice to diminish the authority
of their creedal formulary in favor of the Bible.

This

lesson, as they probably thought later, Stone learned
too well, for in following it to its logical conclusion
he found, no doubt to his great surprise, that it meant
the repudiation, not only of Presbyterianism, but of
all denominationalism with its authoritarian creeds.
His teaching experience further broadened his
personality through classroom contact with students
and the social position he enjoyed, and restored his
self-confidence to the point that he was ready to re
sume his theological studies.
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CHAPTER III

EARLY MINISTRY
First Preaching
In 1796 Stone left Succoth Academy in order to
be present at the spring meeting of Orange Presbytery,
where he was to receive a license.

Under date of April

5 , the presbytery records contain the following informa
tions

nMr. Barton Stone preached a sermon which was

sustained as a part of trial.'*1

On April 6, this informa

tion was recorded:
Messrs. Stone, Foster and Tate delivered
discourses on the subjects assigned them
at our last stated session of presbytery
and were examined on divinity in generals
which discourses and examinations were
sustained as parts of trial previous to
licensure. Messrs. Barton Stone, Robert
Foster and Robert Tate having gone through
the trials assigned them by presbytery with
approbation and having adopted the Con
fession of Faith of this Church; and satis
factorily answered the questions, appointed
to be put to candidates to be licensed; the
presbytery did license them to preach the
gospel of Christ; as probationers for the
holy ministry; within the bounds of this
presbytery or wherever they shall be
orderly called.^

Records of Orange Presbytery, ms., Vol. 4 (17951812.) • These recorcls are in the library of the Historical
Foundation of the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches at
Montreat, North Carolina.
2 £bid., pp. 4-5.
73
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On this occasion Stone saw again Henry Pattillo,
who on Stone’s first appearance at presbytery had examined
the candidates on theology.

Pattillo had contented himself

with a type of questions that involved none of the peculi
arities of the Presbyterian system of theology.

He had

also delivered a sermon, at the conclusion of which he
presented each candidate with a Bible and the charge:

"Go

ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every crea
ture. ”3

The candidates were usually presented with the

Confession of Faith.

Stone noted the stress put upon the

Bible rather than upon the church creed and was impressed
deeply, as he recorded the event many years later in his
autobiography
Pattillo was later accused of contributing to
Stone's "heresy.”

It seems probable that he may have

contributed to Stone's dislike of sectarianism.

As

evidence of his liberalism, Pattillo had on occasion
held open communion with the Methodists.
is evident in the following passage:

His attitude

”Had the Christian

world in all ages sacrificed a few grains of orthodoxy
for charity, it would have been an immense gainer by
the exchange.

For if charity be greater than faith and

3 Mark 16:16. Quoted in John Rogers, The Biography
of Barton Warren Stone Written by Himself: with additions
and refi"ections by Elder John Rogers (Cincinnati: J. A.
ancC U . P . James,“18^7), p. 16. Referred to hereafter as
Biography.

k Ibid.
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hope, I would not hesitate to pronounce it greater than
orthodoxy, •
Stone thus received a license and became a probationer^ for the ministry.

The period of probation was

provided in order that the candidate might prove his
worthiness in actual practice.

In order to fulfill this

qualification, he and Robert Poster were assigned the
eastern part of North Carolina, where they were to “ride
and preach,”?

if a young licentiate was able to withstand

the terrible discouragements which Stone and Poster no
doubt encountered, he was considered adequate for the
tasks of the Presbyterian ministry.
These two probationers necessarily made their
own appointments for preaching in the “lower parts," a
name given to the eastern coastal section of the state.
New Bern, at this time the largest town in the state,
could not boast a Presbyterian church until 1819; the
bnly.other regularly established Presbyterian church in
Q
these parts of the state was at Washington,
The difficulty of this first charge was calculated

^ Henry Pattillo, Sermons (Wilmington: James
Adams, 1788), P« 1}1*
6 A probationer was a candidate who had been
licensed to preach but not ordained,
7 Biography, p. 16.
® Charles Crossfield Ware, Barton Warren Stone,
Pathfinder of Christian Union (St. Louis: BetSany Press,

i9#7rpr3Fr
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to deflate the ego of young and inexperienced proba
tioners and to show them that the occupation they had
chosen was not an easy one.

They preached in homes,

in groves, but only occasionally in a house especially
built for worship.

The inevitable doubts as to their

'’qualifications for such solemn work" came.

In these

parts many people knew the young preachers, and as is
often the case, were not inclined to respect the abilities
or the advice of such men. They strongly felt the appro
priateness of the maxim, "A prophet is not without
honor save in his own country."9

They decided to seek

another section, where they would be "entirely among
strangers," and where the weight of their efforts would
perhaps be greater.

They needed audiences not accustomed

to hearing them in order to make their best efforts.
If the motive for sending these neophytes into
one of the most difficult fields was to show them the
difficulty of their chosen life work, it was eminently
successful.

Once again Stone wavered and was frankly

discouraged because he and his companion received so
little evidence of acceptance; they pondered whether
they were qualified for "such solemn work."

An old

woman at one of the congregations, observing Stone’s
indecision, told him not to play the part of Jonah; that
if he did not like the "lower parts" of the state, he

9 Matthew 13:57.
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should go west.1®

This suggestion stimulated Stone*s

imagination.
Preaching Along the Wilderness Road and in Cumberland
Like many of his contemporaries, Stone immediately
considered going to Cumberland, the triangular area bounded
by the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers and the Cumberland
Mountain range in Tennessee*

This area had first been

opened in 1779 by Captain James Robertson, who, with two
or three hundred followers, had left the Hols ton country
to settle at a site near the present city of Nashville*11
Upon deciding, in May, 1796, to go to these settlements,
Foster and Stone went ’’'leisurely” to Fort Chiswell in
Virginia, to start their journey through the wilderness*
On their way they met a friend who asked the two young
ministers to stay with him until the next "Sabbath” to
preach at a nearby meeting-house*

Stone, in the midst

of his unsettled emotional conflicts, was prevailed upon
"with great difficulty. • .to ascend the pulpit:" but
during the prayers and hymns he gained assurance,
collected his thoughts, and was thus enabled to speak
"with boldness and with profit to the people*"12
In this comparative wilderness the people, probably

1® Biography. p* 17.
11 John Carr, Early Times in Middle Tennessee (Nash
ville: Stevenson and Owen, 1837 )> P* 7«
12 Biography. p. 18.
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hungry for religious instruction, responded to Stone*s
message, and gave him his first feelings of success in
preaching.

His audience "pressingly solicited” him for

other appointments.

Since several other congregations

in the county were "entirely destitute of preaching,"
he agreed to stay.

Appointments were made, one at Smithes

meeting-house and another on New River at the home of
Colonel Moses Austin, who, with his son Stephen,^ was
destined some years later to found a colony in Texas
To have some of the sermons which Stone preached
here would he extremely interesting and revealing; however,
none of them have been preserved, probably because they
were extemporaneous efforts.

Stone

Montgomery Counties until July.

remained in Wythe and

He says he found the

people "attentive, kind and liberal," but he refused to
allow their kindness to hinder him in his plans to go
further west.
Although he never engaged in levity in the pulpit,
Stone was by no means morbid; instead, he possessed a good
sense of humor, as the following incident demonstrates.
On his trek westward, he stayed with a local minister who,

3-3 Stephen P. Austin, the first president of the
Republic of Texas. See Stephen P. Austin, "A Memorandum of
M. 'Austin-18 Journey," American Historical Review, IV, (1900),

518-Sit2.
34 Robert L. Kincaid, The Wilderness Road,
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 19Ji7)> P* 192*
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he said, received him kindly and entertained him.
in his journal he wrote:
somnum fugant.

However,

"Jfocte publices me de turban t, et

Soedet me vitae.

me; and they drive away sleep.

(At night fleas disturb

I am weary of life.)”

The following night was spent with a "very religious family
of Baptists," who, in the course of their conversation,
told him that if the logs of a house were cut in the full
moon of February, a bed bug would never molest that house.
This revelation caused him to ask". • .whether any discovery
had been made for banishing fleas from a house."
I was answered in the negative. That is a pity,
said I; for I have heard of such a place as hell;
but if hell be worse than to be bedded with a
thousand fleas, it must be a dreadful place.
This as I Intended, roused the mother and daughter.
Yes, said the old lady, there is a hell and if you
do not repent, and be converted, you will find it
to your eternal sorrow.
He took the side of the opposers of Christianity in order to
draw the old lady out on the subject of baptism.
I stated many common cavils against the doctrine
which she answered with intelligence. Wearied
with my supposed infidelity, she ceased to talk.
The old man took a candle and invited me to bed.
I observed to him, I wish to hear you pray first,
for Christians always pray in their families
evening and morning. He was thunder stricken,
and walked the floor backwards and forwards,
deeply groaning. The old lady laid the Bible
on the table; still he walked and groaned. I
then advanced to the table, read, sung, and prayed,
and next morning I rose early, and was met at the
door of the stairs by the mother and daughter.
They gently reproved me for my deceptionapologized for
conduct and dismissed me with
their blessing.

^

Biography, pp. 20-21.
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Stone leisurely made his way to Cumberland,
taking care to be near a '‘meeting-house1’ when the '‘Sabbath"
was approaching.

On one occasion he visited the Presby

terian congregation of Edward Crawford on the Holston
River.

He hoped to keep his identity unknown, but at

the meeting he met his friend Robert Foster, who had
preceded him, and who was now teaching a school in the
neighborhood,

Foster, in spite of Stone's reluctance,

introduced him to Crawford, who insisted on having
Stone p r e a c h , T h i s preaching was the last that he
would do before his dangerous journey through the wil
derness to Nashville.

Although the battle of Blue

Licks, 1782, had virtually marked the end of organized
Indian attacks in Kentucky^? and Tennessee, the route
was still dangerous.

Because of these dangers it was

not customary to venture through the wilderness except
in parties of a dozen or more.

T ft

Two other men going to Nashville "overpersuaded"
him to join them.

Along the way they had an encounter

with a band of Indians.

Stone's horse became lame

and he was forced to walk until he became completely

16 Ibid.. p. 20.

17 Thomas D. Clark, A History of Kentucky (New
York: Prentice Hall, 1937)# p. 8 lj..
1O
J. G, M. Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee to the
End of the Eighteenth Century (Kingsport: Kingsport
tress, 1926 V.
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exhausted*

When he stopped to rest they left him to
19
get through as best he could.
Surely he demonstrated
something of the dauntless pioneer spirit.
A little farther on, at Shiloh, near Gallatin,
Tennessee, Stone overtook friends and fellow laborers,
William McGee20 and John Anderson,2-*- whom he had known
at Guilford Academy, and who were at that time preaching
at this place.
When Stone arrived in Nashville in the fall of
1796, it was only a little village of about 300 persons.
In the area were several settlements which were the
result of the vast tide of immigration which flowed
Into the country, after the Indians had been checked.22
One of the oldest of these settlements was Mansker*s
Creek, named in honor of Kaspar Mansker, an early settler.

19 Biography, p. 21.
20 McGee, a native of North Carolina, was a
disciple of McGready. He first came to Shiloh in
179lj.. Later he had a part in Kentucky*s Great
Revival. John B. M*Perrin, History of Methodism in
Tennessee (Nashville: Southern Methocfist Publishing
House, 1869), I, 291-297.
21 Anderson, also of North Carolina, was like
McGee a convert of McGready. He had entered Caldwell*s
school in 17814.. He became a missionary to the
Cumberland settlements for Transylvania Presbytery.
Washington College in Pennsylvania awarded him the
degree of D. D. Sprague, Annual of the American Pulpit
(New Yorki' RobertrCarter and! BrotKers,
), p p .$"88-591 •
22 John Carr, Early Times in Middle Tennessee
(Nashville: Stevenson and Owen, 1837 )» PP* " 6 ^ 7 : ----
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Her© Stone ana Anderson found ’’respectable and large
assemblies,” to which they often preached ’’from a stand
erected by the people in a shady grove.”^3

Not all of

these hearers however, were ’’respectable.”

It took

courage to face these not always friendly frontier audiences,
especially if the preacher railed against their sins.

At

one time ”an old deist” publicly accosted Stone at the
close of a sermon.

At another time, at the Mansker's

Creek settlement, Stone preached ”publicly and freely”
against dancing, much to the chagrin of a dancing master,
who had lost pupils because of Stone's comments.

Stone

says, ”He swore he would whip me the next time I preached
there.

I came to my appointment, and so did he with a

band of ruffians, armed with clubs, and stood in a half
circle before me, while preaching, in striking distance.”
The young preacher relates that he was "unappalled at their
menaces" and proceeded in his discourse to "drub them
without mercy."

His efforts were successful, for he

reports that "Like cowards they sneaked off one by one,
and disappeared.’’^
It was while preaching here that Stone met another

^3 Biography, p. 22.
Ibid., p. 22.
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"kindred spirit" in the person of Thomas B, Craighead,
who preached in his brick church at Spring H i l l # P e r 
haps because Craighead was the brother-in-law of Stone’s
old teacher, David Caldwell, Stone and Craighead became
close friends and later exchanged letters on controversial
issues of the day#

It was on the basis of these letters

that Craighead, like Henry Pattillo, was later accused
by the Presbyterians of contributing to Stone’s unorthodox
theology#

Such accusations were probably well founded,

as may be seen from the contents of a pamphlet written
by Craighead#^?

Much of the material in this pamphlet

is in refutation of prevailing Presbyterian doctrine#
Craighead denies that the Hew Testament teaches that
the "immediate agency" of the spirit was given to any
pO
man previous to conversion#
He affirms at length

2£ Craighead was one of the earliest figures in
Tennessee Presbyterianism# He was b o m in North Carolina
in 175>0; and graduated at Princeton in 1755* ”He founded
the first Presbyterian Church in Tennessee in 1781. This
became one of the largest and most influential churches in
the south." National Cyclopedia of American Biography
(New York: James T# White Co#), VTT, 130.
26 N©ar the site of Andrew Jackson’s "Hermitage#"
The University of Nashville (then called Davidson College)
had its beginning in Craighead’s little brick church; he
was both founder and first president of this Institution#
A* W. Putnam, History of Middle Tennessee (Nashville:
Methodist Publishing House, lbf?9), p. 6I4.6 .
27 Thomas B. Craighead, A Sermon on Regeneration
with an Apology and an Address to the Synod of Kentucky
'("Lexington: William Worsl'ey, 1809).
Ibid., p# 6.
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that the scriptures have absolute authority in all
questions of religion; and that no preacher has any
influence from the spirit but that held in common with
29
other Christians* 7 The attitude which the synod of
Kentucky took toward Craighead*s preachment was admirably
summarized in a handwritten note in a margin of this rare
pamphlet;
How many Sermons have been preached and
printed calculated to undermine the real
Truth & to encourage Errors, wretched doing!
How dare any man preach such a sermon as
this? No wonder he was condemned by the
Synod*30
The opinions expressed throughout this pamphlet are
very significantly similar to those of Stone printed
in his 11Apology. ”31
In the meantime, Anderson, deciding to go to
Kentucky, persuaded Stone to accompany him.

Craighead,

upon hearing of their plans, asked them to preach their
farewell sermons to his congregation at Spring Hill.

On

this occasion, since they expected a "large and intelligent
audience,” they "endeavored to prepare discourses suitable

29 Ibid., pp. 2, 12.
30 ibid.a adjacent to page 2.

31 Robert Marshall, Barton W. Stone, and John
Thompson, An Apology for Renouncing the Jurisdiction of
the Synod o? Kentucky to Which Is Added a! Compendious View
of the G-ospel. and a Pew Remarks on the Confession of
Wi^EEr*(Lexington: Joseph Char less , 1861+).
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to the occasion."^
Anderson, who was to speak first, had prepared
his discourse on the text, ‘'Without holiness no man shall
see the Lord," and had expected to make a brilliant dis
play of talent before this assembly.

However, Stone

reports,
I shall never forget his exordium, which in
fact, was also his peroration. Holiness,
said h e , is a moral quality— he paused, having
forgotten all his studied discourse. Confused
he turned with staring eyes to address the
other side of his audience, and repeated with
emphasis— Holiness is a moral quality— and after
a few incoherent words he paused again, and sat
down.83
His friend’s failure shocked Stone, who was too
modest to expect to make a “brilliant display.B

This

incident no doubt impressed Stone with the thought that
the pulpit should not be used for self-exploitation.
These well-received preaching experiences in the
Cumberland settlements probably strengthened Stone’s
determination to devote his life to the ministry, for
following this period there is no evidence that he ever
questioned again the advisability of continuing in the
ministry.

Here he gained confidence that he had lacked

during his first preaching efforts in North Carolina.
He found he could preach to audiences of cultivated and

32 Biography, p. 21}..
33 Ibid.. p. 21}..
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refined people as well as to the coarse, rough-tongued
pioneer element.
Kentucky Ministry. 1796 to 1801
Stone was minister of the church at Cane Ridge,
Bourbon County, Kentucky, from 1796 until 1822, with the
exception of about two years, 1812 to l 8ll|., when he re
turned to the Old Mansker's Creek Settlement#
At the time Stone went to Cane Ridge, he was
described by one of the members of that church as
follows t

nA Marylander by birth, a Virginian by adoption,

twenty-five years of age, of very limited experience in
the pulpit, never having assumed charge of a church,
visits Cane Ridge and Concord churches at the close of
1 7 9 6 , and is employed to fill the pulpits made vacant

by the removal of Robert W# Fi n l e y ^ to Ohio#”^

David

Purviance, later a co-worker of Stone, and also a member
of the Cane Ridge congregation when Stone went there,
describes the congregation and tells his impressions of
Stone as follows:

Finley had been a Princeton student, and after
the manner of many such graduates opened a log college
which he called the ”Log Cabin Seminary” near his church
at Cane Ridge# This school was of very short endurance#
However, FLnley was responsible for training at least three
men who later became co-workers with Stone# These men were
Richard McNemar, John Dunlavy and John Thompson.
James R# Rogers, The Cane-Ridge Meeting House to
which is added the autobiograpliy"of B. W. Stone and a alkietch
of Davlcf Purviance (Cincinnati: Standard Publishing Co#,

i9irrrrp.3rr!--
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They were large and respectable and were
visited by several preachers that were
unsettled* Of them B. W. Stone was most
generally approved. . .He was young, but
his preaching was correct and interesting;
and his deportment was amiable, plain and
unassuming, so that he secured the affection
and esteem of the people g e n e r a l l y . ’ ^
Evidently Stone had come to the conclusion that
his itinerant preaching was not contributing much to his
development as a minister.

He asked the advice of friends,

when solicited by the two congregations to settle among
them, and "decided to become stationary for a while."

At

Cane Ridge and Concord he added about eighty people to the
congregations in the course of a few months,^7 a remarkable
record.
The Cane Ridge meeting house was rustic but was
ample in seating capacity.

It was forty by fifty feet with

a ceiling fifteen feet high.

There was an elevated pulpit

reached by a stairway, and a gallery which was reached by
a ladder from the outside. 3®

The building is described by

one of the early members as follows:
There was no chinking between the logs, no glass
in the windows (but what need of windows'for light
or air?), the floors and seats were of puncheons
smoothed with broadaxe, no chimneys, no fireplaces,
the roof and pulpit being of clapboards; and yet
large congregations greeted elder Stone those

36 Biography, p. 121.
37 Liland R. H. Collins, History of Kentucky
(Covington: Collins and Company, lB777> P* 1+^9•
3® Rogers, Cane-Ridge, pp. 31-32.
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quiet Sabbath mornings.39
On January I4., 1797 » the Transylvania Presbytery,
"having examined his credentials. • • and acquaintance
with doctrinal and experimental religion,"^® gave Stone
permission to preach within their territory.
Transylvania Presbytery had been making efforts
to establish a seminary, later to be known as Transylvania
University, in their bounds.

Because of his wide acquaint

ance in the coastal areas, Stone was asked to visit Georgia
and the Carolinas to endeavor to make collections for the
purposes of endowing this school in the then infant state
of Kentucky.^

Stone agreed to go because of some "un

settled business*1 of his own.

A part of this unsettled

business was that he had to arrange to be formally
dismissed from Orange Presbytery.^

In spite of the

presbytery*s confidence in him, it is doubtful if he
actually made any collections for Transylvania University,
because no record of money in any amount bearing Stone*s
name can be found

39 Ibid*, pp. 31-32.
Minutes of Transylvania Presbytery, 1786-1837,
--Wed. January”T+/T7977 pp.' W - i W - '
ip- The Christian Messenger, XI¥ (I81|2j.), 302.
i

M. S. Records of Orange Presbytery, October 1^.,
1797, P. 187 ~

k-3 Robert Peter, Transylvania University, Its Origin,
Rise and Decline. and Fall (Louisville; John P. Morton and
Co., 1 8 9 6 ), p. 62.
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The soliciting took place principally in
Charleston, South Carolina.

Here he ”• • • remained

some days, and received the most friendly attention of
gentlemen professing religion, living in splendid palaces,
surrounded with a rich profusion of luxuries, and of
everything desirable; these pleasures were heightened by
free, humble and pious conversation.”

Hot all, however,

was pleasing to him, for here he saw slavery in sickening
/

forms, which he describes as follows:
Poor negrosl /sic/ Some chained to their work—
some wearing iron collars— all half naked; and
followed and driven by the merciless lash of a
gentleman overseer— distress appeared scowling
in every face.44
That this experience marked the beginning of his
dislike of slavery is unlikely; however it marks the
beginning of his active opposition to it.

A second part

/

of the ’’unsettled business” of this trip was directly
related to slavery.
his father*s estate.

He had inherited some slaves from
David Purviance, an associate at

Cane Ridge, reports that on his return he brought his
slaves with him, ’’but philanthropy and good conscience
were more to him than gold; therefore he • • • broke
the yoke, and set them free.”^
Stone later became president of the Colonization

^

Biography,, pp. 27-28.
Biography, p. 123.
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Society of* Georgetown, Kentucky,^ an organization whose
purpose was to consider ways and means of liberating all
slaves and to provide ways of passage Ibr them to colonies
of liberation.

It is believed that one reason Stone later

moved to Illinois (l83l|.) was to take his children away
from slave territory and "to escape the effects of the
institution."^
An interesting sidelight on Stone’s philosophy
is shown by an incident which occurred on his trip to the
Carolines.

In Charleston he encountered Samuel Holmes,

with whom he had studied theology, and who in the meantime
had become prosperious.

Stone "observed the great change

in his /Holmesj[7 former simple manners and conversation"
and concluded, "But few men can bear prosperity and
popularity, so as to retain the humble spirit of religion.
These observations of Stone characterize the man, who was
himself largely free from pride and haughtiness.
In 1798 the Cane Ridge and Concord congregations
presented, through the presbytery, a formal "call"^9 to

^

The Christian Messenger. IV (1830) l63-d.6ij..

k7 F. J. Heinl, "Newspapers and Periodicals in the
Lincoln-Douglas Country,” Illinois State Historical Society
Journal. XXIII (1930), 377-3?8.
Biography. p. 28.

k-9 A written "call" or letter from a regularly es
tablished congregation was a prerequisite to the ordination
of a probationer, who, upon receiving a "call," was examined
by presbytery previous to ordination.
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Stone, to become their located minister.
records state:

Presbytery

"Calls from the united congregations

of Cane Ridge and Concord for Mr. Barton Stone were
by consent of pby. presented to him for his acceptance,
which he accordingly accepted.
Once again Stone resumed his study of popular
controversial issues.

The question was how could he

reconcile his views of the teachings of the Bible with
Calvinism.

In his re-examination of the Confession

of Faith, he again carefully compared its doctrines
with those of the Bible.

He found, in spite of his

efforts to believe the teachings of the Confession,
that he must reject them.

He seriously doubted the

doctrines of election, reprobation and predestination
as taught in the Confession.

In this re-examination,

he "saw that these doctrines were necessary to the
system. . ." and that "the covering put over them could
not hide them from a discerning eye with close inspection.
In his public discourses, he had not preached
these doctrines; he had "learned from. . .superiors
the way of divesting these doctrines of their hard,
repulsive, features."

His preaching thus far had been

confined to "the practical ^non-speculative7 parts of

Minutes of Transylvania Presbytery. April

10, 1798, p. lB£.
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religion.
Upon S t oned having first come to Cane Ridge, one
of the members of that church saidt
He was a Presbyterian, and disposed so to continue,
but he was possessed of an independence of mind
and freedom of thought which could not be bound. . •
He was a man of research, and labored to preach
the truth as he found it in the Biblej but he was
sparing of the feelings of others— he seldom-:
made any allusions to, or direct attack on, the
sentiments or doctrines of those who differed from
him. ^
With these doubts, in October, 1798, he went to
presbytery for his examination, hoping to postpone his
ordination until Mbetter informed and settled."

He confided

his doubts to Dr. James Blythe^ and Robert Marshall,^ two
outstanding men in the presbytery.

These men had tried to

remove Stone*s doubts, but "in vain."

Stone finally told

them, in answer to their questions, that he was willing to
receive the Confession "only as far. . . as consistent
with the word of God," which was by them thought sufficient.

Biography, p. 28.

Ibid,, p. 1 2 1 .
*3
^ "James Blythe, D. D., was among the early and
distinguished preachers in the field. He was born in North
Carolina in 1765 and came to Kentucky. • .in 1791. • .When
Kentucky Academy/ was merged in the University of Transyl
vania /T7987, He ws.3 appointed professor of mathematics,
natural philosophy, astronomy, and geography. . ./He/ ful
filled for twelve or fifteen years the duties of acting
president." Collins, p. I4.6 3 .
^ Robert Marshall was bora in Ireland in 1760. He
lived until 1 8 3 2 . He had attended school at Liberty Hall in
Lexington, Virginia. In later years he was one of the more
talented speakers in Stoned movement.
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When the question: "Do you receive and adopt the Con
fession of Faith, as containing the system of doctrine
in the Bible" was propounded, Stone says he "answered
aloud, so that the whole congregation might hear, 11
do, as far as I see it consistent with the word of God . 1
Stone was ordained.

It is quite likely that the keeper

of the minutes did not understand Stone’s statement
to contain a reservation and thus recorded his answer
in the usual foxmal language.
In later years when he was about to be excom
municated for publishing views contrary to the Confes
sion, he answered that since he had never adopted the
Confession without reservation, he should not now be
excommunicated for his criticism of it.

However, when

his accusers referred to the minutes, they found no
such reservation recorded.

In order to vindicate his

honesty, Stone collected for publication in his auto
biography signed testimonials concerning his reserva
tion from men who witnessed his ordination at Cane Ridge
October lj., 179® •
As to the possibility of such reservations
passing the notice of the presbytery, we learn that
in the neighboring presbytery of Cumberland where the
personnel was mostly from North Carolina, "such
reservations were a general practice."^

Davidson,

Ware, p. 7i|-*
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the Presbyterian historian, who could never be accused
of being disposed in Stone’s favor, says that "None
were required to adopt the Confession of Faith, save
so far only as they believed it to agree with the
word of God.^k
Three ministers, William Mahon, Samuel Rannels,

57

and Richard McNemar, examined Stone upon the languages,
the sciences, church history, and church government,
before his ordination.

The committee gave the report

that they were "fully satisfied with his examination."

58

Through the next two or three years Barton
Stone directed his efforts to a systematic study of
Calvinism in all its aspects, and compared them with
the Bible.

Through his study he developed the argu

ments against the Calvinistic system to which he held
unwaveringly throughout the rest of his life.

These

Robert Davidson, History of the Presbyterian
Church in the State of Kentucky (NewTork: Robert Carter
Co., 1857)» P» 229• ""Thomas Cleland, later one of Stone’s
most bitter opponents in theological controversy, found
the Transylvania presbytery very liberal in their ex
amination of him on theological subjects. Humphrey, p. 77*
This was no doubt the Samuel Reynolds (Ran
nels) who during the revival at Cane Ridge in 18 0 1 ,
denounced five members of his congregation from the
pulpit for their attendance at the Cane Ridge meeting.
W. H. Perrin, History of Bourbon. Scott. Harrison, and
Nicholas Counties, Kentucky (Chicago: 0 . Jj.'feaskin,
18 S2 T, p. i5o.
Minutes of Transylvania Presbytery, October
2, 3, 1798, P. 203.
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arguments against Calvinism may be regarded, as one of
Stone’s major contributions to the thought of the vast
company that responded to his preaching and teaching.
He was one of the first in America totally to reject
Calvinism as a system of theology.
Beginnings of the Great Revival, 1797 - 1801
To demonstrate that there was some connection
between the Second Great Awakening and the Great Re
vival, it is only necessary to show one chain of in
fluence from the former to the latter.

William Tennant

founded the "Log College" at Neshaminy, Pennsylvania,
in 1720.

Samuel Blair, one of Tennant's students,

established another school at Fagg's Manor, Pennsyl
vania.

Among Blair's students was Samuel Davies,

later president of Princeton.

Davies' evangelism

reached out to Henry Pattillo, David Caldwell, and
Thomas Craighead.

These three men exerted powerful

influences upon Stone who was at the center of the
Great Revival of the West.

In this one instance it

seems clear that the influence went from East to West.
In other cases it seems that the Western Revival re
initiated efforts in the East.

Perhaps it is more

accurate to consider the two movements as simultaneous
outcroppings from the same fundamental causes.
According to Stone, "things moved quietly"
in his congregations and "in the country generally.
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Apathy in religious societies appeared everywhere to
an alarming degree.

Not only the power of religion

had disappeared, but also the very form of it was waning
fast away. . .”£9

This general laxity in religion was

due among other things, to the type of preaching being
done.

A historian of the period has said:
There was a great deal of meta-physical
preaching. Election, reprobation, and
predestination were the favorite themes.
. . .That kind of preaching was very inter
esting to a mind inclined toward theology,
but it tended to make the average person
cold and indifferent towards religion.
Added to this was the fact that even the
most religious became absorbed in their
natural prosperity.
Complaints were common
among all denominations that religion was
at a low ebb . ° 0
Another cause of this apathetic attitude was

the Revolutionary War and the wars with the Indians.
J. G. M. R amsey has observed:
The standard of morality is lowered /by war7
and the sacred fire of conscience burns le'ss
purely. . . .But now, war and its influence
had ceased. . . .A stable government had given
repose to the excited masses. This condi
tion was favorable to the needed reformation
and happily the instruments by whom it was
to be effected were at hand. Men of burning
zeal, inspired by the lofty theme, . . .
came amongst the people, and declared their

^

Biography, p. 3i|_.

6° S. P. Fogdall, ’’Religious Development of
Early Kentucky, ’’ Register. Kentucky State Historical
Society, XIX (1921), 17-18.
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mission. To mos t of them /the people/ it
was novel, and therefore attractive.®!
The Western phase of the Second Great Awakening,
or the Great Revival, as it has been called, probably
had its beginnings in 1797 in the little frontier Pres
byterian churches of Logan County, Kentucky, where
James McGready was preaching.^2
McGready, forced to leave North Carolina be
cause of the severity of his preaching, came to Ken
tucky where his earnest and severe manner was less
irritating.

He preached for several congregations

in Logan County, including one located on Gaspar River.
Here, characteristically, McGready was "dangling sin
ners over the pit of hell" and was seemingly able to
impress them with the precariousness of their position.
Under his ministrations there had first appeared the
unusual emotional manifestations which became popularly
known as "religious exercises."

Furthermore in July,

1 8 0 0 , he instituted the camp-meeting, the great out

door religious gathering, afterwards so popular as
an evangelistic vehicle.
Hearing of McGready’s success, Stone, early

Ramsey, p. 731*
^2 William Warren Sweet, Religion on the -American
Frontier, The Presbyterians (New York: Harper Brothers,
1936), p. BIjT
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in 1801 went perhaps of curiosity to hear this great
preacher again.

He may have wondered how McGready

was getting the people so ardently to attend his preach
ing when the attitude in his own community was "apa
thetic" in the extreme.

Stone describes the scenes

that met his eyes as "baffling,” because here for the
first time he witnessed the "exercises," in which the
victims, suffering from hysteria, laughed, barked, ran,
and danced incontrollably, and in many cases fainted
or fell in a trance.^3
Although some of Stone’s friends had been
"stricken down" by these remarkable manifestations
of emotionalism, he was himself never a subject of
these excesses.

Taking an objective attitude, he de

cided to observe how one whom he "knew to be a careless
sinner" would act under this strange influence.

For

hours he "sat patiently” by this person to observe
critically "everything that passed from beginning to
end. .

He was convinced that some of what he saw

was fanaticism, but he reached the conclusion that on
the whole it was a "good work;” for Satan could not
lead men to reform their lives and to "forsake sin. „64

^3 Biography. pp. 39-42.
64 This attitude bears striking resemblance to
that of Jonathan Edwards’ under similar circumstances.
See Clarence Forest and Thomas Johnson, Jonathan Edwards
(New York: American Book Co., 1935)> PP» xxi, xxii.
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This meeting of McGready1s in the spring of
1801 served to increase Stone’s zeal.

He returned to

Cane Ridge to fill his appointment on the following
Sunday.

For a text he chose a part of the "Great

Commission:"

"Go ye into all the world and preach

the gospel to every creature.

He that believeth and

is baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not
shall be damned.

The chief emphasis of the sermon

Stone placed upon the last part of the text, urging
the sinner to believe now and be saved.

Further, he

said that they need not wait for "God's own sovereign
time," for the gospel was universal and "faith the
condition of s a l v a t i o n . S t o n e says, "The effects
were immediate and powerful;" at night, he went ten
miles to Concord, where he probably preached the same
sermon.

Here the "exercises" made their appearances,

as they had under McGready's preaching in the south
of Kentucky.^7

Mark l6 :l6 .
kk This was one of the chief doctrines of the
proponents of the Kentucky revival and the chief cause
of the first investigation by the Synod of Kentucky of
the "revivalists." The doctrine was, of course, in com
plete opposition to the doctrine of the Calvinists that
salvation came in "God's own sovereign time" to those
who were "elected" to salvation and "predestined" to
eternal life, and not to those who by the exercise of
their will believed in the gospel and obeyed it.
67 Biography, p. 3 6 .
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Whether Stone was disturbed when the "exercises"
occurred is unknown.

After the Concord meeting he

returned to Cane Ridge to attend another appointment,
where he "soon heard of the good effects of the meeting
the Sunday before."

At this time the "exercises" ap

peared at Cane Ridge, as "scores" fell to the ground,
even before he had started preaching.

This reaction

Stone believed to be the delayed effects of his Sunday
sermon when the congregation, as he says, had been
"affected with awful solemnity.
Not only the emotional and fanatical but even
the skeptical came under the spell of this religious
fervor.

Many accounts have been related of those who

came expressly to ridicule, determined to resist its
influence, and found it impossible to do so.

Stone

relates the case, among others, of "an intelligent
deist," who told him that before witnessing the "exer
cises" he had regarded Stone as an honest man; but
afterwards he became convinced that he was deceiving
the people.

Stone says, "I viewed him with pity, and

mildly spoke a few words to him--immediately he fell
as a dead man, and rose no. more till he confessed the
savior."^9

88 Ibid., p. 3 6 .
69 Ibid., p. 37.
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The effects of these meetings, says Stone,
“were like fire in a dry stubble driven by a strong
wind."7*'* Collins, a contemporary Kentucky historian,
describes the effects as being “immediate and power
ful. . . the work spread in all directions. . .and
for a time party creeds, names, and feelings seemed
to be buried. . .
As a conclusion of this first phase of the
revival, Stone conducted in about June, 1801, a fiveday meeting at Concord which met with such a response
that Stone refused to describe it, saying "it would
border on the marvellous."72
After this vigorous period of work, Barton
Stone took a short vacation in order to repeat marriage
vows (July 2, 1801) with Miss Elizabeth Campbell, the
daughter of Colonel William Campbell, who had come
to Muhlenburg County, Kentucky, from Virginia.
Campbells were a family of wealth and culture.73

The
Barton

says his bride was “pious" and much "engaged in religion.

70 Ibid.
71 Collins, p. 119.
72 Biography, p. 37.
73 see Margaret Campbell Pilcher, Historical
Sketches of the Campbell, Pilcher, and kindred Families
including the Bowen, Russell, Owen, '£rant, Coodwin,
Amis, Carothers, Hope, Taliaferro, and Powell families
(Nashville: Press of Marshall & Bruce Co., 1811).
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With, her Stone hurried back to his hundred-acre farm
located half way between his two congregations.*^

He

had made an appointment for a meeting at Cane Ridge
to start the first of August.
The Cane Ridge Meeting, August, 1801
From his experiences in Logan County, Stone
probably thought the camp-meeting an effective way of
reaching the rough pioneer, whom he considered so des
perately in need of religious instruction.

Consequently

he made great preparations for a camp-meeting that was
to surpass all others.

Sweet, the church historian,

reports that his arrangements were as follows:

". . .a

large area had been cleared, in the center of which a
large tent had been erected, while the adjoining ground
was laid off in regular streets along which the tents
and lodges of the people were to be placed.11^
preparations were not in vain.

Stone's

One statistically

minded person counted l,lif3 vehicles,
great numbers walked and rode horseback.

and besides,
It was esti

mated by James Crawford, a Presbyterian preacher who
attended, that 3*000 people became the subjects of

^

Ware, p. 9 5 .
Sweet, The Presbyterians, p. 8 7 .
Ibid.
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the "exercises."77

The estimates of the total number

of people who assembled range between 1 0 ,0 0 0 and 3 0 ,0 0 0 .
Stone was deeply impressed with the fact that
although this revival had been started principally by
Presbyterians, Methodists and Baptists seemed to enter
wholeheartedly into the work, forgetting their differ
ences.

It is regrettable that out of the more than a

hundred sermons delivered on this occasion by men of
the different denominations, not a single discourse
was preserved.7®

An observer of the period says, "All

prejudice and feeling seemed to cease between the
Presbyterians and Methodists and it was no easy matter
to tell which of them were the more noisy. • ."79
This spirit of unity was that for which Stone had hoped.
He says, "We all united in singing the same songs of
praise— all united in prayer— all preached the same
things— free salvation urged upon all by faith and
repentance."®^

Such a spirit was rather remarkable

77 Richard McNemar, The Kentucky Revival (Cin
cinnati: J. W, Browne, 1807), pp. 26-27.
7® In addition to Barton Warren Stone, we have
the names of four other Presbyterian preachers who were
engaged in the work, James Crawford, John Lyle, Robert
Marshall, and Richard McNemar, and one Methodist, William
Burke.
79 McNemar, p. 6 7 .
®° Biography, p. 3 9 .
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in a day of rampant religious bigotry, when all the
sects were vying for the preeminence.
In his autobiography Stone describes the religious
hysteria, which was more remarkable and widespread in
the Cane Ridge meeting than had previously been witnessed.
This religious intemperance was manifested in several
ways.

First, he describes the "falling exercise,"

in which the subject would fall to the earth with a ;
piercing scream and appear as dead.

Second, he men”

tions a manifestation widely known as the "jerks,"
which affected principally the head, but in extreme
cases the whole body.

He says that those who had di

ready professed religion were possessed with an ecstatic
dancing which developed out of the "jerks."

Variations

of the foregoing he describes as the "laughing," "bark
ing," and "running" exercises.
In his History of Kentucky Pre3 byterianism
Davidson summarizes the extravagances and disorders
of the revivals under the following headings: undue
excitement of animal feeling; disorderly proceedings
in public worship; too free communication of the sexes;
the promulgation of doctrinal errors; and the engenderft“1
ing of spiritual pride and censoriousness•
Since

a“i
Robert Davidson, History of the Presbyterian
Church in the State of Kentucky (New~Tork: Robert darter
Co., l8If7), pp. lij.2, 1 6 9 .
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the dissolute and irreligious were usually more numerous
than the serious minded, these meetings were slandered
by many who stood aloof*
The religious "exercises’* have been explained
in almost as many different ways as there have been
writers on the subject*

82

Some said they were merely

evidence of religious fanaticism and ignorance; others
gave them psychological treatment; some explained that
it was extreme emotionalism as a direct result of the
type of preaching; and still others believed it to be
an actual visitation of the Spirit of God; a nineteenth
century Pentecost*
Stone gives the phenomenon a simple explanation:
Religion had sunk so low, and such carele ssness was
prevailing, that when the people's consciousness was
finally aroused, their religious fervor became as ex
treme in the opposite direction as their former paucity
of spiritual devotion*®^

He seemed to care little about

the possible causes, but took the attitude that since

p. m. Davenport, Primitive Traits in Reli
gious Revivals (New York: Macmillan bo., 190^X7 pp.
oO, 8 6 , 216,
This discussion covers all the various
views taken by both the opposers and the supporters of
these manifestations. See also William Warren Sweet,
Revivalism in America, Its Origin, Growth, and Decline
(New ifork: Charles ScribnerT s Sons, 1 9 t PP» 112-132.
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the revival accomplished desirable effects, it must
be pronounced a good work.

Even at his own Cane Ridge,

where the revival excesses reached their climax, he
saw that there were fanatics and even, as Davidson the
historian says, "wild fellows from adjoining towns,"
who frequented the camps, "to take advantage of the
opportunities afforded by the prevailing license and
disorder;

however, he refused to concede that all

who were so exercised were fanatic or reprobate.

In

support of his conclusion he states that he saw many
who came into the fellowship of the Cane Ridge church
as a result of this meeting who became substantial
85
supporters and gave their sons to the ministry.
While most of those who have been interested
in commenting on the Cane Ridge meeting have confined
their remarks to the time of the meeting, an outside
observer, writing in 1 8 0 2 , has left his evaluation of
the after effects of the ^reat Revival*
On my way to Kentucky I was told by settlers
on the road that the character of Kentucky
travellers was entirely changed, and that
they were now distinguished for sobriety, as
they had formerly been for dissoluteness:
and indeed I found Kentucky the most moral
place I had ever been in. A profane expression

Quoted in Sweet, The Presbyterians. p. 8 9 .
One such was the father of John Allen Gano.
The son later became minister of the Cane Ridge church
and remained there in that capacity for thirty years.
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was hardly ever heard, a religious awe
seemed to pervade the country, and some
Deistical characters had confessed that
from whatever cause the revival might ori- gg
ginate, it certainly made the people better.
The Cane Ridge meeting ushered in the period
of Stone’s most active ministry.

Indeed, he exerted

himself so much that he developed what seemed to be
a tubercular condition.

A contemporary says, "Never

did a man exert himself more. . .than did Barton W.
Stone. . . .He yeilded to no discouragements but labored
so hard and constantly that a spitting of blood ensued."®?
That Stone considered the spirit of cooperation
and unity among the "Christian sects" the most remark
able and beneficial effect of the revivals cannot be
questioned.

"Unity of Christians in one body" became

the greatest desire and work of his life.

He found

it necessary to apologize for the fanaticism of these
meetings,

saying, "Indeed it would have been a wonder,

if such things had not appeared in the circumstances
QO

of that time."

The Cane Ridge meeting was near the

beginning of the Great Revival, but it was by far the
largest and most spectacular of all the camp meetings.

86

Rev. G. Baxter, Narratives of Revivals of
Religion in Scotland. Ireland. Wales "and ]§£©rica""’(Phil
adelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1802) pp.
270-271.
®? Carr, p. 8 6 .
88 Biography, p. i^2*
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The people from various states carried the spirit of
the meeting back into their states and some of the same
results followed; but there never appeared again the
tremendous effects and manifestations that were present
in the Cane Ridge meeting.
Summary
The Cane Ridge meeting established the reputa
tion of Stone as a preacher and religious leader.

It

is largely because of this phase of the Second Great
Awakening that the name of Barton Stone can never be
justifiably omitted from works dealing with the develop
ment of religion in Kentucky*9°

His autobiography

serves as a source for unemotional descriptions of
the remarkable religious “exercises,” those phenomena
of the Great Revival which reached their height at
Cane Ridge in August, 1801*
One of the evidences Stone used to demonstrate
the genuineness of the revival was the fact that numerous
people became convinced that slavery was a moral evil
“and cut the bonds of many poor slaves.”

The people,

says he, had overcome the temporary stigma of the ex
travagances of the revival, now had a religion of

Sweet, The Presbyterians. p. 8 7 .
90 See Davidson; Sweet, The Presbyterians; P. G.
Davenport; etc.
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"decency and order,” and had developed a degree of
"personal righteousness.”
Stone had first reacted emotionally and then
rationally to Calvinism; on the latter basis, he totally
discarded it as a system of theology.

On the basis of

faith, he was unable to accept it because the Bible had
taught that "Faith cometh by hearing and hearing by
the word of Cod,” (Romans 10:17).

The fact that all

the sects had united in preaching the same things in
the Cane Ridge meeting, with a consequent reformation
in the lives of the converts, had demonstrated to him
that all men have the power to believe and obey the
Gospel.

The foregoing considerations set a sort of

pattern for his future preaching; and, although ad
mittedly these doctrines made him less Presbyterian,
they did not therefore to him imply that he was less
Christian.
In this period he crystallized his thinking
and decided that a formal break with sectarianism was
imperative.

This philosophy he expressed in The Last

Will and Testament of the Springfield Presbytery, which
is a concise expression of his views.
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CHAPTER IV
STONE *S LATER CAREER
Cane Ridge Influence
At the time of the Cane Ridge meeting Barton W.
Stone was hut twenty-eight years of age.

Although young

in years, Stone had been matured by his varied experiences
as a student, as teacher and beginning preacher, and as
an itinerant evangelist along the wilderness trails to
the West.

He had preached in private homes to family

groups; he had been asked many times to preach extempor
aneously to strange audiences along the Wilderness Road
and in the Cumberland settlements; he had also preached
in brick meeting houses to large audiences of pioneer
leaders who were "refined and cultivated."

Finally, in

1798, on April tenth, he had been invited to become the
"settled pastor" of two frontier Presbyterian churches,
Cane Ridge and Concord, in Bourbon County, Kentucky . 1
That he had achieved stature as a preacher may
be seen from a comment from one of his congregation:
". . . h e labored with great zeal and efficiency, and

1 Minutes of Transylvania Presbytery, April 10, 1798.
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Ill
within a few months received eighty additions,"^

Although

his ministry was as yet short in years, his preaching
experience was broad in type and well calculated to add
to his confidence in and out of the pulpit.
The revival at Cane Ridge thrust Barton W. Stone
into prominence as a religious leader in the frontier
areas of Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and
Missouri,^

Dr, 0, B. Whitaker, President of Union

Christian College, became quite eloquent in describing
Stone’s part in the Cane Ridge meeting,

"When Barton W,

Stone rose to deliver the opening address of that wonder
ful meeting, in the midst of the gathered thousands, his
eloquent lips became more eloquent, his clear mind became
clearer, and his heart of love was overflowing with the
outpouring of the Spirit and love of God."^

Stone did,

in fact, preach in this meeting, but was perhaps more
prominently active as co-ordinator and observer; never
theless, there can be little doubt that, as Carr says,

2 James R, Rogers, The Cane-Ridge Meeting House t6
which is added the Autobiography oT B, W. Stone and a
Sketch of David Purviance ICincinnati-: Standard Publishing
c S 7 T T 9 i o ), p, £1,
3 There were people at the Cane Ridge meeting from
all of these states. Stone literature is replete with
references to men who, having been present at the Cane
Ridge meeting, carried the enthusiasm and some of the spirit
of unity back to their own locales,
^ J, Pressley Barrett, The Centennial of Religious
Journalism l8o8-1908, Second edition (Dayton, oKlo:
Christian Publishing Association, 1908), p, 323,
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Barton W. Stone became ”• • • the chief instrument at
the commencement of this great revival in Kentucky
The experiences of cooperation among the denomi
national groups and the essential agreement of the doctrines
preached by Baptists, Methodists and Presbyterians at the
Cane Ridge camp meeting were the mainsprings of Barton W.
Stone*s future activity*

The meeting was a practical

demonstration to Stone that Christian unity was possible
and practicable.

He said in regard to the subjects and

attitudes preached:
The doctrine preached by all was simple and
nearly the same. Pi*ee and full salvation to
every creature was proclaimed.' All urged
faith in the gospel and obedience to it, as
the way of life. All appeared deeply impressed
with the ruined state of sinners, and were
anxious for their salvation. The spirit of
partyism, and party distinctions, were apparently
forgotten. The doctrines of former controversy
were not named, no mention was made of eternal
unconditional election, reprobation or fatality.
The spirit of love, peace and union were revived.
You might have seen the various sects engaged in
the same spirit, praying, praising and'communing
together and the preachers in the lead. Happy
daysI Joyful seasons/of refreshment from the
presence of the Lord.0
The revivalists for a time encountered almost no
opposition; but soon the conservative Presbyterian
ministers began to regard the movement with disfavor.
Their attitude is described by a contemporary:

^ John Carr, Early Times in Middle Tennessee
(Nashville: Stevenson and Owen, 1E37), pT 79 •
^ Christian Messenger, I, 7&-77«
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The people among whom the revival began were
generally Calvinists; and although they had
long been praying in words, for the outpouring
of the spirit; and believed that God had
"fore-ordained whatsoever comes to pass”; yet
when it came to pass that their prayer was
answered, and the spirit began to flow like
many waters, from a cloud of witnesses; and
souls were convicted of sins and cried for
mercy and found hope and comfort in the news
of a Savior; they rose up and quarrelled with
the work, because it did not also come to
pass that the subjects of it were willing to
adopt their soul-stupefying c r e e d . 7
The disfavor with which the conservatives regarded the
revivalists soon grew into bitter opposition.

Stone says:

. . .here we were not permitted to rest. We
must. . .cease from preaching the doctrine,
which was considered contrary to the doctrines
contained in our Confession of Faith,. .

7 Richard McNemar, The Kentucky Revival (Cincinnati:
J. W. Browne, 1807) p. 27.
8 Christian Messenger, I (1833) 77-78.
"The views
of Jacob Arminius and his followers may be stated as follows:
(1) Election was conditional upon, and inseparable from
Divine foreknowledge of those who would believe and persist
to the end. Calvinism taught unconditional election, based
on the sovereign will of God. (2) Christ died for all the
people, and not only for the elect, but not all men accepted
the Atonement. Hence believers only received the actual
benefit. Calvin limited the atonement to the elect. (3)
Man was not totally depraved and could therefore cooperate
with God in the spiritual regeneration. Calvin held to
the doctrine of total depravity. (I4.) God’s grace was not
irresistible for the elect, and withheld from the repro
bate. Calvin held the opposite view. (5) Against the
Calvinistic doctrine of ‘Once in grace, always in grace , 1
Arminius emphasized the possibility of a lapse from grace•"
Lars P. Qualben, A History of the Chris tian Church (New
York: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 191+2), p. 3^1. This repre
sents substantially the views of Stone, but his faith was
not postulated upon the writings of Jacob Arminius, for we
do not know that he had ever seen them. It was derived
from his independent perusal of the Bible during the three
years he devoted to the study of Calvinism as a system of
theology.
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Stone*s views which were so repulsive to the
Calvinists were as follows:

"The provisions and calls of

the gospel were for all, and to all the family of Adam;
that Christ died for all and was constituted the; saviour
of all; that the poor sinner must believe in him, and
that he was capable to believe from the evidence given
in the gospel,"^
The first real voiced opposition to the revival and
its proponents took place at Paris, Kentucky, soon after
the Cane Ridge episode, while Stone himself was recuperat
ing from his over-exertion*

Although the Presbyterians

were at first chiefly responsible for the revivals, some
of their number led the attack.
When Stone heard of a protracted meeting a short
distance from his home, he decided to attend quietly,
taking no part.

The minister, being a strict conserva

tive, preached a strong Calvinistic sermon, diametrically
opposed to the "doctrine by which the work amongst us had
its existence and life," i, e., salvation for all, by
faith in and obedience to the gospel.

In further opposi

tion to the camp meeting type of evangelism, the preacher
broke up the meeting and transferred it to a nearby house
of worship, far too small to accommodate the crowd.

9 John Rogers, The Biography of Barton Warren Stone
written by Himself: with additions and reflections by Elder
Jolhn Rogers (Cincinnati: J, A. and 0, P, James, X8Ij.7T> pp,
77-78, Hereafter referred to as Biography,
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Stone rebelled at the preacher who, he says, ”preached
in iceberg style*”

No doubt, he referred to the preacher *3

doctrine, not his preaching style, as the chilling in
fluence*

As observed by S. P* Fbgdall, he probably

referred to the influence of preaching predestination,
reprobation and election, which tended to make the average
person cold and indifferent toward religion*
Stone determined not to allow this influence to
prevail; immediately when the preacher had closed his
discourse, Stone led the congregation in a prayer, even
though another minister of the same caste as the first
was in the pulpit ready to preach*

Stone's prolonged

prayer no doubt partook of something of the nature of a
sermon; for soon the ’’house was filled with cries of
distress* • • Some of the preachers Jumped out of a
window back of the pulpit and left#”11

Upon ending the

prayer, Stone forgot his doctor's orders to avoid strenuous
exertion, and pushed through the crowd from one to another
in distress, ’’pointing them the way of salvation, and
administered to them the comforts of the gospel.”12
He worked so hard that he became wet with perspiration;

10 S. P. Eogdall, ’’Religious Development of Early
Kentucky” Register* Kentucky State Historical Society
XIX (1921) lY-ltJ*
11 Biography, p. 1+3*
12 Ibid.
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his doctor, being in the audience, took him home, re
proving him for his lack of wisdom in exerting himself.
However, the next morning Stone considered himself so
much improved that he decided that the "nights sweat”
had been his cure.

He was soon preaching again.

Because of similarities in belief, Stone became
associated with four other young preachers in Transylvania
Presbytery.1^

Of the four, Marshall was perhaps the

best speaker; he had been prominent in presbytery until
he identified himself with the Christians.

He had been

one of the men to whom Stone had confided his doubts
regarding the Confession of Fai th and McNemar had been
one of the committee that examined Stone on church
history, church government, etc., just before he was
ordained.
The Presbytery, alarmed because these men neglected
the Confession, warned them about preaching doctrines
contrary to its dogmas.

The men failing to comply, were

threatened with heresy trials; but they withdrew from
the presbytery before they could be excommunicated.1^-

13 Robert Marshall, John Thompson, Richard McNemar,
and John Dunlavy.
^ Samuel J. Baird, A Collection of the Acts, De
liverances and Testimonies of the SupremeTudicatory of the
Presbyterian Church from "its origin in America to the
Present time with Notes and Documents Explanatory and
Historical: Constituting A Complete Illustration of He r
Polity, 'Faith, and Hls*tory (Philadelphia: Presbyterian
Board of Publication, 1 8 5 6 ), p. 620.
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Not wishing to lose their talent, the presbytery appointed
a committee to reclaim the heretics, with the result that
Matthew Houston, one of the committeemen, was convinced
of the correctness of their views and took up the work with
the rebels.^
That this group at no time expected to leave the
precincts of the Presbyterian church is demonstrated by
their attempt to organize a separate presbytery in the
hope that by acting in this capacity they could avoid
conflict*
The newly formed ’’Springfield Presbytery”
immediately resorted to the presses to defend their views
against misrepresentation or misunderstanding*

They

published some of their ’’heretic” views in a pamphlet^
which was widely circulated.
Soon after withdrawing from the Presbyterian
church, Stone advised his congregations of his action*

In

order to dramatize the fact that they need have no fear he
would ask them later to fulfill their salary obligation to
him, he destroyed the contract before their eyes*

There is

no record of a single dissenting voice in the two congrega
tions when it was unanimously decided to abide with Stone

15 Biography, p* 137*
Robert Marshall, Barton ¥• Stone, and John
Thompson, An Apology for Renouncing the Jurisdiction of the
Synod of Kentucky, To which is added a Compendious view of
the Cospel. and a few Remarks on the Confession of Faith
*Lexington, Ky • :"~Joseph cJaarTe s s, IBoijT* ''
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In his decision.

This congregation became the Church of

Christ at Cane Ridge*^?

Such loyalty Stone could not

have expected, hut it demonstrates the degree of confi
dence which the people reposed in their minister.
These dissenters soon saw that the Springfield
Presbytery which they had formed was itself an instru
ment .of the sectarianism to which they were so oppcs ed.
This Inconsistency did not embarrass them long, for Stone
immediately wrote The Last Will and Testament of the
Springfield Presbytery.

P. G. Davenport states i "This

document, one of the most interesting in church history,
not only willed the death of the presbytery, but it
summarized in clear cut phrases the theology and the
philosophy of the new m o v e m e n t . S w e e t says regarding
the publication,
In this interesting document. • • they announced
in the legal language of a will, their abjura
tion of this and all similar organizations;
they also renounced the title of Reverend,
written calls, salaries by subscription; affirmed
the complete independency of each individual
congregation; and acknowledged no other
-

^ On Stone’s grave stone the following inscrip
tion appears: "The Church of Christ at Caneridge and other
generous friends in Kentucky have caused this monument to
be erected as a tribute of affection and gratitude to
Barton W. Stone, Minister of the gospel of Christ and the
distinguished reformer of the nineteenth century; Bora
December 2lt., 1772 Died Nov. 9, I 8I4I1. His remains lie
here. This monument erected in I 8 I4.7 •”
'
P. Garvin Davenport, Ante-Bellum Kentucky
(Oxford, Ohio: The Mississippi VaiYey Press, 1 9 4 3 ; » g* 128.
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confession of faith except the Bible. .
This work signified the death by self-immolation of the
Springfield Presbytery and it marks, about as nearly as
is discernible, the beginning of the formation of inde
pendent congregations, known variously as churches of
Christ or Christian churches.
There can be little doubt that the controversy
over doctrinal issues between Stone and orthodox Presby
terians served as a major factor in securing his leadership
among the MheterodoxM and in developing his own powers of
expression literarily and orally.

Stone many times deplored

controversy, viewing it as ’’ecclesiastical duelling,

.*20

degrading to the character of a Gospel minister.Ir

Never

theless some saw this attitude as grossly inconsistent
with the great body of Stone’s writing, which, except for
that in The Christian Messenger, was highly controversial.
John R. Moreland*s opinion of Stone as a controversialist
is indicated in the following quotation from one of More
land’s pamphlets:
You say you have ever stood opposed to contro
versial debate. With what face can you say
this? Have you not been a man of war from
your youth up? What means your zealous de
bates with Dr. Campbell? What means your

William Warren Sweet, Religion on the American
PTontier, The Presbyterians (New York: Harper Brothers,
1 9 3 6 ), p. 957
20 Barton W. Stone, A Letter to Mr. John R. More
land in Reply to His Pamphlet ('Lexington, Kentucky: Office
of the Public Advertiser, Nov. 21st, 1821), p, 3»
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address and what means the substance of all
your preaching ?21
When Stone said he was opposed to controversy
he no doubt meant oral debating*

It is doubtful that

he ever; had a public oral debate.

He could not help

having recognized that many of his doctrines and writings
were quite controversial*

At one time Stone indicated

to Alexander Campbell that he was willing to discuss
controversial issues.

After a period of time, however,

he was reluctant to continue the discussion, saying to
Campbell
I verily believe, that in the manner our
late letters are written, we might continue,
to write all our lives without any profit
to ourselves or to our readers. We should
involve every subject of theology. By long
observation and experience I have found
that when men have exhausted their sum of
knowledge in debate, they supply that want
with cynical remarks, which produce strife
and angry contention. 22
The seeming conflict of opinions over Stone*s
attitude toward controversy reveals a conflict between
what Stone would have preferred to do and what he found
necessary to do in order to gain acceptance for his
ideas.

A contemporary estimate of Stone’s attitude

toward controversy may be seen in the following com
parison between him and Alexander Campbell.

21 John H. Moreland, To the Members of the Mount
Pleasant Church (Georgetown, Kentucky: 1521), p. 6 .
22 Christian Messenger, XI, p. 329.
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There was one trait of character in which A*
Campbell and B. W. Stone differed, as widely
as the poles. The former delighted in the
forum, he was like the petrel: Old sailors
say that bird is always found in the storm,
so the old bishop was always in war paint
with a chip on each shoulder, and his tomahawk
had a keener edge, and he used it with more
skill than any chief in the nation, Not so
with B. W. Stone* He shrank from everything
like discussion, not from inability, nor from
want of self-reliance but from a perfect dread
of wounding somebody*s feelings.23
Stone gave his motive for engaging in controversy to
his old friend, James Blythe, as followst
God knows I am not fond of controversy* A
sense of duty has impelled me to advance to
it. In the simplicity of truth is all my
delight. To cultivate the benevolent affec
tions of the gospel, shall employ my future
life *2 4That Stone had an almost congenital dislike of
controversy and of any type of unpleasantness is clear,
but that he found it necessary to contradict his nature
will also be readily seen.
Doctrinal Issues
Stone indicated that during the excitement of the
revival ”. • .no mention was made of eternal unconditional

23 w, D. Erazee, Reminiscences and Sermons, Second
edition (Nashville, Tennessee: Gospel Advocate Company,
1893 )» PP. 106-107.
2 I4. Barton W. Stone, Letters to James Blytfae, D. D*
Designed as a Reply to the arguments of Thomas clelanff, “
D. D*, against my address 2d. Edition on the Doctrine
of Trinity. The Son of God, Atonement, & c . (Lexington,
Kentucky: William Tanner, Monitor Office, I82 I4.), p. lf>3.
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election, reprobation or fatality.”2^

He also stated

that even during the revival there were some Presbyterians
• • .both of preachers arid private members who
stood in opposition to the work and the doctrine
which it promoted. They did not like that the
doctrines of their confession should be neglected
in the daily ministration. They therefore be
came jealous lest those doctrines should be
entirely rejected by the churches. They began
to preach them, and oppose the doctrine of the
revival. The other sects began to take alarm
and to oppose the doctrine of Calvin. The war
commenced and now there appeared to be more
solicitude to establish certain dogmas, and to
enlist members into a particular party, tban
to preach the gospel and win souls to Christ.
The pious wept at the sight, and were groan
ing at the devastation of Zion, the breach of
union and the unhappy check put to the work
of Godl Never before to my mind did partyism
appear so hateful so destructive to the progress
of truth and vital piety, and to the salvation
of souls. Many saw it in the same light, and
felt determined to stand fast in the gospel of
Christ, and labour to promote the w o r k . 2b
Any threat to the accomplishment of Christian unity
from henceforth met a confident opponent in B. W. Stone
in spite of his natural timidity.
The Presbyterian preachers who joined with Stone,
Richard McNemar, John

Thompson, John Dunlavy,

Marshall, were busily

engaged in the work.

and Robert

The first -

three were preaching in Ohio, the last in Kentucky.
group was soon to be reinforced with the presence of
David Purviance, Malcom Worley and Matthew Houston.

2£ Christian Messenger. II, 77 •
26 Ibid.
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The "Apology"^? was the initial effort in a long
series of written theological discussions in which Stone
engaged.^8

The section of the "Apology” written by

Stone entitled A Compendious View of the Gospel was
apparently that which provoked an answer most often.
Stone summarized the distinctive doctrine set forth
by him and his co-laborers as follows:
The . • .doctrine preached by us was, that
God loved the world--the whole world, and
sent his Son to save them, on condition that
they believed in him— that the gospel was the
means of salvation— but that this means would
never be effectual to this end, until believed
and obeyed by us— that God required us to be
lieve in his son, and had given us sufficient
evidence in his Word to produce faith in us,
if attended to by us— that sinners were capable
of understanding and believing this testimony,
and of acting upon it by coming to the Saviour
and obeying Him, and from his obtaining salva
tion and the Holy Spirit. We urged upon the
sinner to believe now, and receive salvation—
that in vain they looked for the Spirit to
be given them, while they remained in unbelief—
they must believe before the Spirit would be
given them— that God was willing to save them
now, as he ever was, or ever would be— that
no previous qualification was required or
necessary in order to believe in Jesus, and

27 Robert Marshall, Barton W. Stone, and John
Thompson.
pQ
Stone published: Atonement— The Substance of two
Letters Written to a Rriend (Lexington, Ky.: Joseph!
Charless, ltJOj?)’* A""Reply to John P. Campbell»s Strictures
on Atonement (Lexington, Ky.: Joseph Charless, 1 8 0 5 ) . An
AcEdress to the Christian Churches in Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Ohio, on Several' ImportantDoctrines of Religion (Nash
ville: M. & J. Nor veil, ItJll+J • Letter to John R. Moreland
in Reply to His Pamphlet (Lexington, Ky.: Public Advertiser
Office, lB2!)• Letters to James Blythe, D.'D. (Lexington^
Ky.: Tanner, I 82 I4.).'
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come to him--that if they were sinners, this
was their divine warrant to believe in Jesus,
and come to him for salvation— that Jesus died
for all and that all things were now ready. •
One of S t o n e d co-workers, Richard McNemar, was
the first to be formally taken to task by an official
Presbyterian body, the Presbytery of Springfield, Ohio.
Prom the Ohio Presbytery the problem was taken before
the Synod at Lexington, Kentucky, and there soon involved
Stone and his other associates.
to reclaim the heretics.

The Synod sent a committee

Stone considered no argument

advanced by the committee worthy of record except that
made by David Rice.30

Rice indicated his conviction as

follows:
Every departure from Calvinism was an advance
to Atheism. The grades named by him were,
from Calvinism to Arminianism— from Arminianism
to Pelagianism— from Pelagianism to deism—
from deism to atheism. 31
Stone said that "This. • • argument. • • could
have no effect on minds ardent in the search of truth.”32
The cleavages which took place in religious society at that
time were along strictly Calvinistic lines.

The alignment

29 Biography, pp. ii4-l}5.
30 David Rice was the father of Presbyterianism
in Kentucky, a convert of Samuel Davies— Pictionary of
American Biography, Centenary Edition. Duma's Malone, ed.
(New "fork: Charles Scr'i'bne'r‘s Sons, I§lj.6), XV, f>37-5>38*
31 Biography, p. I4.7 .

32 ibid.
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of Arminian against Calvinist is indicated by the fact
that the Methodists reprinted Stone*s "Apology" in
Virginia and in G e o r g i a , 33 indicating essential agree
ment with the Stone group.

The non-Calvinist Baptists also

took sides with Stone against the Presbyterians.

A

direct repudiation of the "Apology" came from R. H.
Bishop, a preacher of the Associate Reformed Church,
which was also Calvinist in theology.

Bishop stated that

The errors which the Presbytery of Spring
field has/ s i c / published respecting these
matters /the doctrines of election, human
depravity, regeneration, and the use of
creeds and confessions/ are as much directed
against the adherents to the Associate Re
formed Synod, as they are directed against
the members of the Presbyterian Church. 34
The spirit of reform was abroad for in 1801)., the
year of the publication of the '’Apology, '* Stone and his
associates were able to organize fifteen separate groups
along the lines of the "Apology."

Six of these were in

Kentucky and seven were in southern Ohio, with ". . .an
innumerable multitude, dispersed among the people in
Tennessee, North Carolina, Virginia and the western part
of Pennsylvania who were exercised more or less with the

33 Barton w. Stone, Letter to Richard McNemar, Cane
Ridge, Kentucky, April 2, 1805 in Richard McNemar, The
Kentucky Revival (Cincinnati: J. W. Browne, 1807, re
printed New1 York: Edward 0. Jenkins, l 8 i|.6 ), pp. 78-79.
3l|- r . H. Bishop, An Apology for Calvinism (Lexing
ton: Daniel Bradford, l80l]T* P* iv«
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same spirit. 113^

Stone had an active part in organ

izing many of these groups and for many years served
as their evangelist*3&
Stone, who with his co-workers had seen37 that
their apology could he regarded by some as an authoritative
statement of faith, had, as has been previously noticed,
written The Last Will and Testament of Springfield
Presbytery*

In this document, the Presbytery of Spring

field willed "that this body die, be dissolved and sink
into union with the Body of Christ at large; for there is
one body, and one Spirit, even as we are called in one
hope of our

c alling*

"38

the same time Stone repudiated

the ministerial title, Reverend, affirmed the autonomy of
the individual church, and willed that the people use only
the Bible as a guide to heaven*
/

The group disowned all sectarian names and took
the name "Christian*n

Their reasons for doing this were

35 Evangelical Record and Western Review, J . P .
Campbell, ed. (Lexington: Thomas T* Skiliman), p. 221, II,
(1013), May.
3^ See Gayle Anderson Braden and Coralie Jones
Runyon, A History of the Christian Church, Maysville, Ken
tucky (MaysvilleV Board of the Christian "Church, 194 -8 > pp.
37 The "Apology” had been published January 31*
l80i(.. Any sectarian tendencies which this document had were
renounced by Stone when on June 28, l80fe, he published The
Last Will and Testament of Springfield Presbytery.
38 in Biography. p. 5>1*
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published in a pamphlet written by Rice H a g g a r d , 39 who
had recently joined the group.

Haggard was originally

a Horth Carolina disciple of the Republican Methodist,
Janies O ’K e l l y . ^

Discovering these Kentucky preachers

had pushed the reformation forward even further than
O ’Kelly, Haggard joined with them in their efforts to
unite all Christians on the basis of the Scriptures.
In his little pamphlet Haggard gives his reasons for
preferring the name "Christian":
1, Because the name is significant, the
interpretation being anointed ones: for the
word Christ signifies anointed. Is. 61:1.
The Lord hath anointed me, &c. Psal. 105:l£,
Touch not mine anointed, $hat is mine anointed
people. 2. Because the scriptures favor that
as the name most proper for the church. It
was given by divine authority, as has been
already shown; and who will dispute the reason,
and propriety of it? 3. The Church of Christ
is one body, and one name is enough for the
same loody.^M-

39 Bice Haggard, An Address to the Different Re
ligious Societies, on the Sacred Import of i&e c!tir'istT5n
Name (Lexington, Kentucky: Joseph Charie ss,
•
U-0 See W. E. MacClenny, The Life of Rev. James
O ’Kelly (Indianapolis: Religious Sook Service, 1 9 ^ 6 ) 7 PP•
116, 12k. 0 ’Kelly had separated from the Methodists be
cause at the Baltimore conference of 1792 he had disagreed
on the subject of church government. O ’Kelly argued for
the autonomy of congregations while others argued for an
episcopal form. As a consequence Francis Asbury and
Thomas Coke were appointed Bishops, O ’Kelly withdrew and
formed the "Republican Methodists," who later took the name
"Christian." They enjoyed considerable following, and later
became the southeastern wing of the Christian Church. Also
see John I. Rogers, The Autobiography of Elder Samuel
Rogers (Cincinnati: Standard Puoiishlng Co., T8o0), p. 101.
Haggard, p. 6 .
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Stone was demonstrating his willingness to learn from
others how to improve his own efforts at the unity of
believers.
Stone's speaking and writing on the issues con
fronting the Kentucky Christians tended to confirm his
position as their intellectual leader.

Being a man of

independent mind he perhaps began to feel the need of
writing as well as of speaking on subjects which were
occupying the minds of the people of that day.
began to study the subject of Atonement.

He

He studied

the works of Calvinists and Universalists and was led
to a perusal of the more recent teachings of Andrew
Fuller.^

He concluded that Fuller's system was merely

a "subterfuge and palliative" of Calvinism and Universalism.
His mind was not satisfied with other men's opinions.
He indulged a doubt that any of the Calvinlstic or
Universalist explanations of the atonement was scriptural.
Stone therefore determined to study the subject directly
from the Bible.

He says, "I determined to divest myself,

as much as possible, of all preconceived opinions on this

Andrew Fuller, an English theologian, born 17
died I8l5>, wrote pamphlets against Calvinism, Socinianism,
Universalism, Antinomianism and Deism. What Stone read
may have been The Calvinistic and Socinian Systems Examined
and Compared as to tjieir Moral tendencies (1793)• See
Andrew Fuller, The Complete Works of the Reverend Andrew
Fuller With a Memoir of Sis Life (Tendon: Henry G-. Bohn,
T 8U 5 T T ------------------------------
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subject, and search the Scriptures daily for the truth.^
The result of this study was a book which was much maligned
in its d a y . ^ - let the ideas contained in the book would
perhaps find more currency among theologians today than
would those which it was written to combat.

The Calvinist

argued that Christ died to satisfy the demands of law and
justice as a substitute or surety for the sinner.

Stone

reasoned that the doctrine of suretyship was wrong in
civil policy as well as in religion;^

that sin had

separated God and man and that Jesus was sent to restore
the original union between God and man.

This is effected,

according to Stone, when Jesus saves man from sin.

The

change has taken place in man through faith in Jesus who
lived, died, was buried, and rose again,^
Stone’s pamphlet was met by a storm of protest from
Calvinist Presbyterians.

His old friend, John Poage

Campbell, a relative of his first wife, answered the
Letters on Atonement. ^7

Stone countered Campbell with

k-3 Biography. p. 56.
I* B. W. Stone, Atonement the Substance of Two
Letters Written to a Friend (Lexington, Kentucky: Joseph
dlbariess, 1 $6*5) •
”
^

Biography, p. 58.

^

Ibid., p. 60.

J+7 John Poage Campbell, Strictures of two Letters
Published by Barton W . Stone Entitled Atonement (Lexington.
Kentucky, Ssoiiel Bradford, T 8 o 5 )#
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A ReP1? to John Poage Campbell*s Strictures on Atone
ment. ^

The last printed blow between the two was

struck by Campbell*s Vindex: or the Doctrine of the
Strictures Vindicated Against the Reply of M r .

S t o n e .^9

It appeared very much indeed like "an ecclesiastical
duel•"
In spite of the fact that during this time Stone
was occupied on his farm making a living for his wife
and two daughters, he often found it necessary to in
terrupt his labor ". • • to commit thoughts worthy of
note. . . to p a p e r . S t o n e

seems to have regretted

nothing by the exchange with Campbell, except that
he had printed Stone’s views on the Trinity, which
had been revealed in confidence.

This evoked from

Stone a defense of his views which he called, An Address
to the Christian Churches in Kentucky. Tennessee, and
Ohio on Several Important Doctrines of Religion. ^
The second edition of this book provoked an answer from

^(Lexington, Kentucky, Joseph Char less, 180£>).
^

(Lexington, Kentucky, Daniel Bradford, 1806).
Biography, p. 5>9.

(Nashville, Tennessee: M. & J. Norvell, l 8 li|.).
108 pages. This book went through a second edition
printed by I . T. Cavins & Co., 1821. 102 pages.

^
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a new antagonist, Thomas Cleland .^ 2

Cleland*s language

was, to Stone*s way of thinking, abusive.

He therefore

addressed an indirect reply to the eminent preacher end
his long-time friend, James

Blythe.

-^3

^he Letters to

James Blythe. Stone*s longest theological work, is
impressive in the number and quality of theological
authorities used and in clearness of argument as will
later be noticed.
The severest trial of Stone's faith in the princi
ples which he had announced to the world was brought about
in 1805> by Shaker "missionaries from New Y o r k . " ^

The

Shakers had successfully proselyted members from among
a group of New England "Christians" who were similar in

^ 2 Thomas Cleland, Letters to Barton W. Stone con
taining a vindication of the doctrines of tKe~trTnlty. the
Divinity, and Atonement of the Savior, against his Recent
Attack in a second edition of his "Address^ (texlngton.
Kentucky: Thomas T. Skillman, 1^22), 172 pages.

^3 Barton W. Stone, Letters to James Blythe,
D. ,
Designed as a Reply to arguments of fSomas feleland, D7 D>,
agalnstTny Address, ^d."Edition on the Doctrine or Trinity,
the Son of God, Atonement, etc. TLexington, Kentucky:
William Tanner, Monitor Office, l82i|.), 163 pages. Blythe
was president of Transylvania University from I80i|.-l8l6.

5k The Shaker sect originated in New Lebanon, New
York, with Anna Lee. Anna Lee claimed to be a female
Christ. The Shakers denied the resurrection of the body
and renounced marriage as a "worldly" rather than a spiri
tual union. Racial reproduction was outlawed in their
villages. See John Dunlavy, The Manifesto or a Declara
tion of the Doc trine and Prac tice of the dhurcS of Christ
/siiakers/ (New York: Edward 0. Jenkins, I 0 4 7 ), pp• 14.
5 b1 86.
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teachings to the Western "Christians."^

The Shakers

therefore decided to push on to the West, where they
were probably much more successful than they had dared
dream*

Stone had recently remarked that he detected

weaknesses among the "Christians."

He had said, "I

see the Christian churches wrong in many things— they
are not careful to support preachers— they encourage
trifling preachers— are led away too much by noise.
Pride in a newly discovered power of leadership had
"puffed up the hearts" of some of the more fanatical
element among the Christians.^'
The Shakers within a year*s time converted four
of the more prominent and active preachers among the
Christians, Malcom Worley, Richard McNemar, John Dunlavy,
and Matthew Houston.

Stone says the Shakers also shook

the confidence of "Several more of our preachers, and
pupils /pho/ * • .alarmed, fled from us, and joined the
different sects around us."^®

55> Ibid., p. I4-6 J4—
5b Robert Davidson, History of the Presbyterian
Church in the State of Kentucky (New York: Robert Carter
c

5
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57 Levi Purviance, The Biography of Elder David
Purviance, Second ed.
Ells," W P ) 7 p V 179.
^

(Dayton, Ohio: 57 P. and G. W.

Biography, p. 62.
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It was only natural that the Presbyterians should
rejoice In Stone’s discomfiture, since he had been the
cause of much anxiety among them*

Stone says,

The sects triumphed at our distress, and
watched for our fall as Jonah watched the
fall of Nineveh under the shadow of his
gourd. But a worm at the root of Jonah’s
gourd killed it, and deprived him of its
shade and brought on him great distress.
So the worn of Shakerism was busy at the
root of all the sects, and brought on them
great distress; for multitudes of them, both
preachers and common people, also joined the
Shakers. Our reproach was rolled away.59
This crisis was sufficient to bring out the most
strenuous effort by Stone and the few preachers left
with him, to close broken ranks, to "save the people
from this vortex of ruin."

Stone describes his reaction

as follows:
I yielded to no discouragement, but labored
night and day, far and near, among the churches
where the Shakers went. By this means their
influence was happily checked in many places. . .
Our broken ranks were once more rallied
under the standard of heaven, and.were
soon led on once more to victory .® 0
Further trials were yet to come.

Of the original

signers of the Last Will and Testament of the Springfield
Presbytery, only Robert Marshall, John Thompson, David
Purviance and Stone remained.

Stone indicates that he

began to see that the trials and persecutions were too

PP« 62-63.
60 Ibid.
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much for Thompson and Marshall,

They applied for re

admission to the Presbyterian Church,

In order to be

re-admitted they were required to visit all congregations
where they had preached their errors, renounce them, and
At
preach instead the pure doctrine.
In addition, Marshall
and Thompson wrote and circulated a pamphlet renouncing
their supposed errors,^
Retrospectively, Stone could view the coming of
the Shakers with less alarm.

He indicated that after

the initial shock, the churches were left in a prosperous
growing condition "for many excrescences had been lopped
off from our body, • ."63

The church historian William

Warren Sweet formed a similar conclusion.

He says,

", • .perhaps the Shakers performed a real service for
the Christians* in that the more fanatical elements
In the Stone movement were drained off into the Shaker
colonies,"61|
_\

The growth of the ‘'Christians" had been
.

61 ibid., p. 6 6 .

62 r. Marshall and J. Thompson, A Brief Historical
Account of Sundry things in the Doctrine's and State of
the Christian, or as it is commonly called the lfe‘
w~Light
Church Containing Their Testimony Against Several1 Doc
trines held ini that ctmrcfa., and Jit's Disorgani zed State;
Together with"Some Reasons why Those-’Two Brethren purpose
to Seek for a more pure and orderly connextloii (Cincinnati
J. Carpenter and Co., ISH")’, in Purviance, pp. 253-2714-*
63 Biography, p. 65*
6 lj- Sweet, The Presbyterians, p. 9 8 .
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a matter of foresight with Stone and others, as they had
begun to train preachers in their own

"school.

"65

Stone

trained for the ministry many of the men who preached
the message of the Christians throughout the West .66
Later Evangelizing
Stone’s evangelistic work was always being threat
ened by financial concern.
bore him five children*

In eight years his first wife

In 1809 their only son was born

but he lived only about a year*

The mother died the

following spring leaving Stone with four daughters.

He

determined to "board out the children with brethren"
and give his entire time to evangelizing*
Traveling with a companion, Reuben Dooley, Stone
". • .preached and founded churches throughout the Western
States of Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee."

His children

inherited lands from their mother, and thus left Stone
free of financial worry for a time.

In about two years

Stone married a cousin of his first wife=-accepting
again the responsibility of supporting a family.

He had

65 Barton W. Stone, Letter to Richard McNemar,
Cane Ridge, Kentucky, April 2,1Q0$, in McNemar, p. 79*
66 Among those trained by Stone were Harrison
Osborn, James Robertson, Marcus Wills, Perseus Harris, John
Rogers, Harrison Gray, James Hicklin, Stephen Marshall,
Leonard Fleming, T. M* Allen, John Allen Gano and many
others. See W. H. Perrin, History of Bourbon, Scott
Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Kentucky.. (Chicago: 0. L.
f r a a s r i flBgr,1

i s g : ----------
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sold his farm at twelve dollars per acre and now found
theprice had gone to thirty

dollars.

He was therefore

unable to repurchase it as a home for his new wife.
Stone returned to teaching a private school in
Lexington,

An advertisement for the school in a news

paper of Lexington gave notice of his intention:
Barton W. Stone will commence his School in
Lexington on the 2nd January next, " He teaches
the Latin and Greek languages and the sciences.
He has a set of elegant Globes for the use of
those who wish to learn geography. His terms
are RLve Dollars per quarter with the addition
of One Dollar for firewood, etc. '
Stone was editorialized and recommended by B. Higgins and
Wm. H. Worsley 11as a moral man and a teacher. • .excelled
by none in the Western country.”6 ®
Transylvania University, also in Lexington, in
1811]. had "twenty-two classical, thirty-one scientific,

and nine law students."^

Stone said "We far outnumbered

the pupils of the university.

I employed an assistant

well q u a l i f i e d . T h e r e is little wonder Stone was
led to say that this school exceeded his "highest

:> ;.~

67 The Reporter. Lexington, Kentucky, December Ilf.,
I8 llj., p. 2. Tiles of this newspaper are in the public
library at Lexington, Kentucky.
68 ibld«
^ Robert Peter. Transylvania University, Its
Origin. Rise and Decline .“ and Rail TEouisville:John P.
Morton and Co., 1846), p. 9i,
70 Biography, p. 69.
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anticipations •"7^*

It seems a bit incredible that Stone

should have had a "far" greater number than the sixtytwo students enrolled in the University presided over by
his friend, James Blythe.

In spite of the demands on

his time which the school must have made, Stone still
went once a month to preach at Cane Ridge, thirty miles
distant, to return by the school hour on Monday morning.
Stone’s success as a teacher in Lexington led
the trustees of Rittenhouse Academy in Georgetown,
Kentucky,72 to invite him to become its principal.

The

move gave Stone another opportunity to teach his "Bible
doctrine."

He said that Georgetown was noted for wicked

ness and irreligion.

Under his preaching the church in

Georgetown grew in a short time to "• • • nearly threehundred m e m b e r s . H e

said he had a baptizing every

week, sometimes thirty at a time.
were some of his students.

Among those baptized

In 1 8 3 8 , D. S. Birnet, a

Christian preacher, within the space of ten weeks in
Georgetown, baptized nearly lj.00 persons which included

71 I£id.
72 Rittenhouse Academy is forty-five feet square,
two stories high with a cupola. The lower story accom
modates the preparatory department and the upper furnishes
two good halls for the voluntary societies connected with
the college. The lawn embraces about 16 acres, beauti
fully elevated, and laid out with trees and shrubbery. L.
and R. H. Collins. History of Kentucky (Covington: Collins
and Co., 1 8 7 7 )5 PP* i?o£-'£o6•

7^ Perrin, p. 19ij-«
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more than half of the white males *7^- Others were build
ing on firm foundations laid by Barton W. Stone*
Preaching always came first with Stone.

More

than once he gave up a comparatively lucrative school
position to engage in full time evangelizing.

The church

in Georgetown, experiencing rapid growth, asked Stone
to give up the academy and devote all of his time to the
work of preaching.

Although he was in debt for a farm

he had recently purchased, he agreed;

nevertheless,

this decision eventually led to financial reverses.
GiD;n‘
.©ex?ning this period Stone said, ’’The remembrance
of these days, and of the great and good works which
were effected by my humble labors, will cause many to
shout the praises of God in eternity.”7^

He showed no

trace of regret for having surrendered financial security
to the need of feeding young churches.
Perhaps one of the most successful of Stone's
evangelistic efforts came about somewhat by accident.
Having had an appointment to baptize William Maxwell,
a Presbyterian preacher, in Meigs County, Ohio, Stone

7^ Arthur H. Crihfield, Editor, Heretic Detector,
II (January, I 8 3 8 ), p. 50.
He had borrowed more money to pay the old debt
The new debt was to be repaid in specie which Stone had
to buy with depreciated currency, two for one*
76 Biography, p. 70.
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went to fulfill his promise.

By a coincidence the sep

arate Baptists were engaged in their annual association
at the same time and place.

Somewhat in the spirit

of the times the two groups agreed to worship together.
Through close association with the Baptists Stone was
invited to serve as adviser in some of their proceedings.
Being at one time urged to speak on a particularly
difficult point, Stone used the opportunity to present
his case against

. sectarianism, formularies, and

creeds, and labored to establish the scriptural union
of Christians, and their scriptural name.”

77

Working

around to the theme on which he had been invited to
speak, Stone insisted that "Till Christians were united
in spirit on the Bible. • . there would be no end to
nO
such difficult cases as now agitated them.” '
The
association put their knotty problems behind them and
began to consider instead Stone’s teaching on unity.
As a concrete result the entire association, including
twelve elders, disbanded and joined forces with the
"Christians."7*^

77 Ibid., p. 71.
78 Ibid.

Smith
357T

79 John Augustus Williams, Life of Elder John
(Cincinnati: R. W. Carroll and Co., 1870), p.
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Stone and a preaching companion traveled by
horseback preaching in private homes and in country
church houses.

At times the houses would not contain

the people that flocked to hear*
men preached in the open streets.

At such times the two
After one such meet

ing Stone said, "Almost the whole town and neighborhood
80
were baptized, and added to the Lord.”
Stone indi
cated the eagerness of the people to hear preaching.
He says, "It was a very common thing at that time for
many on the frontiers, men, women, and children to
8l
walk six or seven miles to' a night meeting."
After
the meeting the crowds would go to the banks of a
nearby creek or river to watch a moonlight baptizing
and then "with reluctance
home late at
..82
n i g h t T h e rewards for suffering the privation of the
wilderness, away from home, appeared always to be
sufficient to keep Stone evangelizing.

Enom the Cane

Ridge meeting in 1801 until l8i|lj. when, at the age of
seventy-one, death overtook him as he was returning
from a preaching tour, evangelism consumed the greatest
portion of his time and strength.

8° Biography, p. 73*
81 ifcia*» P* 71*..

82 Ibid.
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Stone was able at other times to get large
groups to practice Christian unity as he saw it.

When

he moved to Jacksonville, Illinois, in 18 3l{., he induced
the ’’Disciples, his own followers, Cumberland Presby
terians, and perhaps others to unite in one church
organization which took the name C h r i s t i a n , i n
I 832 Stone and one of the "Reformers,"^" John T,
Johnson, had been largely responsible for the union of
the heretofore independent forces of Thomas and
8f>
Alexander Campbell with those of the "Christians,”
Stone undoubtedly knew that the decision to cooperate
with the "Reformers" would eventually mean the loss of
personal prestige,

Alexander Campbell was in his prime

at the age of forty-two, while Stone was nearly sixty
years old.

There were also important personality

differences which favored the indomitable Campbell*

83 F. J, Heinl, "Newspapers and Periodicals in
the Lincoln-Douglas Country, 1831-1832", Illinois State
Historical Society Journal, XXIII, p, 379*
The name by which the followers of Thomas
and Alexander Campbell were generally known at this
period.
The meeting of the leaders of both groups
took place in Lexington, Kentucky, in December of I 83 I
and January, 1832, Alexander Campbell was not present
at this meeting. Some thought Campbell’s absence was an
intentional neglect of the attempt at union. See Letter
to Alexander Campbell from Elders of the Church of Christ
at Union /Kentucky^ 811(1
Elders ahd- Deacons of the
Church of Christ at Leesburg, Kentucky, July l£, l 8I}i|, in
Millennial Harbinger, I /Sept. I 8I4JJ/ pp.
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When Stone announced his intentions of cooperating, some
of his brethren blamed him as though he had "gone over”
to the Reformers.

Stone replied that although the

’’Christians” had not "gone over” to the Reformers, nor
the "Reformers” to the "Christians,” they had agreed on
a common cause.

He further stated:

We had for many years before their existence
been standing on the Bible alone, and endeavor
ing to live up to its precepts. They came on
the same foundation on which we stood, and
endeavored to live according to its holy
precepts. Now what could we do? Must we
endeavor to push them off, and claim the
foundation exclusively to ourselves? Heaven
and earth would have frowned upon our folly;
and all the world would have said we were
insincere in our profession— professing the
Bible alone to be the only true foundation,
we should demur against it, and refuse to be
brothers, meet them on the Bible, and welcome
them there? This we view as among the best
and most consistent acts of our lives, and
posterity will not forget it.as a worthy
example for their imitation.05
Stone might well view his action in this respect
as good and "consistent."

It undoubtedly cost him some

pain to be reproached by his brethren of both sides:
by the "Christians" as too ready to agree, and by some
of the "Reformers" as not quite o r t h o d o x . I t may

86 Barton W. Stone, Letter to Joseph Marsh, ed.,
Christian Palladium, X (August 16, 181jJL), 120-122.
87 Alexander Campbell himself had allowed some
shadow to be cast over Stone *s views on atonement and
other matters, see A. Campbell and N. L.’RIce, A Debate.
on the Action Subject Design and Administration of
Christian Baptism, (Lexington, Kentucky: A. T. Skillman
& Son, I8144), pp. 8 6 3 , 865.
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also have hurt Stone that Campbell seemed to be im
posing his way of thinking upon the Kentucky ’’Christians"
who represented a strong movement before Alexander
Campbell arrived in America in 1809.

At the time of

the uniting of the two groups, their numerical strength
OO
was approximately equal.
It can hardly be doubted
that Campbell’s views, being more dogmatic, came to
represent much more nearly than Stone’s, the views of
the majority of the ’’Christians.”

In more recent years,

however, the "liberals" among Disciples of Christ have
attempted to define Stone as a prophet of the Ecumenical
m o v e m e n t A l t h o u g h such an interpretation seems to
read into Stone ideas which he never expressed, he was
undoubtedly much more liberal in his views of the problem
of Christian fellowship than Campbell’s reputation would
allow him to be.
A letter written to Alexander Campbell by the
elders and deacons of two Kentucky churches contains a
concise summary of the prevailing attitudes of the
"Reformers" and "Christians" toward the union of the two

It has been estimated that there were in
excess of 10,000 "Christians" and approximately that
many "Reformers."
see for example A. W. Fortune, "Barton W.
Stone and the Spirit of Unity," College of the Bible.Quarterly (Lexington, Kentucky: College or the Bible,
191}!
XVIII, 16-25.
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groups which took place in Lexington, Kentucky in
January, 1 8 3 2 .

The letter said in part:

Now as we understand this matter here,
where the union between the Reformers
and the Christians; or as they were
invidiously called Campbell!tes and
Stoneites, first commenced, you were
not regarded as saving brother Stone
and his associates, or they as saving
you and yours; neither considered the
speculations of the other as of a
damning character— -it was rather an
equal, an mutual, and noble resolve
for the sake of gospel truth and union
from teaching speculations or opinions;
to hold such as private property, and to
preach the gospel; to preach the word of
God. Neither considered the other as
holding views subversive of Christian
faith and practice; and having for a
length of time previous advocated
publicly the same great principles,
the all sufficiency of the Bible as a
creed-book and directory; the right of
private judgment and the necessity of
implicit faith and unreserved obedience
in every member of the body, how could
they remain divided. It was not your
joining brother Stone as a leader or
his joining brother Campbell as such;
but all rallying in the spirit of
gospel truth, liberty, and love, around
the one glorious centre of attraction—
Christ Jesus; thus out of the two making
one new body. Not Campbellites or Stone
ites but the church of Christ*°°
The confluence of the two groups brought many

John Rogers, S. G. Marshall, W. Morrow, John
A. Gano, George W. Williams, Joseph Wasson, James
McHalton, James McMilleh, Paschal Kirtley, T. H. Stout,
James Annett, John D. Ward, Lewis Coppage; Letter to
Alexander Campbell, Kentucky, July 1$, l 8Ljl|., in Millennial
Harbinger. I84 I1-, I,
•
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more advantages than disadvantages and no doubt
became a major factor in the rapid growth of the
reform movement*

Summary
As the chief promoter of and one of the
preachers in the Cane Ridge revival, Barton W. Stone
gained renown as an evangelist and religious leader.
Men converted at this greatest of all camp meetings
established frontier churches in Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas along lines
similar to those which Stone had first enunciated
at the Cane Ridge meeting.

Stone later evangelized

in most of the territories where his Kentucky friends,
as the cutting edge of the frontier, had preceded him.
As Stone studied and grew older, some of his
ideas matured or even changed.
view on Calvinism, however.

He never changed his

He thought that the

doctrines of Calvin were utterly repellent to the
idea of a God of love and mercy, and that Calvinism
was ’’among the heaviest clogs on Christianity in the
world.”

There can be little doubt that Barton W.

Stone was one of the contributors to the decline of
Calvinism in the early West, where the doctrine was
out of harmony with the spirit of the frontier, and,
as Stone saw it, out of harmony with the truth of
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God revealed In the Holy Scriptures*

It was

largely his conception of the freedom of man to
study the Bible and from it to ’’work out his own
salvation with fear and trembling," coupled with
his fervent desire to see all professing Christians
united in full fellowship, that furnished the impetus
for Stone*s forty years of evangelism.
During this period increasing numbers were
looking to Stone for guidance.

He apparently disap

pointed very few until the time when he agreed to
cooperate with the Disciple group, whose chief leader
was Alexander Campbell.

It was thus that, through

what Stone considered the noblest act of his life,
many lost confidence in him.

Many understood that

Stone had been subverted by what they were pleased
to call "CampbellIsm."

In spite of pressure, Stone

did not waver in his decision.

He had preached

the unity of Christians upon Bible faith for the
greater part of his life.

To fail to unite with

those with whom he was in essential agreement would
have shown him to have been either insincere in his
preaching or full of pride in his leadership of a
religious group of considerable size.

To have been

guilty of the latter was inconceivable to Stone who
had inveighed so strongly against sectarian pride,
or "partyism."

Because of his willingness to practice
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what he had been preaching, he was ready also to
bear the reproaches which came as a natural consequence.
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CHAPTER V
SPEECH PREPARATION

How, according to Stone, is the speaker to
prepare himself for his work?

How did he think the

preacher should prepare for specific occasions?

What

was Stone’s own method of speech preparation?
General Background
It is apparent that Stone knew the importance
to a speaker of a good general educational background.
In his own case he expressed regret at not having had
the opportunity to read widely in his earliest school
days.

He specifically regretted that there were “no

books of science” available. 1

He later studied the

sciences under David Caldwell, and when he became a
teacher of young preachers and others, “some of the
sciences” were included in the curriculum.^

Stone

further indicated how he felt about the importance of
a good educational foundation in a letter to his wife,

1 John Rogers, The Biography of Barton Warren
Stone written by Himself: with additions and reflections
by Elder John Rogers tCincinnatiTJ. A. and U. P. James,
lolj_7 ), p. Ij.. Hereafter referred to as Biography.

2 The Reporter. Lexington, Kentucky, December
lit-, 1814, p. 2 .
lit-8
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written on his last preaching tour in Indiana, Ohio,
and Kentucky.

In a section addressed to his son he

said, "My dear Samuel, what shall I say to you?

I have

purchased you a small library, and wish you to -spend
your time to come in acquiring an education. . ."3
He recognized the importance of beginning the educational
process early, no less for preaching than for law.
Stone began his classical training with the
intention of becoming a lawyer.

Had he begun his study

with the intention of becoming a minister, the course
of study would have been, for the first three years,
almost the same.^

It is to Stone’s credit that he

always seized opportunities to broaden his intellectual
horizons.

At the age of forty-three, while he had the

responsibility of directing the course of study of
numbers of young men, he undertook a study of the Hebrew
language.^

The knowledge of Hebrew gained at that time,

11. . .was of advantage ever after in reading and under
standing the S c r i p t u r e s . A lifelong friend and asso
ciate indicated that Stone had an "independence of mind

^ Barton W. Stone, Letter to Celia Bowen Stone,
Kentucky, August 22, l843» In Biography, p. 282.
^ See Chapter III on the probable course of
study which Stone pursued.

^ Christian Messenger. XIV (February, 181|5)> 315*
k Biography, p. 6 9 .
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and freedom of thought which could not be bound. . . •
He was a man of research and endeavored to preach the
truth as he found it in the Bible."?

Without his know

ledge of Greek and Latin, and later of French and Hebrew,
he could not have been so independent in his search for
religious truth.

Without these advantages he might have

never achieved the distinction which he ultimately achieved
as a preacher, editor, and religious leader*
It cannot be said that Stone considered Latin,
Greek and Hebrew indispensable tools to a preacher of
the Gospel.

To have made the hurdle so high would have

been impractical.

For on the frontier educational oppor

tunities were limited and the business of preaching was
urgent.

In fact, Stone sometimes implored talented

young men, already established in their professions,
to give up their work to 11. . .help gather in the harQ
vest."
In Stone’s own schools ". • .much time was
devoted to the study of the languages."^

Stone’s study

of the Latin poets apparently gave him an appreciation
of the genre.

Although it is not known that Stone was

7 Ibid., p. 121.
g
Barton W. Stone, "Letter to a Young Lawyer,"
Georgetown, Kentucky, September 1 0 , 1 8 3 3 . In Biography.
pp. 28 I4.-2 8 5 .

9 John A. Gano in L. & R. H. Collins, History of
Kentucky (Covington: Collins and Co., 1 8 7 7 ), p T 19 ^.
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an avid reader of poetry, he composed the lyrics for
several songs which were widely sung during the Kentucky
Revival."^

Stone was by training and inclination a

classicist, but he was practical enough to know that
under many conditions it was not possible, or even
desirable, for every preacher to qualify himself in
that manner.
That Stone was widely read, especially consid
ering the relative difficulty of obtaining books and
periodicals in his day, may be seen from the numbers
of quotations, references, and authorities which he
uses in his works.

His breadth of reading is especially

evident in the Letters to James Blythe, in which Stone
quotes many times from the church fathers, commentaries,
and the following works of well known English and Ameri
can theologians:

Moses Stuart, Letters on the Eternal

Generation of the Son of God, Addressed to the Reverend
Samuel Miller, D. D. (1822)} also Letter to the Reverend
W m . E. Channing Containing Remarks on His Sermons Recently
preached and Published at Baltimore (1 8 1 9 ); James Murdock, Nature of the Atonement (1823); Samuel Clarke,
Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity (1712); John Taylor,
The Scripture Doctrine of Original Sin (I7ij.0-[|.l); Edward
Wettenhall, Greek Grammar; Daniel Whitby, Paraphrase

10 Col.lins, p. ij.3 0 *
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and Commentary on the New Testament (1703, 1822); James
McKnight, Harmony of the Gospels (175&» 17^3, 1819);
Phillip Doddridge, The Family Expositor; or a Paraphrase
and version of the New Testament; with Critical Notes
(1829); Adam Clarke, A Commentary with Critical notes
Designed as _a Help to a Better Understanding of the
Sacred Writings (1810, 18 26 ).
That many considered Stone something of a lit
terateur is indicated in a letter to Stone from John
R. Moreland, who said, "Have your friends not. . .
dwelt largely on my deficiencies in literature, while
they have trumpeted you as a prodigy of learning and
talents?"11

Stone’s reading, as may be expected, was

broadest in the field of theology where his interest
lay.

Stone was said by contemporaries to be "a man

of deep study and research,"1^ and blessed with "acute
perceptions of truth.w1^
Special Training for Preaching.

Stone indicates

that, as in his own case, the minister should have some
special preparation in addition to his liberal arts

11 John R. Moreland, To The Members of Mount
Pleasant Church (Georgetown. Kentucky: 1 8 2 1 ), p. 6 .

^

John Rogers, in Biography, p. 125*

m. C. Tiers, The Christian Portrait Gallery
consisting of Historical and Biographical Sketches and
Photographic portraits of Christian Preachers and others
(Cincinnati, Franklin Type FoundryT l 86 ij.), p. BlT
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quence.

John Witherspoon, in his Lectures on Elo
which may have influenced Stone's theory,

indicated that

. .everything that is the object of

human knowledge may be made subservient to theology,1'
but that it was

• .not desirable to be particularly

adept except in branches closely related to his proper
work.Stone

stressed the need of variety in sermons

but added ". . .that variety is afforded to the Bible
student in the scriptures. . . . The Word of God is
your treasure, not the wisdom of m e n . " ^

Stone sug

gested a course and method of study to a young graduate
of the University of Missouri.

The young man, "R. G.,"

told Stone that his collegiate course had left little
time for Bible study.

Stone readily sympathized with

"R. G.," for upon graduation from Caldwell's school
he said,
I had never before read any books on theology
but the Bible. This had been my daily com
panion since I became seriously disposed to
religion. Prom it I had received all my little
stock of divinity. It was my life, my comfort
and guide. In fact, by my close attention to
other studies I .had but little time to read
anything else.lo

^ John Witherspoon, Works of John Witherspoon
(Philadelphia: William Woodward, 1802), Lecture XVI,
III, £ 8 l.
^

Christian Messenger, XII (18J+.2), 320.
Biography, p. 13.
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The Bible, which he continued to study through
life, was apparently the largest single source in Stone's
preparation for preaching.

In a farewell speech to his

congregation at Cane Ridge the second Sunday of August,
I8 I4.3 , he expressed his attitude toward Bible reading:
To the word of God's grace, then, let me
commend you. To the Bible, the Bible alone I
This is the religion of Protestants. This
under God, can make you perfect— perfect
in faith, perfect in feeling, in word, in
deed, in heart and life; in union and com
munion with God and one another.1 '
If the preacher had to make a choice between
study of the Bible and theological works or "branches
closely related to his proper work," and broad reading
in other areas, Stone would have advised the former.
However, all his life he retained that thirst for read
ing good books of "science, geography," and such other
books as he could buy or borrow.

18

inthis practice from the time he
He

He had delighted

was

able to read.

exulted in study to the extent that his health was

sometimes threatened by "such constant application.h19
Stone's advice to those preparing to preach may be

17
' Reported by John Rogers, who was present when
Stone delivered the message, in Biography, p. 91*
TA
When hard pressed for time or funds, Stone
usually mentioned his consequent inability to read or
buy books.
See Ibid., pp. 3 , 1 1 ,59 •
19

pp. 15, 6 9 , 7 0 .
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summarized in order of importance as "study, pray, and
practice.

He said,

Retire to your study in your father’s house,
and make that room a proseuche, or place of
prayer. Take with you there a large pollyglot
English Bible, with the Septuagint translation
and Griesbach’s Greek Testament, with Dr.
Parkhurst’s, and Greenfield’s Lexicons, and
Greenfield’s Greek Concordance. Read the Old
Testament regularly from the beginning with
the Septuagint before you, by which you will
be better enabled to understand the writer.
Should you find anything dark or unintelligible,
note it down on a small blank book, and take
it to your near neighbor. Elder T:.. M. A. / T.
M. Allen, one of Stone’s own students./ who will
gladly assist you to the right understanding of
the passage. When you read the New Testament,
have Griesbach’s Greek Testament open before you.
Should difficulties occur, examine the trans
lation by Parkhurst 1s, or Greenfield’s Lexicons,
and more especially by the Greek concordance.
This is the most certain and safest method of
finding the true meaning of the words. Take
short notes on all the important things you
may find in your reading. Forget not to mingle
prayer to your God for direction into all truth,
and that the wisdom from above may be afforded
you.
In the interval of your Bible studies, read
church history; Mosheims I recommend you to
read first— then D ’Aubigne on the reformation
— then Dr. Neander on the three first centuries.
Take short notes of all important facts. For
get not meditation and prayer, pray always—
pray without ceasing— keep yourself in the love
of God. Vain will be your studies without them.
When you have read your bible through carefully,
not hurriedly, turn back, and read it again,
with the commentary of Henry and others lately
collated ifor the Baptists Society. Have-by
you also Dr. McKnight on the Epistles; and
consult these commentaries on all difficult
passages. I do not recommend a general reading
of them; as this would consume much time to
little profit. It is a fault of all commentators
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to think every body besides themselves are
fools, and they therefore expatiate lengthily
on plain subjects, till they make them dark
and unintelligible, and present the letter
without the spirit. Commentators generally
labor to make the scriptures bend to their
peculiar systems, and to speak the language of
Ashdod, or some barbarous dialect. Hence the
danger of a young student to be too conversant
with them. Yet continue in prayer.
During your studies, let your seat always be
filled in the house of God, every Lord1s Day,
and other days appointed for divine worship.
Pray and exhort publicly among the brethren.
This will prepare you for future operations.
Many fill their heads with studied divinity,
and when they go forth to preach, know not how
to speak, and have to supply the last by reading
a discourse written, or committed to memory.
Remember, my son, reading is not preaching.
Keep yourself as much as practicable from too
much company; irrelevant conversation. These
too often intrude upon your studies, and
devotions . 20
These intensely practical suggestions were more to
Stone than theory, they had been tested by his own experi
ence and observation.
His association with prominent contemporaries
provided Stone with many valuable ideas and much inspi
ration.

For example, it is probably true that Stone

received his ideas on faith, as John Poage Campbell
insists, from Thomas B. Craighead in "a conversation

20 Christian Messenger. XIV (l81jlj.) .* 331-332.
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with that gentleman." ^ 1

Campbell said Stone had learned

so well from Craighead that when he heard Craighead
preach, "the detail was so exact. . .1 saw entire justice
had been done to his system by Mr. Stone in his repre-

22

sentations to me.”

At another time ". . .Stone met

with Mr. Craighead at another house, where they had
much conversation through the night.

Not long after

his return to Kentucky we heard that Mr. Stone had
changed his sentiments. 11 J

Stone knew the value of

conversation as well as its limitations; he c autioned
a young student to keep himself ". . .as much as prac
ticable from too much company, and irrelevant conver
sation.’1^-

At another time he wrote to a young preacher

that "many preachers destroy their usefulness by
unprofitable conversation."^*

When Stone was licensed

by the Orange Presbytery of North Carolina, Henry

21

John Poage Campbell, The Pelagian Detected,
or a Review of Mr. Craighead1s Letters Addressed to the
Public and the liuthor (Lexington; Thomas T.Skillman.
l8 ll), p. £77"
2 2 ifcia.

23 Letter from Dr. Thomas Donnell in Ibid.,
P. 5>8.
2^ Barton W. Stone, "Letter to a Young Student,
R. G." Christian Messenger, XIV (l8i|4), 332. Hereafter
referred to as "Letter to a Young Student, R. G."
^ Barton W. Stone, "Letter to J. C.," Christian
Messenger, IV (1829). 226. Hereafter referred to as
b e t t e r to J. C."
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Pattilo preached.

Stone was still receptive, saying,

"Never shall I forget the impressions made on my mind
when a venerable old father addressed the candidates,
standing up together before the Presbytery."^
The influence of other preachers on Stone was
apparently rather pronounced.

It is doubtful that he

recognized just how much he had learned from hearing
successful preachers.

Stone’s store of general informa

tion for speeches was enlarged through seizing oppor
tunities to increase his knowledge of the Bible and of
theological works.

He took advantage of opportunities

to d is cuss with men of ability and prominence theo
logical as well as political questions.

These men

may also have given him information, about what had
been or was being published, which would supplement
his own knowledge.

He was reluctant to advise his

students to observe others too closely perhaps for
fear they would fail to develop their own latent abil
ities.

On this subject Stone said, "Learn to know

your proper gift. . . .
everything. . ." ^

We are prone to imitation in

It was his opinion that the "popu

lar mode of preaching" is not always the best.

Biography, p. l6 .

^

Qbristian Messenger. IV (l829)> 225*
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Preparation for Specific Occasions
What method did Stone advocate in preparing
a sermon for a given occasion?
Stone emphasized his belief that the specific
sermon subject should be selected keeping in mind the
ability of the speaker, the object of the sermon, and
the condition of the audience.

In his "better to J.

C.," he said, "I advise you when you commence preaching
to select an easy short and practical subj e c t . " ^

He

cautioned especially against selecting controversial
subjects, saying "It is observable that young preachers
generally are fondest of preaching on controversial
points; and they generally are the least qualified to
do

it

p r o f i t a b l y .

"^9

Their reason for doing so was

because ". . .the love of popularity reigns within . " 30
It was his feeling that the subject should consist
of a short text.

To Stone, preaching from an entire

chapter was fraught with difficulty,
The reason is obvious, because so many subjects
are brought to view, that the truth, which
had began ^sic7 to fix the attention, is imme
diately checked in its effects by the introduc
tion of another, and so passes off without
leaving any lasting impression. Let not the
declamation against what is called scrap-preaching,

28

Ibid*

29 i b i a *

30 Ibid,
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deter you from taking short and plain texts
when you attempt to preach. 31
Stone further warned young preachers against a fondness
for "newness " o f subject matter:

"A fondness for novelty

has ruined many a promising young preacher . 11 This
method ". . .disgusts the intelligent and sinks the
preacher in their estimation; while it leaves the
op
audience untaught, unless in trifles.'
He further
warned about choice of subject in a letter "To a Young
Student, R. Gr."
. . .confine your ministration to practical
subjects. Young preachers are too fond of
polemic divinity, and abstruse subjects.
Vanity as at the bottom, which will ruin
them if not checked by an humble spirit.^3
Stone stressed the thoroughness with which the
speaker should master his subject.

He said, "You should

not preach that to another, of which you do not experience
the truth yourself.

It will be a dry morsel, unseasoned

with grace, both to yourself, and those that hear. "3^He emphasized the fact that a Bible subject, ". . .
preached in the spirit with clearness, is the only

31 Ibid., p. 225-226.
32 Ibid.. p. 2 2 7 .

33 Christian Messenger. XIV (I8I4J4.), 3 3 2 .
^ Barton W. Stone, "To Young Preachers," Christian
Messenger, XII (l8ij.2), 320. Hereafter referred to as,
"To loung Preachers."
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effectual weapon to overthrow error and save souls.”
The important phases of the preparation for
speaking, as taught by Stone were: the regular atten
tion of the young minister to study; prayer; regular
attendance at worship services; leading in public prayer;
and exhorting or preaching.

He stresses conservation

of time by avoiding ”unprofitable conversation.”

Stone

had experienced the results of diligent application
to “reading and study” when he first went to Cane Hidge
and Concord.
Barton W. Stone prepared systematically for
his own speeches.

As has been noticed before he was

silent in his public discourses on the subject of the
Trinity because he did not feel that he was sufficiently
prepared.

On the subject of the atonement he examined

the theories of the Calvinists, the Universalists, the
Methodists, of Andrew Puller, before deciding to divest
himself of all these opinions and "search the Scrip
tures daily for the truth."37

At first Stone, as a

licentiate of Transylvania Presbytery, had thought
the doctrines of election, reprobation, and predestination

^ "Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger, IV
---------------(1829), 225.
Biography, p. 59*

^

Ibid., pp. 56, 57*
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were "unfathomable mysteries."

He said, therefore,

". . .1 let them alone in my public discourses, and
confined myself to the practical part of religion, and
to subjects within my depth.

But in re-examing these

doctrines . , .1 saw they were necessary to the system.
. .”38

Again, when troubled on the subject of faith,

he concluded, contrary to the Confession of Faith, that
". . .the requirement /of the Bible/ to believe in the
Son of God, was reasonable; because the testimony given
/in the Bible/ w &s sufficient to produce faith in the
sinner; . . ."39

Nevertheless Stone knew his newly

discovered doctrines were heterodox and therefore he
said, "I resolved not to declare them publicly until
I could be able to defend them against successful
opposition.
Stone's written discussions may have also taught
him the value of effective study.

His opponent, Thomas

Cleland, in one such discussion shows that Stone's
preparation must have been thorough.

Cleland said,

"I learned more divinity in this investigation than

38 Ibid., p. 29.
39 Ibid., p. 33.
Ibid., p. 3i}..
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in all my ecclesiastical life before."^*

In the dis

cussion referred to by Moreland, Stone cited more than
thirty different authors and sources.^

To have become

familiar with these works alone would have constituted
a considerable body of "divinity."

Knowing the impor

tance of hard work, he cautioned young preachers to
take as their motto: "Learn and

p r o g r e s s . " ^

The evidence indicates that Stone had a habit
of thoroughly studying most questions before discussing
them.

One reason for this case was a fear

. .that

it 3 °

discuss a topic without having studied it suffi

ciently/ might involve other minds in . . . perplexi
ties."^"

At one period Stone was "entirely absorbed"

Edward Porter Humphrey, Memoirs of Rev. Thomas
Cleland, D. D. Compiled from His Private Papers (Cincinnati: Hoore,-li/Ilstach, lieys, & Co., 18^9/> P* 129*

k2

Stone cited from some of the works of: Xeno
phon, St. Augustine, Tertullian, Cyprian, Origen, Mosheim,
Calvin, Erasmus, Griesbach, Isaac Watts, Dr. Samuel Clarke,
Dr. James McKnight, Bishop Lowth, Dr. John Taylor, Henry
Taylor, Edward Wettenhall, Daniel Whitby, Dr. Adam Clarke,
Dr. Philip Doddridge, Theodore Parkhurst, Dr. Price,
Bishop Bull, Leonard Woods, Moses Stuart, and James
Murdock. Quotations from the following reference works,
periodicals and books were also included: Johnson and
Bailey1s Dictionary; The Christian Disciple; Bible News;
Simon*s Hebrew Bible; The Methodist Discipline; tfiie
Presbyterian Confession o f~Faith a n d ^ h e Larger Cate
chism; Richard Baxter 13 Works; and Moses Stuart’s Letters
to Br. Channing and Letter to Dr. Samuel Miller.

k-3 "Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger. IV
(1 8 2 9 ), 2 2 6 .
kb Biography, p. 6 7 .
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1614in the subject of the atonement before he ’’dared men
tion it to any.”

He confided his conclusions to his

wife who immediately agreed and who never after doubted
the truth of his conclusions.
Stone apparently took notes on his reading,
for when giving advice to a young graduate of the Uni
versity of Missouri, who was planning to preach, he
said, ’’Take short notes of all the important things
you may find in your reading.”^

In the same letter

he re-emphasized the importance of note taking, ssying,
’’Take short notes on all important facts.

Stone

indicated that such was his practice in regard to his
own thoughts about various subjects.

During one period

when he was compelled to work daily on his farm, he
said, " . . .

I always took with me in my cornfield

my pen and ink, and as thoughts worthy of note occurred,
I would cease from my labor, and commit them to paper.
It is not known whether or not, over the years, Stone
kept notes systematically.

For several years he kept

a journal to which he referred several times in his

^

Ibid.

^

Christian Messenger, XIV (I8I4J4.), 3 3 1 .

^

Ibid.

^

Biography, p. £9 .
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autobio graphy•^
Frontier preachers as a rule had a hearty con
tempt for any method of preaching except the extempora50
neous.
It is probable that Stone, although better
educated than the average frontier preacher,
extempore.

also preached

Like most preachers of his day, he laid

greatest stress on the Bible as a source for sermon
materials.

In advice to a young minister he repeated

the words of the Apostle Paul to his young friend,
Timothy, ‘'preach the word."-^

"This preached in the

spirit with clearness, is the only effectual weapon
to overthrow error and save souls.

In general ad

vice to young preachers Stone said, "The word of God
is your treasure, not the wisdom of men--with this
you must store your mind so as to be able to exhibit
to your audience, things new as well as old."^3

Appar

ently Stone depended to great extent on the ability
to retain what he had previously studied.

He cautioned

a young college graduate to seek opportunities to

^ In Ibid., p. 1 8 , Stone said, "I find in my
journal written at that time these Latin words: Mocti
puliees me deturbant, et somnum fugant. Soedet me vitae."
Paul H. Boase, "The Education of a Circuit Rider,
The Quarterly Journal of Speech, XL (April, 1951+.), 130-136.
^

II Timothy ij.:2.

£2 Christian Messenger, IV (l829)» 225»
£3 Christian Messenger. XII (l8ij.2), 3 1 9 .
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practice speaking.
among the brethren.
operations.11^

He said, "Pray and exhort publicly
This will prepare you for future

Did Stone think with Peter Cartwright

that the best preacher was one who ". . .could mount
a stump, block, or old log, or stand in the bed of a
wagon, and without note or manuscript, quote, expound,
and apply the word of God to the hearts and consciences
of the people."?^
It is apparent that Stone gave much thought
and attention to the texts from which he preached.
He gives us a detailed description of the working of
his mind on one occasion in the following:
. . . on a certain evening I began to conclude
that the spirit I had, was a spirit of delusion.
I thus reasoned: The spirit in me loves all the
world, and desires the salvation of all; this
cannot be the spirit of God, for he does not
love all, he does not desire the salvation of
all, or else he would save all. In deep dis
tress, I fell prostrate before God, to cry for
mercy; but as soon as I began to pray, I thought
that as 1 was deluded I must yet be an unbe
liever, and if so, my very prayers would be
sin; for whatsoever is not of faith, is sin. . .
and without faith it is impossible to please
God. I stopt, and saw plainly that I must
believe God before I dare pray to God. I tried
now to believe. I asked myself such questions
as these: Do you believe that Christ died for
you? No: for I know not whether I am one of
the elect, and for these only he died. Do

&

Christian Messenger, XIV (I8 I4J4.), 332.

Peter Cartwright, The Autobiography of a
Circuit Rider, W. P. Strickland, Editor (Cincinnati:
Cranston & <Jurtis), p. 358*
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you believe that God will have mercy on you?
No: for 1 know not whether I am one of the
elect, and God can have mercy on none else*
Do you believe he will hear your prayers?
No: for he will hear none but the elect, and
I know not whether I am one of that number.
. . . After trying to believe in this manner
for some time, I found it was impossible; be
cause, on this plan, there were no grounds in
the scripture, on which the sinner could be
lieve. ihese texts rolled like thunder through
my ears, He that believeth not is condemned
already because he has not believed in the
only begotten son of God. . . .'He that believeth not shall be damned. WhatI will the
Lord condemn me for not believing, when he
has given no ground upon which I may believe?
will he command me to do an impossibility,
and damn me eternally for not doing it? The
fire of hell got hold of my soul, and was
kindling to a flame against such a God. I
could not believe. I dared not pray. I rolled
in agony, not knowing what to do. • . near
three weeks I remained in this state, like a
creature bereaved of every enjoyment in the
universe.
At the end of this time, as I was walking
solitary Jsic/ in the woods, these scriptures
came into my”mind; This man receiveth sinners.
He came to seek and save that which was lost.
Hope flashed into my soul for a moment. Ah!
it is true, Jesus is the friend and lover of
sinners; but 0 the dreadful God of vengeance,
wrath and fury, that stands behind1 My heart
sunk again. But the words of Jesus to Philip
came to my remembrance. Have I been so long
time with you, and yet hast thou not known me
Philip? He that hath seen me hath seen the
Father, and how sayest thou show us the Father.
. . . I am in the Father, and the Father in
me, and is this friend and lover of sinners,
the very Father: Is this the only true God?
Yes, it is— then ’’God is love." I cannot de
scribe the transport of my soul. I sunk into
God, and was fully relieved. After this re
lief, I felt the same flame of love to all
the world, and longing for their salvation.
Now I was convinced that this was the spirit
of God in me. If so then God loved all the
world, and was not willing that any should
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perish. I now say and could testify in the
spirit that Jesus was sent to be the saviour
of the world; that he died for all, and that
salvation was free for every creature. Now
I gave up the doctrines of unconditional elec
tion and reprobation. . . the partial love
of God. . . that Jesus died for a part only.
. . and the notion of a God out of Christ.
After. . . several months, . . . my mind was
again bewildered in this manner.
If C ^ i s t
died for all, and God loves all, and is not
willing that any should perish; and if he has
almighty power, then if he does not save all,
will he not contradict his nature? I searched
the bible with diligence to see if universal
salvation was not true; but found it every
where condemned in scripture. Prom this per
plexity I was at length relieved by inquiring,
why does God save one sinner and damn another?
This text solved the difficulty: He that believeth. . . shall be saved, and he that be
lieve th not shall be damned. This I saw to
be the purpose of God; and that according to
his purpose, he exercised his power, in saving
him that believed, and in daaning him that be
lieved not.
But here arose another difficulty, "Faith is
the gift of God." I now inquired why God gave
faith to one, and not to another.
I knew it
could not be because one asked for faith; for
we must have faith before we can pray or re
ceive anything of the Lord; for how shall we
call on him in whom we have not believed? He
that cometh to God must believe that he is,
and is the rewarder of them that diligently
seek him. And James testifies, that a man
shall receive nothing of the Lord who asks
in unbelief or wavering. I saw further that
God did not give faith to one and not to an
other because of worthiness in one, and not
in another. Then it must follow that he gives
faith in a sovereign way. If so, then I saw
that God was a respector of persons--then were
unconditional election and reprobation t r u e then Christ died for a part only. . . .Then
was God's love partial.
My mind was now in an awful state of confusion:
if these doctrines be true, then the religion
I had was not; for it could not witness the
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truth of one of them, but contradicted them
all. When I examined the spirit in me by the
word of truth, I could not doubt but it was
the spirit of truth. In this state of per
plexity I remained till . . . I saw that faith
was the sovereign gift of God to all sinners, not
the act of faith, but the object or foundation
of faith, which is the testimony of Jesus or
the gospel, that sinners had power to believe
this gospel, and then come to God and obtain
grace and salvation. I hastened home, with
longing desire to preach the gospel to those
committed to my care.56
The first sermon Stone preached after this mental
anguish was on the Great Commission which Jesus gave
to His disciples,57 "Go ye into all the world and preach
the gospel to every creature.

He that believeth and

is baptized shall be saved, but he that believeth not
shall be damned.'1'’®

Stone indicated that in this sermon

he dwelt on the "universality of the gospel, and faith
as the condition of salvation. . . and urged the sinner
to believe now, and be saved. "59
He had developed an approach of his own but he
also habitually observed the method of other evangelists.
At one time, having heard of a remarkable religious
excitement in the south of Kentucky, and in Tennessee

96

Barton W. Stone, Reply to John Poage Campbell 13
Strictures on Two Letters on Atonement (Lexington. Ken
tucky: .Joseph Charless, l80f?), pp. I4.—7-

57 Biography, p. 3 6 .
5Q Mark l6 :l£, 1 6 .
59 Biography, p. 3 6 .
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■under the labors of James McGready and other Presby
terian ministers, he said, "I was very anxious to be
Z.A

among them.

Stone*s eagerness is indicated by his

willingness to travel nearly two-hundred miles to ob
serve.

He saw that the methods used by these preachers

were working, although he said, "The scene to me was
^ jl
new, and passing strange."
Stone returned to his
work, and used his adaptation of these "revival" methods.
As a result he said, "The congregation was affected
A p

with awful solemnity."

At his next meeting he was

able to produce effects which were as spectacular as
those produced by McGready and the other Presbyterian
preachers .^3

Stone did not, however, consider that

the "spiritual exercises or jerks," were entirely the
result of his preaching.

He indicated that there had

been much fanaticism; but that on the whole, since
the results were generally beneficial upon society
and upon the individual, it must be pronounced a "good
work,

60 iHid.. P* 3k-•

Ibid. An account of the methods and results
of McGready’s preaching was given in Chapter IV.
6? Ibid., p. 36.

63 Ibid.
Ibid., p.

3£.
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It may be further observed that Stone’s reason
for desiring to consult the writings of other men on
various subjects was to arrive at the correct Biblical
point of view.

He no doubt was fortunate to have spent

most of the years of his active ministry near centers
of early western culture where books and periodicals
would have been available.^5

Since he became the editor

of a religious periodical in 1826, he was able to profit
by exchanging subscriptions with editors of other reli
gious periodicals.

To give only a few, the Christian

Messenger reprinted articles and "religious intelli
gence," from such papers as the Western Luminary. Alex
ander Campbell’s Millennial Harbinger, the 'Western
Christian Advocate, the Gospel Herald, and the Christian
Palladium.

Stone, like other preachers on the frontier,^

Stone lived in or near Lexington, Kentucky,
for thirty-eight years. A library with ij.00 volumes had
been established in 179& /the year Stone went to K©ntuck^7»
Collins, 0£. cit.. p. 2ij.. In 179^ Transylvania University
was established there, partially through Stone’s help,
Transylvania no doubt had library facilities. Its
collection of early works in law and medicine is famous.
When Stone moved to Jacksonville, Illinois, it was the
largest town in Illinois with 1,800 population. See
Allen Johnson, "Stephen A. Douglas," Illinois State
Historical Society Journal, XVIII. Jacksonville is
the home of Illinois College, the state’s oldest educa
tional institution, established in 1830 by the "Yale
Band." See William Warren Sweet, Religion on the American
Frontier. The Congyegationalists (Chicago: ’Oni.versity
of Chicago Press, 1939}* P* 23*
66 See Boase, XL, 135.
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must have found these periodicals valuable as sources
for sermon materials.
Stone advised "a young student'1 to study the
Bible, both Old and New Testaments, in several languages
and translations, with the aid of lexicon and concordance.
He also advised the student to take notes on anything
"dark or unintelligible," and ask for the assistance
of some learned men to understand it.

He felt that

once the preacher had acquired a thorough understanding
of the Bible he had only then to choose an appropriate
text, perhaps to prepare a brief outline and then to
call upon his power of memory to extemporize his sub
ject.

Stone may have thought, like a modern preacher,

George A. Buttrick, that, "Through careful study a
text can be heard speaking, and almost dictating its
own message,

^hen should follow a faithful study of

that text in the commentaries and in the more valid
world of one's own experience."^

In Stone's case

it is clear that he would, with James Black, regard
preaching as ". . . the natural overflow of a ripe
mind. "^9

ln fact, Stone said to young preachers,

^

Christian Messenger, XIV (l8 [jij.), 331*

68

George A. Buttrick, Jesus Came Preaching
(New York: Charles Scribner * 3 Sons, 1931) pV ljpif.*
^9 James Black, The Mystery of Preaching (New
York: Revell, 192k), p. 72.
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11. . . The word of God is your treasure. . . with this
you must store your mind so as to he able to exhibit
to your audience, things new as well as old.M^®
Perhaps the fact that no one who heard Stone
preach has recorded anything about his using notes
suggests that he seldom used them, or that he depended
little upon them.

Such was the general practice on

the frontier, where the numbers of sermons each man
preached and the urgency of the times worked against
long hours of specific preparation for each sermon.
Stone was probably not in the habit of reading
and accumulating materials over long periods of time
for specific sermons.

His chief preparation for ser

mons was "filling his mind," with the Bible and related
subjects, and with his own observations and experiences.
Adaptation of a Speech to an Audience
In many places Stone shows an unusual sensi
tivity to the importance of audience adaptation.
Speaking about trying to change the mind of an audience,
he said,
Consider the best method of correcting those
errors. It is not angrily or dogmatically
to declaim against them. Such a course never
did convince any of his errors. . . . Let
any preacher declaim against any people in

70 Christian Messenger. XII (1832), 319-320.
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a furious, ill-natured manner; he will
labor in vain with respect to profit; . . .71
In regard to those who hold to some doctrine
contrary to the Bible, Stone said,
If any error or stumbling block lie across
the path of truth, and might neutralize its
effect on your audience, labor with cogent
arguments to roll it out of the way. . . But
be careful and certain that it is an error
before you touch it with your little finger.
. . . Be careful not to name any person, or
people, by whom those noxious seeds were sown.
The moment you name a Presbyterian— a Metho
dist— a Baptist, as having done it, that
moment he buckles on his coat of mail and
shields himself against your arguments how
ever powerful. You cannot profit him by all
you say afterwards.
"Be wise as serpents,
and harmless as doves."72
In his own speeches Stone practiced the princi
ples of adaptation.

When preaching in the Cumberland

settlements at one time he said, "As we expected a large
and intelligent audience, we endeavored to prepare dis
courses suitable to the occasion."73

His experience

when preaching Calvinistic doctrine led him to appre
ciate the value of adapting his speech to his audience.
He said,
. . . when I was addressing the listening
multitudes on the doctrine of total depravity,

71 "Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger. IV
(1 8 2 9 ), 2 2 6 .
72 hqi0 Young Preachers," Christian Messenger,
XII (I8 I4I2), 3 1 8 .
73 Biography, p. 2i}..
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their inability to believe--and of the
necessity of the physical power of God
to produce faith; and then persuading the
helpless to repent and believe the gospel,
my zeal in a moment would be chilled at
the contradiction. How can they believe?
How can they be guilty in not doing them?
Such thoughts would almost stifle utterance.'^
Consideration of audience analysis had dictated
his action on other occasions.

For example, Stone had

early come to the conclusion that the action signified
by the word baptism in the New Testament was only immer
sion, and that its purpose was "for the remission of
s in s . " ^

His consideration of the effect produced on

the audience was his reason for failing in the early
period to teach and practice the doctrine.

Samuel

Rogers, who was present at Stone's meetings at Millersburg, Kentucky, where the doctrine of baptism for the
remission of sins was first preached, describes the
event as follows:
. . . I attended a meeting at Millersburg,
conducted by Brother Stone. The interest
was very great, and the audiences very large.
Many had professed religion, and many more,
who were at the mourner's bench refused to
be comforted. After laboring with the mourners
until a late hour of the night, without being
able to comfort them, Brother Stone arose
and thus addressed the audience.
"Brethren
something must be wrong; we have been labour
ing with these mourners earnestly, and they
are deeply penitent; why have they not found

7k

Ibid., p. 31.

75 Ibid.,

p. 6 0 .
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relief? We all know that God is willing
to pardon them, and certainly they are anxious
to receive it. The cause must be that we do
not preach as the apostles did. On the day
of Pentecost, those who were ’pierced to the
heart 1 were promptly told what to do for the
remission of sins.
'And they that gladly re
ceived the word were baptized; and the same
day about three thousand souls were added unto
them. * 11 He then quoted the commision: "He
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved."
When Brother Stone sat down, we were all com
pletely confounded; and for my part, though
I said nothing, I thought our dear old brother
was beside himself. The speech was a perfect
damper on the meeting: the people knew not
what to make of it.7°
Stone said that the doctrine was ". . . like
ice water thrown on the audience; it chilled them, and
came very near driving vital religion out of the church,"
and that "in consequence of its chilling effect," he
had abandoned it altogether. 77

Mr. Rogers considered

that this was carrying the principle of adaptation too
far.

Stone later explained his actions, saying that

he had learned the "letter of the law" in respect to
baptism but that it took Alexander Campbell to teach
him the "spirit" in respect to the d o c t r i n e . Stone
argued that since the people were clearly "not ready

76 Rogers,
pp. 55-56.

"Autobiography of &lxler Samuel Rogers,"

77 Ibid.. p. 59.

7® Biography, p. 6 l,
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for it,"79 he would have been foolish to insist upon
preaching it.

Perhaps he was led to modify this theory

of dealing with the audience, for he later said, "If
any error lie across the path of truth. . . labor with
cogent arguments to roll it out of the way, without
pity for its age, though sanctified by many centuries,
and supported by the great and the learned for many
ages.

But be careful. . .
Stone was especially sensitive to his audiences

and was careful to analyze the characteristics of a
specific audience to whom he spoke.

To his students

he emphasized the importance of knowing and respecting
the tastes, prejudices, beliefs, and desires of their
audiences.
Arrangement
It cannot hQVspecifically be stated what views
Stone held on the subject of arranging the speech.

The

Witherspoon Lectures gave five divisions to a speech:
j
|

proposition, narration, illustration, confirmation and
Qt
refutation.OJ‘ Evidence from Stone ’ 3 letters and biography

{

79 Rogers, "Autobiography of Eider Samuel Rogers,"
j

p. 56.
80 »rp0 young Preachers," Christian Messenger,
XII (l8lj.2), 318.

^

Witherspoon, Works, III, 581

]

i
i
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indicates that he was probably also familiar with
Quintilian's method of partition, which consisted of
exordium, statement of facts, proof, refutation and
peroration.

In commenting upon a speech failure of

one of his associates, Stone said, "I shall never for
get his exordium, which in fact, was also his perora
tion."®^

In his "Letter to J. C.," Stone said, "The

correct course is to establish the truth by sound
argument, . . . answering their objections fairly
stated."®3

He mentioned four of the five divisions

stated by Quintilian, having omitted only the "state
ment of facts."

The single sermon outline of Stone's

which has been found, indicates that Stone may have
adapted this plan consciously or accidentally, when
he prepared outlines for his sermons.

Although in

this outline he uses only three Roman numerals to di
vide the subject, it is actually composed of five dis
tinct

parts (see outline following

the first division Stone

indicates

this page).In
the variousclasses

of persons who were being addressed by the author of
the text (Ezekiel 35:11), which he had chosen.

In

the second part Stone explains the subject of Ezekiel's

®2 Biography, p.

2^..

®3 "better to J.

C.," Christian

Messenger,IV

(1829), 226.
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SERMON OUTLINE BY BARTON W. STONE
(Dated 1633)
"Turn Ye To God” - Ezekiel 3 3 ;11

I. To whom the address made.
II.

The subject of the address.

III. Enforce the exhortation.

I. To whom this address made.
1.
2.
3.

To
the openly professing.
To
the moralist who caresnot for God or religion.
To
the legalist who is inbondage with Hagar1s
children.
ij.. To
Backsliders — who lost their first love.
5. To
all who does /sic/ notf©©l the love of God
in Christian Joy.
II. The subject of the address.
1* That mankind have turned their backs on God in
the way of death.
2. Their /obscured/ are not /obscured/
3* The Love, mercy & care of God as a father to his
child.
"The still small voice"
sinner, your
hardness.or gratitude— not wishing that any perish—
That there is mercy, forgiveness / “obscured/ not
invited /obscured/—
III. Arguments to turn /Ehem 'ffi
1. Your danger; describe the death -- 1. Banishment
from God — 2. deprived of all good. 3* Vengeance
forever.
2. The mercies of God. Salvation, pardon, life, -'the
Spirit prom/Tse^. Grace, — in God /obscured/ forever—
3 . The love of God— He loved you— He gave his son— his
deathi, his intersession— his folloxtfing— the love
constant-
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Why will ye die
Oh. 1. I am a very great sinner—
Ans.
This man receiveth sinners.

He has pardon—

Ob. 2. I have no power to save myself—
Ans.
You need none— He has brot /sic/"salvation— only
believe and receive.
Ob. 3 . I am dead I can’t believe—
Ans.
Ho; it is thru faith you receive life— God
commands you to believe— you can believe man—
so God— you will be damned for unbelief.
2 Thess. 1:8, If God had Faith in his own
hand, etc. If you could establish this you
could answer the question "Why will ye die."
Ob. ij.. Because God won’t save me,
Ans.
/[obscured/ "not willing”. God will contradict
his appointed way.
Ob. 5. Because I must wait till the Spirit work faith
in me— I must wait God’s time-Ans.
God says now— turn now--I'll pour out my Spirit—
you can’t receive the spirit till you believe
and 2 Cor. 2:16 — Gal. 2:16 — It is the promise
of the father and this is to faith. — It is
among the /obscured/ and from him we receive.
/V7 Ob, 6 . God must effectually call me
Ans.
God now calls— hear now sinner lest ye die—
Do you believe— Here is God in his word, nigh
unto every one— waiting to be gracious— Behold
the Lamb of God--behold I have stretched out
my hand— Behold me— behold me— Turn--old
sinner— Turn young men & women--Turn Back
sliders- -all things are ready.
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address.

In the third division the arguments to get

them to “Turn to God" were presented.

The fourth sec

tion consists of six "objections" which could have been
raised in the minds of the audience,
is followed by Stone's "answer."

^very objection

"Objection number six"

blends into the fifth division, which is a plea for
action adapted from the text: "Turn--old sinner; Turn
young men & women; Turn backsliders--all things are
ready.
Stone's sermons show that he was aware of the
importance of organization.

He invariably uses a text,

an introduction, various numbers of points in the body
of the speech, and a conclusion which is usually very
brief.

In the series of four sermons on "The Union of

Christians,"^ he used quite a long introduction to the
general subject.

At the end of the introduction he

gave his text (John 17*20-22).

He announced the topics

for all four sermons and proceeded to preach the first
sermon, "For Whom Did Jesus Pray that They Might Be
One?"

This sermon was divided into three parts:

1.

The means /of faith7; 2 . The object Jot faith7; 3. The

Barton W. Stone, ms. Sermon, "Turn Ye To God,"
in Butler University School of Religion Library, Indian
apolis, Indiana.
Christian Messenger. XI (I8 I4.I), 232-238;
253-258; 312-317; 330-33^.
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effects Jot faith7*

In the second sermon, '‘What that

Union is For Which He Prayed, ” he gave a brief summary
of the previous

sermon by wayof introduction.

sermon also had

three points,the third having three

subpoints.

conclusion isone brief paragraph illus

The

This

trating what would be the good effect of Christian
union.

The third sermon, "The Means by Which it is

Effected," is introduced by referring to historical
efforts to unite Christians.

This sermon is also di

vided into three major points.

The conclusion, much

longer than usual, consists of an exhortation to all
Christians to cooperate to effect the union of Chris
tians.

The last sermon, in the series, "The Happy

Consequences of Such Union," is introduced by quoting
the text (John 17:20, 21).

There is but one point in

the body of the speech with several subpoints.

The

conclusion again consists of exhortation to each Chris
tian to practice the principles of Christian union which
have been set forth.
The sermon, "Of the Family of God on Earth,
has a very short introduction beginning with a text
(Ephesians 3:15).
parts:

The sermon body is divided into four

(l) The character of this family; (2 ) The privi

leges of this family; (3) The rules of this family;

^

Christian Messenger, I (1826), 5-17*
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([(-) The name of this family.
composed of exhortation.

The conclusion is again

The last two of the seven

sermons, "An Humble Address To The Various Denomina87
tions of Christians in America, 11
and "An Orthodox
OQ
Sermon,"
follow the same general plan.
Stone may have used the same plan of sermon
arrangement for most of his sermons.

He seems to have

had a preference for three points in the body of the
sermon.

His plan of arrangement, comparing loosely

with that of Quintilian, consisted of introduction,
or exordium, statement of facts, argument or proof,
answering of objections or refutation, and conclusion
or peroration.

It is not known to what extent he taught

such a plan to his students.
Wording the Speech
Stone considered the study of the languages a
proper qualification for a preacher.

In a letter to

his friend Richard McNemar he said, "We have five students
of the Bible, all but one know the languages. . .
To Stone the importance of language study was directly
related to the necessity for perspicuity of language.

49- 52.

87 Christian Messenger, II (1827), 1-6; 25-28;
88 Christian Messenger, VII (I8 3 2 ), 77-84; 118-120.

stone, Letter to Richard McNemar in McNemar,
The Kentucky Revival, p. 79*
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He advocated the use of lexicons as being the “most
certain and safest method of finding the true meaning
of words."90

Stone stressed clearness of language

more than any other aspect of style.

Before recommend

ing that a young college graduate study for the ministry,
he required that he be able to "exhibit11 the scriptures
"with clearness."9^-

Stone also urged the principle

of perspicuity in regard to the ideas presented, and
to choice of subject.

He ventured the opinion that

young preachers were too fond of "polemic divinity and
abstruse subjects"92 ana that "Vanity is at the bottom,
/of such preference^ which will ruin them, if not checked
by a humble spirit."93

Stone, in accord with this

theory, indicated a contempt for " . . .

a display of

learned words and rounded sentences in Iceburgh /sic7
style. "94

To him this practice was "hateful! . . .

unnatural! . . . unbecoming!"

Force was also suggested

as a quality necessary to effective style when he said

9° "To a Young Student, R. G-.," Christian Mes
senger, XIV (1844), 331.
^ "Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger, IV
(1829), 225.
9 2 Ibid.
93 MTo a Young Student, R. G.," Christian M e s 
senger, XIV (18)44) > 332.
94 "Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger, IV

(1829), 226.
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that preachers should first ". . . experience the force
of that truth we deliver to others. . . apathetic . . .
lectures on religion have almost ruined the w o r l d . "9^
Stone also cautioned preachers to "Avoid every
. . . expression, every smart word, that may excite
levity, in your hearers ;" 9 6 such a practice was to him
contrary to the goals of a preacher.

A further hint

at his theory of style is supplied by a Presbyterian
historian, a critic of Stone, who said, "He wrote as
if he meant to be understood, and cared for nothing
beyond this."9?

He admired the ability of James McGready

to describe clearly the condition of the saved: ". . .he
drew the character of the regenerated in deepest colors
•

•

•

i»98
'
Stone had little confidence in the practical

value of written sermons.

In advice "To a Young Stu

dent," Stone indicates his belief that only those who
"know not how to speak" would dare to ". . . read a
QQ
discourse written or committed to memory. 77 Having

Ibid.

96
Young Preachers," Christian Messenger,
XII (181*2), 320.
97 Davidson, History of the Presbyterian Church.
p. 2 1 8 .
98 Biography, p. 10.
99 Christian Messenger. XIV (181*1*), 332.
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been urged by Joseph Badger and Joseph Marsh'*'^ to
contribute to a volume of sermons, Stone replied
With respect to writing for your volume of
Sermons, I am a poor sermon writer, never
having written a half dozen in my life. 'When
first requested by Br* /sic/ Badger, I deter
mined to try, and progressed considerably in
the work, but left it unfinished. The truth
is, I could not please myself. My engagements
on my farm interfered, for though near 67 years
of age I have yet to labor for my bread; and
when worn down by fatigue, I go abroad preach
ing daily, and very frequently twice a day
to multitudes, then return to dig on my farm.
What time have I to write sermons for the
profit of the world. Yet will I try as soon
as we can gather in the corn.I°l
On his favorite subject, "The Union of Chris
tians," Stone did write a series of four sermons which
he delivered in Jacksonville, Illinois, January, l8i|.l.
These were later published in the Christian Messenger.^ 2
Three other sermons in manuscript appeared in the Mes
senger:

"Of the Family of God on Earth;

"An Humble

Address to the Various Denominations of Christians in
America;and

"An Orthodox S e r m o n . I t

is not

known for what specific occasion these sermons were

100 Editors of the Christian Pal la dium.

101 Christian Palladium. VIII (Jan., I8J4.O), 286.
■*•02 Christian Messenger, XI (l81j.l).
103 Christian Messenger, I (1 8 2 6 ), 5-17*
Christian Messenger, II (1 8 2 7 ), 1-6; 25-28;

ltf-5 2.
118-120.

Christian Messenger, VII (1 8 3 2 ), 77-Slj.,
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prepared or when the last three were delivered.

Judging

from the dates of the issues of the Messenger in which
these sermons were published, the first two were preached
sometime before 1826 and 1827 respectively, and the
latter sometime-before 1832.

It is possible that the

seven sermons appearing in the Messenger over the period
from I826 -I8I4.I are suggestive of his preaching during
the period of his more mature years.

It is, however,

extremely doubtful that Stone read his sermon on any
occasion.

These written sermons were probably recon

structed from the notes from which he had spoken.
The single example of Stone’s sermon outlines
which has been located may or may not be representative.
Stone presented this particular outline to his daughter,
Catherine L. Stone, in 1 8 3 3 . ^ ^

This outline is the

simple exposition, with three main points, of the stated
text: Ezekiel 33*11* and was entitled ’’Turn Ye to God."
Appearing on the outline is Stone’s note that the sermon
was ’’For Concord, i|.th Sabbath of November. ”1^7

This

sermon, a simple exposition of a short text, is a prac
tical Illustration of Stone’s theory of selecting a

Barton W. Stone, ms. Sermon Outline, "Turn
Ye to God," Ezekiel 33*11* The original outline is in
the Butler University Divinity School Library, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
107 Ibid.
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proper sermon subject.

It also confirms what those who

heard him have recorded about how he preached.

Those

who recorded their impression of Stone's preaching men
tion nothing about notes, yet they consistently mention
his reading or quoting his text from the Bible.

For

example:
. . . he opened the New Testament and read
the first six verses of the fourth chapter
of Paul's letter to the Ephesians. . .J-0o
Elder Stone read and commented upon the last
chapter of Revelation, founding his principal
remarks upon the following words: “Behold,
I come quickly: and my reward is with me, to
give to every man according as his work shall
be. He made two points, and offered criticisms.109
His discourse was predicated upon the 2nd
chapter of the first epistle of John.HO
Send me a copy in your handwriting of the
sermon which you preached on the coming of
Christ in the clouds to judge the world,
Zechariah 1 0 :1 ; * . . H I
The last quotation suggests that Dunlavy, a
close friend, was sure Stone yet had the sermon notes
on the sermon which he heard him preach.

It is probable

108 Levi PurViance, The Biography of Elder David
Purviance, Second edition.(Dayton, Ohio- B. F. and G. W.
Ells, l81j£), p. 1 0 3 .
Nathan J. Mitchell, Reminiscences and Inci
dents of a Pioneer Preacher of the Ancient Gospel with
a~"Few tSaracteristic Discourses ("Cincinnati, Ohio : Chase
ancFHal-i, 1 8 7 7 /# p. W *
110 Christian Messenger, VIII (1 8 3 3 ), 295-296.
H I John Dunlavy, The Manifesto, or a Declaration
of the Doctrines and practice of the Church of Christ
^Shakers/ (New York: Edward 0 . Jenkins, lBl|7T7 p. 520.
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that when he was in his best form, Stone preached from
a text using short notes.

That there were occasions

when Stone was forced, by lack of time or other exi
gencies, to preach without any notes at all, is also
probable.
Stone indicated that he knew the importance
of revising sermons when he said he had been unable
112
to please himself.
He also felt that there were
more demanding things to be done.

If Stone had been

more aware of his own historical significance, and
if he had not found it necessary during his entire
life to "earn his bread by the sweat of his face,"
perhaps he would have left us many more evidences of
his preaching prowess.
Theory of Delivery
In his three letters to young preachers and
in his autobiography Stone shows a great interest in
delivery.

Simplicity, sincerity, and enthusiasm were

stressed above the other aspects of delivery.
Stone advised "J. C.,11 a young preacher, espe
cially in the case of "a lengthy address," to let it
consist of "lively exortation. I,^^3

Yet, he said, "A

Stone, Letter to Joseph Marsh, Christian
Palladium, VIII (Jan., l81j.O), 286.
Phri3tlan Messenger, IV (1829), 225>.
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person may also preach with a great vociferous zeal
and manner; this may be, and often is nothing more
than mere animal nature, without the Spirit."11^* To
Stone, sincerity was more important than over-enthusiasm,
for he said, "You should not preach that to aiother, of
which you do not experience the truth yourself."

11*5

p

He

felt that thus sincerity and urgency would flow from an
inner conviction.

The urgency of the preacher’s task

was stressed:
When we see our neighbor's house in flames
and the unconscious family within exposed to
instant death, we do not take time to study
and write an eloquent speech in order to r ead
it to them, that they may fly from impending
ruin— nor do we write a speech to read to
persons, whom we see ready to rush down a
deathly precipice, unconscious of their danger—
no. Were we to do so, those people would be apt
to disregard our admonitions, and perish.T16
Stone constantly stresses the need for "warmth"
of delivery and sympathetic appreciation of an audience.
"Iceburgh /sic7 style" was the worst thing he could sey
about the delivery of some preachers.

He nevertheless

continually stresses that reason and argument, rather
than mere emotional fervor, are the basis for action.
He said, " . . .

lli}.

m ^0

establish the truth by sound argument"

Young Preachers," Christian Messenger,

xii (18I1.2), 319-320.
^

Ibid.

116 Ibid.
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and answer their ". . . objections fairly stated. !,-^7
He did not believe a preacher should take advantage of
his position to ". . . declaim against any people in
a furious, ill-natured manner,” for "Such preaching is a
curse; . . . and the sooner it is hissed out of the world
the better. ,fH 8

Stone argued against formal religious

debates but approved of friendly discussions or "dia
logues."

He said, "Would to God, it were the practice

of all our young preachers, to reason out of the scrip
tures on the important things of the Gospel!"H9
Many persons have thought, because of his asso
ciation with the emotionalism of the Cane Ridge meeting
and other revivals, that Stone’s own preaching was highly
emotional.

The evidence is to the contrary.

Robert Davidson, comparing him with other revival
leaders, said: "Stone differed from both R o b e r t Marshall
and Matthew Houston/ in a cooler sagacity, an appearance
of tender feeling--and a bland insinuating address; . . •«120
Although Davidson can not be regarded as being favorably

117 "Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger, IV
(1 8 2 9 ), 2 2 6 .
118 IDid.
119 "jo Young Preachers," Christian Messenger,
xii (1 8 3 2 ), 3 1 7 .
-^0 Davidson, History of the Presbyterian Church,
p. 2 18 .
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disposed, toward Stone, he does not accuse him of overly
emotional preaching.

It has been noticed before that

many have commented upon Stone’s powers of reasoning
and argument.

Such comments do not in any sense alter

the fact that his own delivery was ’’warm and enthusiastic."
Both of these qualities are in harmony with his theory
of delivery.
Stone was always severe in his censure of affec
tation; for example, he said,
Too many preachers, especially the young,
destroy all the effect of their addresses
by a pompous display of self, or an affected
non-descript in the pulpit. . .how unbecomingI
for a minister of Christ to strut and plume
himself at any time, but especially in the
pulpit, to affect to be really affected, when
the intelligent plainly discover thro* the
vail, the hypocrisy. . .From such a minister
the holy angels turn away their eyes with
disgust, and holy men on earth hang their
heads with shame at the sight.^-21
Stone records no criticism of the preaching of
any specific individual from which to gain additional
insights into what he thought about delivery.
Conclusions
This chapter has consisted of an attempt to
determine specific points of Stone's rhetorical theory
and practice.
Stone's theory followed, with some reservations,

121 “Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger.
IV (1 8 2 9 ), 2 2 6 .
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the classical tradition.

There are indications that

he was influenced by Demosthenes, Quintilian, and Cicero.
These influences may have come (l) directly: through
reading these authors; or (2) indirectly: through the
Lectures on -Eloquence by John Witherspoon and Hugh
Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric and Belle s Lettres♦
A combination of rhetorical theory learned from
classical writers and Stone’s own reaction to these
theories is found in three letters on the subject which
he wrote to young men who were preparing to preach.
Additional aspects of Stone’s rhetorical theory were
gathered from a study of his autobiography, and of his
own teaching and practice.

These sources reveal that

Stone believed the speaker should have a good background
in the liberal arts and the classics.

He believed that

all learning was valuable to the minister, but that
the preacher should be especially proficient in the
Bible and closely related subjects.

He believed that

a knowledge o f ‘the languages was especially important
to a preacher, since it enabled him to study the Bible
from the ancient manuscript editions.

Although Stone

was himself greatly influenced by hearing other preachers
he was inclined to warn young men of the danger rather
than to point out the advantages of too close observa
tion of speech models.
The steps in preparing for preaching as advocated
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by Stone were, in the order of their importance: study,
prayer, and practice.

Stone was especially sensitive

to the requirements of different audiences and attempted
to instill this consciousness in students.
Stone's views of arrangement were after the
classical tradition.

He almost invariably arranged

his speeches in five parts: introduction, statement
of facts, argument, refutation, and conclusion.

The

"statement of facts" is not always so clearly marked
as the other four divisions.

In the area of style Stone

placed greatest stress on perspicuity; he shows con
siderable awareness of the importance of accurate word
choice.

The most important aspect of delivery was

considered to be sincerity; liveliness was only a little
less important.

He considered emotion a natural result

of faith in the message of the scriptures.

Thus emo

tion was to Stone the handmaiden of reason and argument.
Stone expressed his conviction that early prepara
tion and practice are necessary to achieve proficiency
as a speaker.

He also considered that the young man’s

spiritual life had a direct bearing on his usefulness
as a preacher, and that praying and exhorting publicly
would help the young preacher improve his speaking.
Stone thought that all knowledge would be of use to a
preacher, but that the scriptures and closely related
subjects were the special province of the minister of
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the gospel.

Wide reading and study formed the hard

core of Stone’s own preparation, and he thus was led
to recommend it to his students.
Stone set forth his views as to how the speaker
should prepare for specific occasions, stating that the
subject should be chosen with a view to the ability of
the speaker, the needs of the audience, and the object
of the speech.

He pointed out that the speaker should

have experienced the force of the truth which he urges
upon others.

It was also his belief that the speaker

should use all available means to come to the proper
understanding of that which he preached.
Of the five canons of rhetoric, Stone gave most
emphasis to Inventio and Pronuntiatio.

He believed in

the extempore method of delivery and placed secondary
emphasis upon preparation for specific occasions.
Dispositio therefore occupied a place somewhat propor
tionate to Elocutio, which he considered to be somewhat
of a natural outgrowth and consequence of the broad
general preparation of the speaker.

Stone apparently

relied upon the "lost canon” Memoria. to a considerable
extent; having spoken of preaching as being the result
of the overflowing of a mind richly stored with Bible
knowledge•
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CHAPTER VI

FORMS OF SUPPORT
This chapter seeks to analyze Barton W. Stone*s
choice of supporting materials for his speeches,

Aris

totle* s classification of the forms of support has been
the basis of discussion of the subject from ancient to
modern times.

He began his theory with the assumption

that the proofs, or "means of persuasion," were ", , ,
supplied by the speech i t s e l f , T h i s classification
named three major "means” by which audiences could be
persuaded:
The character /ethos/ of the speaker is a
cause of persuasion when the speech is so
uttered as to make him worthy of belief;
• • .Secondly, persuasion is effected through
the audience, when they are brought by the
speech into a state of emotion; • • .Thirdly,
persuasion is effected by the arguments,
when we demonstrate the truth, real or
apparent, by such means as inhere in parti
cular cases.^
Aristotle*s three-fold division, today commonly
referred to as ethical, emotional, and logical proof,
will be the basis for the discussion of the forms of
support used by Stone,

Aristotle, Rhetoric, trans. Lane Cooper (New
York: D. Appleton-Century Co,, 1932), p. 8.
2 £2id., pp. 8-9.
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Ethical Proof
What are the authentic signs of ’’ethos" in a
speaker?

Aristotle said

. .the sources of our trust

are three, • • .namely intelligence, character, and
good will."3

Modern authorities are not perfectly

agreed, but are inclined to add two other qualities,
reputation and personal appearance,^- to Aristotle’s
classification.

Stone’s conscious and unconscious use

of ethical appeal will be discussed according to the
following divisions: personal appearance, reputation,
intelligence, character and good will.
His Personal Appearance.
here concerns us is:

The question which

What effect did Stone's appearance

have upon his ethical appeal?
Stone’s appearance was such as to contribute
favorably to his ethical appeal.

His lifetime friend

and associate David Purviance said he possessed the
following attributes:

". . .robust form, beautiful

symmetry, • • • elastic step. • ." and an "intelligent

3 Ibid., pp. 91-92.

^ See Lester Thonssen and A. Craig Baird, Speech
Criticism (Hew York: The Ronald Press, 19l{-8), pp. 303-3^7•
James AT"Winans, Speech Making (Hew York: D. AppletonCentury, 1938), pp. 3 9 0 - 3 9 3 * William Horwood Brigance,
Speech its Techniquejs and D isciplines in a Free Society
(Hew York: Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1*152}, pp#
ij-35-^.39.
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look

In 182J?, at age fifty-two, he was described

in The Christian Herald as follows:

MHe is rather

small in stature, but thickset, and well proportioned,
light complexion, hair curly, has a pleasant blue eye
expressing great sensibility* • •

John Rogers de

scribed his appearance as follows:

. .his auburn

locks— his blooming cheeks--his smooth and handsome
features— his animated and piercing eye— his dignified
and manly bearing.”^
Rogers, at another time, gave a more detailed
glimpse of Stone’s manner and bearing:
We see him in imagination as he comes to meet
us, with spectacles upon his venerable forehead—
with that quick and dignified step, which char
acterized his movements— with a smile of compla
cency /serenity?/ playing upon his benevolent
face and with hand extended to greet us and
welcome us to his house
Stone was apparently not a large man, but was
physically strong.

His long life, in view of his hard

physical labor, and in view of his preaching ’’almost

^ Levi Purviance, The Biography of Elder David
Purviance, Second ed. (Dayton, Ohio: B. P. and! G. V.
H r a T T B P ) , P. 102.
^ ’’The Man Who Studied and Taught,” Historical
Pamphlets, III, /Booklet IV/, In Library of Butler
University School of Religion.
7 John Rogers, The Biography of Barton Warren
Stone Written by Himself: with additions and reflections
bv Eider /oiui Rogers (CIncinnati: J. A. and U. P. James,
Hereafter referred to as Biography.
® Ibid., p. 262.
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every night and often In the daytime,”9 could hardly
otherwise be explained.

In addition to being strong

of body he was handsome and dignified in appearance.
All of those who spoke of his appearance mentioned his
commanding “eye appeal.”

This quality has been noticed

as being outstanding in many great orators.
His Reputation.

After l80lj., because of the

association of his name with the Cane Ridge meeting,
it is probable that wherever Stone chose to preach
his reputation had preceded him.

His audiences may

have known that he had attended David Caldwell*s school,
and that it was he who had arranged for the famous, or
to some, notorious, Cane Ridge meeting.

They perhaps

also knew that his theology had brought down upon his
head the combined wrath of organized sectarianism.
At least until 1801, Stone had enjoyed the
friendship and confidence of some of the leading
Presbyterian and Methodist leaders of the Southern and
Western areas.

The Presbyterians had paid him the compli

ment of sending him among the wealthy planters and
citizens of Georgia and Worth Carolina, to solicit
donations for Transylvania Seminary.
In June, l80i|., when he repudiated all creeds
and thus renounced his connection with the Presbyterian

9

Ibid., p. 50.
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Church, his reputation among the orthodox no doubt
suffered.

It was, however, very significant that the

churches at Concord and Cane Ridge supported him.

John

A. Gano said,
Did Caneridge and Concord churches, who had
taken the beloved Stone to their bosoms—
for whom he had labored, and who knew him
best, at this trying moment forsake him?
• • .No, fellow citizens; they nobly stood
by him and the cause he advocated; en masse
they resolved with him to be free.I^"*
As the quotations which follow indicate, Stone’s
fame in his mature years hinged most directly upon this
reputation as a scholar, as a preacher, and as a ’’good
man.”

John B. Carr said of his character, ”1 have

always viewed Barton W. Stone as a great and good man.
He was a man of remarkable humility and modesty.

These

traits of his character were known wherever he was
11
known."
A Methodist preacher in Jackson, Louisiana,
had this to say of Stone, ”1 knew Barton W. Stone well,
having lived neighbor to him for a considerable time in
Tennessee.

A lovelier man or a better Christian in my

® John A. Gano, Speech occasioned by the death
of Elder B. W. Stone, delivered at Caneridge meeting
house, June 22d, lQk5» In Biography, pp. 130-llj.6.
This statement appears on p.' 136.
11 John Carr, Early Times in Middle Tennessee
(Nashville: Stevenson and Owen, 18377* P* W .
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judgment never l i v e d . S p e a k i n g of additional aspects
of Stone1s reputation, Matthew Gardner said,
He was first and last a scholar, a successful
educator and minister of the Gospel: . . .
Friends testify to the humility of his bearing,
his perfect frankness and honesty, his intense
piety, his great firmness and perseverance.13
A statement to the same effect was written by E.
G. Holland.
. . . Whatever may have been the speculative
differences between Mr. Stone and his brethren
in later years, all must unite in one concession
to the soundness of his learning, the clearness
of his criticisms, and in what is externally
above all things, the beauty and excellence of
his Christian character. 3*4In his biography of Stone, John Rogers made a
collection of letters and tributes from various men,
all of which are to approximately the same effect*^
Practically all of the testimonies mention three qualities
for which they knew and respected Stone:

first, his learn

ing; second, his humility and modesty; and third, his
ability as a speaker and writer.
It was to be expected that, among the defenders
of Presbyterianism, and among those who either mi sunder stood

!2 l . and R. H. Collins, History of Kentucky,
(Covington: Collins and Co., 1877)/ P* 4-30•
Elder Matthew Gardner, "Letter," July 8,
181|7, to Christian Herald, IX, p. 5l.
^ Elihu Goodwin Holland, Memoir of Rev. Joseph
Badger (New York: C. S. Francis and Co., 1854.), p V 2 o 4 7
See Biography, pp. 101-129; 2i|.9-317*
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or disagreed with Stone, he should have been regarded
as the heresiarch of all time.

There can be little doubt

that this phase of his reputation kept some out of his
sphere of influence.

Pbr example, the officials of New

Providence Church made a charge against a Captian Gray
11. • . for asking Barton W. Stone to preach his wife’s
funeral.

A Kentucky historian, W. H. Perrin, also

suggests Stone’s reputation for heterodoxy:
During the revival of Rev. Barton Stone at
Cane Ridge in 1801, five members of the old
Stoner Mouth Presbyterian Church attended,
for which offense they were denounced from
the pulpit by their pastor, Rev. Samuel
Reynolds. ^-7
The threats, by church hierarchies, of disciplinary
action against those who would dare to hear Stone preach,
may have worked, to a certain extent, and for a limited
period.

But the rapid growth of the ’’Christians'1 indicated

that the positive factors of Stone’s reputation were more
powerful than the negative ones attributed to him by his
enemies.
His Intelligence.

Intelligence is noted by Arisl8
totie as being the first essential to ethical appeal.

16 Ms. Records of New Providence Church 1822-1823.
In the library of the College of the Bible, Lexington,
Kentucky•
W. H. Perrin, History of Bourbon, Scott, Harrison
and Nicholas Counties, Kentucky (cKicago: 0. L. Baskin,

TM2), p. i£o.
Aristotle, Rhetoric, pp. 91-92.
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What means were used by Stone to establish, through his
speeches, the impression of sagacity?

Thonssen and

Baird (p. 287) suggest five ways by which a speaker
may help to establish this impression*

,!* . . if he

(1) uses what is popularly called common sense; (2)
acts with tact and moderation; (3) displays a sense of
good taste; (ij.) reveals broad familiarity with the
interests of the day: and (5) shows through the way
in which he handles speech materials that he is possessed
of intellectual integrity and wisdom."

Stone*s speeches

will be examined according to these principles in order
to determine to what extent he used the impression of
intelligence as an ethical appeal for persuasion*
First, in Stone*s introduction to the series
of sermons on "The Union of Christians" he showed good
judgment or common sense when he indicated that he was
a spokesman for "• • .the all engrossing subject, which
occupies the minds, and engages the tongues and pens
of the Christian community today."
belief that

He indicated his

• .the professors of Christianity. • •

begin to see the incompatibility of disunion and
sectarianism, with the holy religion of the Bible.

James MU lHathes, Editor, The Works of Elder
B. W. Stone (Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstach, and Keys and
C o .7 Printers, 181^9), p. 2i+7« Hereafter referred to as

Horkh s.!>
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In the third sermon of the series he showed from church
history that the hindrances to Christian union have
been the same ”• • .from John the Baptist to the present
time*"20

He further said,

So it was with the greatest reformer on
earth, the Lord Jesus. At first the multi
tudes flocked to his ministry, and were
urgent to crown him kingj but when his
plan of reformation was understood by
them, they opposed and crucified him.
So of the reformation of Wicklif G*aT.
Huss, Luther, Wesley, and of the present
century. Various plans have been intro
duced by honest, good men to effect this
desirable, and desired object: Christian
union; but they have all failed. It is
worthwhile to inquire into these plans,
and into the reasons why they have failed.
Stone thus showed his willingness to examine
all of the causes involved in the failure of m e n rs efforts
to unite all Christians.

He blamed no specific person or
r

persons, and incriminated no one.

He demonstrated that

he was fair minded and used common sense.
Second, Stone showed tact and moderation in his
speeches.

His major goal in life was to forward the cause

of the union of Christians.

To accomplish this goal he

felt that it was necessary to dispose unceremoniously of
all human creeds.

It would have been expecting too much

of tact to think that by its use all opposition could be
avoided.

Nevertheless, Stone placed his reaction to the

20 Ibid.
2^ Ibid., p. 260.
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doctrine of baptism for the remission of sins squarely
on the basis of Christian forbearance.

He said that he

personally accepted the teaching as Biblical, although
some did not regard it in that light.

He would not

withhold fellowship from those who disagreed with him.

22

This was the direct result of Stone’s observation that
his audiences were not ready for the teaching; therefore
he determined not to preach the doctrine until the people
2^
were ready to receive it,
David Purviance said Stone
rarely ”, • .made any allusions to, or direct attack on
the sentiments or doctrines of those who differed from
him , 11^

Stone could deal directly and yet moderately

with that which he felt strongly about as is indicated
in "An Humble Address To The Various Denominations of
Christians in America.”

He said,

You may be ready to say that we are reproaching
Christians of all sects in the world by represent
ing them as in Babylon. If it be a reproach, the
scriptures, not we, have given it. . • It is not
in our heart to offend nor wound one Christian on
earth, unless the truth should have that effect.
The fear of offending has kept the world in ignor
ance on this and other subjects of importance.25

Barton W. Stone, "Letter to Joseph Badger,”
Jacksonville, 111., January ij.th,, 1 8 3 8 , in The Christian
Palladium. VIII (Pbbruary 15, 1 8 3 8 ), pp.

^ Sermon, as reported by Samuel Rogers In John I
Rogers, The Autobiography of Elder Samuel Rogers
(Cincinnati"i Standard Publishing Co., 1 8 8 0 ), pp. 55-56.
^

Biography, p. 121.

^ Christian Messenger, II (1827) 1-6; 25-28.
Hereafter referred''to as wAn Humble Address.”
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In the same sermon Stone further indicated his
tact and moderation when he said,
All we ask, is that you will hear us, while we
plead for the new commandment of our common
Lord. . • How tender and loving is the spirit
of Christianity! It forbids us to treat the
disobedient with harshness and disrespect— it
teaches us to do good to our enemies, to bless
them that curse us, and to pray for them that
despitefully use us, and persecute us. Are we
commanded by our Lord thus to treat our enemies
. . . and shall we treat a Christian brother in
a less respectful manner. •
Although much that is contained in Stone’s sermons
was of a highly controversial nature, he manifested a strong
identification with the interests of his audience and
tactfully presented his case.

He thus stirred in his

audience an impression of his intelligence.
Third, Stone gave further evidence of his sagacity
through exercise of good taste.

He apparently was by

nature and training of a refined, modest disposition.
Some, who heard Stone preach, criticized him for his lack
of "combativeness” and his " . . .
ing somebody’s feelings."2^

perfect dread of wound

These qualities of Stone’s

were perhaps rarer in that day when religious debates
were looked upon with public favor, than in the present
day when such debates do not enjoy popular approval.
Nevertheless some of Stone’s sermons were controversial

26 £bid«
^7 W. D. Prazee, Reminiscenses and Sermons,
Second edition (Nashville: Gospel Advocate Co., 1#93),
p. 107*
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enough in nature that they would today offend the “good
taste" of some persons,
For example, in the third sermon of the series
on “Christian Union,"
Council of Nice,

Stone referred directly to the

He asked,

Who is so blind as not to see, and so ignorant
as not to know, that this Nicene creed confirmed
and perpetuated the division of Christians then
existing, and made slaves and hypocrites of
millions more, who rather than undergo the ana
themas threatened, subscribed what they did not
believe, and slavishly rejected light lest
they should be converted and treated as heretics.
This plan of the old mother has been followed by
all the sects to this day with the same spirit
and the same success,28
The following quotation from the sermon, "An
Humble Address," indicates his desire to observe the
amenitiesr
It is absolutely necessary, in order that Chris
tians may be united, that they know their real
situation. This is a subject of delicacy, from
which many, for various reasons, have turned
their eyes. We feel it a heavy cross; but the
love of truth, the glory of the church and the
salvation of souls, overbalance, in our mind,
every other consideration. Did we consult our
honor, or profit or worldly pleasure and ease,
we should also be silent. But these are tran
sient trifles in comparison with truth and its
everlasting blessings.29
This would probably not be considered to be In
good taste today.

It may be said that the average person

in Stone*s day was probably more accustomed than the average

28 Works , p. 260,
29 Christian Messenger, II, 25.
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person in the present age to strong language from the
pulpit.

The controversial nature of Stone's announced

goal was to some an offense against good taste.

Stone’s

sermons profit, in respect to exercise of good taste,
by comparison with those of many of his contemporaries.
Fourth, Stone revealed a broad familiarity with
the interests of the day.

Stone did not believe it

appropriate to discuss politics or other secular subjects
from the pulpit.

He indicated to young preachers his

belief that indulgence, by preachers, even at the fire
side, in political controversy was "offensive."30

stone

did, in his sermons, show broad familiarity with the
religious issues of the day.

This no doubt helped

considerably to establish the impression of intelligence.
For example, in his sermon entitled "An Orthodox
Sermon,"

Stone showed his thorough acquaintance with the

doctrine of the Universalists.

He gave the chain of

reasoning by which the Universalist arrived at his belief
that all men will eventually be saved;
. . • God from eternity foreknew all men—
them from eternity he predestinated— these
prematurely he called, justified and glori
fied, and therefore all men were eternally
justified, and glorified— and this eternally
before one of them existed!! This must be
admitted by the Universalian, ^ 2/ or he

"Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger, IV, 226.
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must adopt my views, and read the verse
as I do, • • .31
In the same sermon Stone showed his understanding
of the doctrines of Calvinistic Presbyterians by quoting
from the ’’Confession of Faith.”
By the decree of God, for the manifestation
of his glory, some men and angels are pre
destined to everlasting life, and others
foreordained to everlasting death. There
angels and men, thus predestinated and
foreordained, are particularly and unchange
ably designed; and their number is
so certain
and definite, that it cannot be either
increased or diminished. Chap. 3»
Sect. 3 and1+.32
Stone also let it be known that

he

was familiar

with Arminianism, which was struggling with Calvinism,
for supremacy on the frontier. 33

Deism was also a tre

mendous issue on the frontier and elsewhere.

Although,

through misunderstanding, Stone was accused of being a
D e i s t ^ when preaching in the Cumberland Settlements,
he publicly refuted the arguments of ’’a prominent deist.”3^
Stone spoke on most of the great questions which

31 Christian Messenger. VII, 79*
32 Ibid.* P. 79-80.
33 ”0f the Family of God on Earth,’’ Christian
Messenger. I, 9*
31+ J. P. Campbell, Vindex or the Doctrines of the
Strictures Vindicated against tihe Reply of Mr. Stone
(Lexington: Daniel feradrord, ltJOo), pp. 57 3X, 33.
Campbell directly compares Stone’s teaching with that of
Paine and Voltaire.
3^ Biography, pp. 23-21)..
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were stirring the religious conscience on the frontier*
His speeches reveal that he was thoroughly conversant
with the issues involved in Calvinism, Arminianism,
Fatalism, Deism, Universalism, Unitarianisra, Soeinianism,
and Arianism; and that he dealt with subjects which
touched these problems directly.

His broad familiarity

with the arguments and issues involved in the religious
questions confronting the frontier contributed, to his
audiences, impressions of his sagacity.
Fifth, how did Stone show through the handling
of his speech materials that he possessed intellectual
integrity and wisdom?

Most of Stone’s sermon materials

came directly or indirectly from the Bible.

He quoted

from it, paraphrased it, read from it, and made applica
tions of its principles.
of God on Earth,

^

ing books of the Bible:

In his sermon, ’’Of the Family

qUOted directly from the follow
Ephesians, Romans, Matthew,

John, Galatians, II Corinthians, I Corinthians, Philippians, Acts, I Peter, Luke, Hebrews, Revelation, and
Isaiah.

In addition he used materials from Adam Clarke’s

A Commentary with Critical Notes Designed as a Help to a
Better Understanding of the Sacred Writings (First pub
lished 1810-1826 in VIII Vols.) and from Phillip Doddridge’s
The F»™ily Expositar; or a Paraphrase and Version of the

^

Christian Messenger, I, 5-17•
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New Testament: with Critical Notes (London: J. W.
Southgate, 1839)*

He also used materials based upon

the meaning of words in the original languages*

In

"An Orthodox Sermon,”37 stone used mainly Biblical
materials, but quoted his opposition's arguments
directly from their works*
In none of his sermons did he seem to lack
materials to support his points.

He organized his

materials well, giving appropriate amounts of time to
the development of each point, according to its im
portance to his purpose*

His direct quotations from the

works of his opponents indicated integrity in handling
arguments*

There is no evidence that he allowed himself

to introduce irrelevant materials*
Stone gave his audience an abundance of Scripture
quotations, sometimes pointing out the significance of a
particular word as it appeared in Greek.

He represented

his opponents* arguments fairly, quoting them directly*
He organized his thoughts clearly and systematically
around a Bible text, thus insuring internal unity.

These

techniques of handling speech materials assured, in the
minds of his audiences, Stone's intellectual integrity
and wisdom*
His Character*

The second aspect of ethical

37 Christian Messenger, VII, 77-8Ij.* 118-120*
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proof, according to Aristotle, is character,

Thonssen

and Baird list six ways by which a speaker may, in his
speeches, focus attention upon his good character:

(1)

by associating either himself or his message with what
is virtuous and elevated;

(2) by bestowing, with

propriety, tempered praise upon himself, his client,
and his cause; (3) by linking the opponent or the
opponentfs cause with what is not virtuous;

(ij.) by

removing or minimizing unfavorable impressions of
himself or his cause previously established by his
opponent; (£>)' by relying upon authority derived from
his personal experience; and

(6) by creating the

impression of being completely sincere in his under
taking, 3®
Stone articulated his opinion about the importance
of character, in the task of persuasion, when he said,
"I have learned that the most effectual way to conquer
the human depraved heart is the constant exhibition of
i

piety and a godly life in the professors of religion.
This is argumentum ad hominen /sic/,"1^

In none of the

seven speeches which form the basis of this study did
Stone ever directly praise his own character.

He did use,

38 Thonssen and Baird, p, 3 8 7 ,

^ Stone, ms. Autobiography, p. 3 8 . The last
part of this statement does not appear in any of -the
Rogers editions of St'one*s autobiography.
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with varying frequency, five of the six methods of
enhancing character mentioned by Thonssen and Baird.
No example has been found of Stone's use of the
technique of relying upoxi authority derived from his
personal experience.
Stone often associated himself with that which
is virtuous.

For instance in "An Orthodox Sermon,” in

discussing how verb tenses change certain meanings in
the scriptures, he associated himself with those who
hearken only to the voice of God.
. . . who art thou, a vain man, to reply
against God?. • • it is inadmissable to
alter the tenses especially when they are
in the same connexion; for to do this is
taking a liberty not authorized by the
Lord, and by which liberty the scriptures
might be tortured to mean anything, and to
establish any whim.*4-0
In the same sermon he identified himself aid
his teaching with the leadership of the European
Reformation: "The doctrine for which I contend, was
the doctrine of the reformation— and has been warmly
advocated by the great and the good ever since.
He identified himself with those who are willing to
work for desirable goals in his "An Humble Address."
. . . it will be a task extremely difficult
to subdue this spirit and bring it in /sic/
subjection to the will of Christ. However

k® Christian Messenger, VII, p. ?8»
^

Ibid., p. 119*
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difficult, it must be done, nor can we begin
too soon. To defer the work is to increase
the difficulty of performing it.^2
He further in the same sermon associated himself with those
with whom "« • • the love of truth, the glory of the church,
and the salvation of souls. . • overbalance every other
consideration. . .honor, or profit, or worldly pleasure
and ease, • • ."^-3

He indicated that the latter are ”. . .

transient trifles in comparison with Truth and its ever
lasting ble ssings . " ^
Stone less frequently bestowed indirect praise upon
his cause.

In "An Humble Address," he said,

Let us leave the long trodden paths of
human, erring opinion; and re-enter the
path of wisdom— that wisdom that cometh
from above. Then shall we realize the
power of true religion on earth— the
religion once taught and lived by the
savior and his ancient followers. This
was then the mighty weapon that subdued
the rebellion of millions. This must
again be taught and lived by its professors
before the same divine effects shall ever
be seen in this world.45
In the Introduction to "The Union of Christians,"
Stone bestowed: more direct*.yet temperate praise upon
himself and his cause.

b2- Christian Messenger, II, 3*
Ibid., p. 2£.
^

I b i d »

Christian Messenger, II, 3«
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We found experimentally, that by this bold,
party-daring step of enlisting under the
standard of heaven alone, the sectarian world
were all engaged against us, and threw their
fiery darts against us in constant vollies. . .
/sic7 At this opposition of the sectarians
we need not wonder; for our very design and
aim is, to destroy partyism, and to unite under
the one standard, and name, all the family of
Jesus on earth. It always was and forever will
be that the children of the bond woman, persecuted
and will persecute, the children of the free
woman •H-k
Stone, according to the evidence in the seven
sermons which have been studied, often used the method
of linking his opposition with that which was not
virtuous in order to enhance the probity of his character.
He most often associated the strict Calvinist with the
non-virtuous.

In "An Orthodox Sermon," In discussing the

Calvinistic doctrine of ’’the elect," Stone accused his
adversaries of using "specious" arguments and "carnal
reason.He

linked those with hypocrisy who preached

the doctrine that, " . . . God loved all— Christ died
for all— the gospel is to be preached to all--. » » yet
they hold. . • that none can believe till he works faith
in them."^8

He associated the same class with "ignorance,"

"presumption,” "weak faith," and "dishonor."^9

Works, p. 21j.7.
V7 Christian Messenger. VII, 2 3 6 .
^•8 Christian Messenger, II, 78, 79.
ij-9 Ibid., pp. 78, 79, 80.
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as these are, more often than not, directed against
Calvinism; and represent the hatred of the doctrine which
Stone undoubtedly had.
Further examples of Stone's linking his opposition
with that which is not virtuous occur in other sermons.
For instance, in "Of the Family of God on Earth,” he
referred to the practice of "close communion" among the
sects as comparable to an earthly child who would refuse
to allow a brother to eat with him at his father's table.
Thus in an authoritative manner they debar
each other from t h M r father's table. What
must be the feelings of that wonderful father?
• . . Would he not thus speak? . . . Are they
not my children as well as you? • . . How
dare you thus presume.50
He linked the sectarians with the practice, yet
not their belief, of the doctrine of "infallibility."
Will any plead that this authority is given
to all the sects? Then it will follow that
God has given a divine warrant and authority
for division, discord, and strife among his
family. . .51
In the third of the series on "The Union of Christians,"
"Rome" /Roman Catholicism/ was referred to as the mother
of sectarianism and "confusion."^2

The spirit of "party-

ism" was identified with that type of thinking which would
"persecute th<^se who would not submit" to an established

£0 Christian Messenger, I, 9.
51 Ibid., p. 11.
£2 Works, pp. 260-261.
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religion in America.

Thus Stone in "An Humble Address,”

identified denominationallsm with those who do not believe
in religious freedom .53
Another method, used to some extent in Stone's
speeches, to establish a favorable Impression of his
character, was removing previously established unfavorable
impressions of himself and his cause.

He referred

indirectly in the sermon, "Of the Family of God on Earth,”
to the fact that he had been unfairly excluded by the
Presbyterians.
Shall this man, who has believed in the Lord
Jesus, and trusted in him, and is sealed with
the Holy Spirit of promise, be denounced, be
cause he has not received the party name and
mark? . because he cannot receive the creed and
dogmas of human invention? or because he cannot
pronounce the Shibboleth of reputed Orthodoxy?
How many, reputed orthodox, have not the mark
of God's people 1 and how many, reputed heterodox,
have it so evident, that all. may see iti^ijOnly one other example of his use of this technique has
been found.

It occurs in "An Orthodox Sermon," and

concerns the odium theologicum which surrounded Stone's
views on atonement*

Most of the sermon is in fact a

justification of his beliefs, using the method of
"subversion."

That is, he seemed to argue for the

Calvinistic interpretation of atonement, while actually
refuting i t . He said,

^

Christian Messenger, II, 26*. ^

5k-

Christian Messenger, I, 7*
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But a more specious objection against the
doctrine, for which I contend, is made by
the modern enemies of sacred truth. They
contend that our view of God*s foreknowledge
is very different from that intended by the
Apostle in this passage R o m a n s 8:9, 30/. . .
there are many other objections against the
doctrine I have advanced, "but^I shall not con
sume time in answering them.
(

Stone thus minimized the unfavorable impressions
established by his Presbyterian opponents regarding his
teachings on God’s calling and foreknowledge, predestina
tion, election, and justification.
The last factor in Stone’s semons which revealed
his probity of character was his creation of the impression
of complete sincerity,'

In speaking about the importance

of God’s family wearing the name ’’Christian," he said:
. . . who will plead for party names? Who
will deny the name given by divine appoint
ment, and assume another? The will of God
is that his family be called Christians, else
he would not have given them the name. Who,
in opposition to his will, shall willingly
assume and bear another name? I cannot view
it a light matter . . . It is frequently asked,
Why so much zeal in the names and party spirits?
I answer for myself: because I am assured they
stand in the way of Christian union, and are
contrary to the will of God.56
He further emphasized his sincerity when he said,
. . . I f i m l y believe that Jesus fervently
prayed to his Father, that believers might
all be one— that the world might believe in
him as sent by the Father. I also firmly

Christian Messenger. VII, ?9*
56 "of the Family of God on Earth,"
Messenger. I, 1.5•

Christian
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believe, that the will of God is that all
should be one; • • • Believing these things,
can we be blamed . • . for promoting Christian
union. • • Shall we stand and see the whole
world in wickedness, knowing that they will
not believe till all Christians are one.37
The impression of sincerity was re-emphasized in
"An Humble Address."
It is absolutely necessary, in order that
Christians may be united, that they know
their real situation. This is a subject
of delicacy, from which many, for various
reasons, have turned their eyes. We feel
it a heavy cross; but the love of truth,
the glory of the church, and the salvation
of souls, overbalance, in our mind, every
other consideration. Did we consult our
honor, or profit, or worldly pleasure and
ease, we should also be silent. But theS'e
are transient trifles in comparison with
truth and its everlasting b l e s s i n g s . 58
These quotations are apparently characteristic
of the sincerity and earnestness with which Stone spoke.
He time and again emphasized the sacrifices he had made
for the sake of the ministry of Christ.

He apparently

practiced a principle which he enunciated in "To Young
Preachers,"

"In vain we attempt to preach In the spirit,

unless we have the Spirit, and experience the force of
that truth we deliver to others.n%9
principle in the same letter.

He repeated the

He said, "You should not

preach that to another of which you do not experience

57 ibid.
Christian Messenger, II, 25.
59 Christian Messenger, XII, 318.
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the truth yourself,”^
The most remarkable aspect of the contemporary
estimates of Stone is the almost unanimous testimony to
the effectiveness, as an exemplification of that which he
preached, of his character,

T, J. Matlock, a personal

acquaintance of many years, said of Stone,
His talents were acknowledged by all; his
piety was worthy the imitation of all, and
his holy soul, whether he wrote or spoke,
seemed to infuse itself into the mind of
all who came under his i n f l u e n c e , ® !
Stone’s speeches called attention to the probity
of his character first, by associating himself and his
cause with the virtuous aid the elevated; second, by
bestowing tempered praise upon his cause, and less
frequently, upon himself; third, by linking his opponents
and their cause with the non-virtuous; fourth, by
minimizing unfavorable impressions of himself and his
cause previously established by an opponent; and fifth,
by creating an impression of complete sincerity.
The evidence indicates that Stone most often used
the third-named technique when speaking on highly contro
versial subjects.

The first and sixth-named methods are,

in the seven speeches utilized in this study, used with
most uniformity,

60 ifria*» P* 320.
k1 T. J. Matlock, Letter to D. Pat Henderson, editor,
Christian Messenger, XIV,(18 I4IJ.), p, 22£.
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Hia Good Will*

According to Aristotle the third

aspect of ethical appeal is good will*

Thonssen and

Baird give six ways in which a speaker may reveal good
will toward the audience: (1 ) to capture proper balance
between too much and too little praise of his audience;
(2 ) to identify himself properly with the hearers and
their problems: (3 ) to proceed with candor and straight
forwardness; (!].) to offer necessary rebukes with tact
and consideration; (5 ) offset any personal reasons he
may have for giving the speech; and (6 ) to reveal, with
out guile or exhibitionism, his personable qualities as
a messenger of the truth.

Stone demonstrated good will

toward his audiences by characteristic courtesy, candor,
and straightforwardness, and by identifying himself with
his hearers and their problems*
First, according to those who knew him best,
courtesy was one of Stone’s outstanding character traits*
John Rogers said of Stone, "He exhibited in all his social
intercourse, an ease, a suavity and an elegance of manners
which bespeak the perfect Christian g e n t l e m a n * I n
further evaluation, Rogers observed, "I must warn you,
however, not to confound this gentle wisdom which is
from above, with that artificial courtesy, that studied
smoothness of manners, which is learned in the school of

62 Biography, p. 2£o.
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the world ,n^3

Rogers Insisted that, if anyone thought

he had reason in the fact that Stone sometimes used
strong language against his opponents, to doubt his basic
courtesy, he should remember that Stone was
Attacked, . . • from every quarter and
loaded with almost every opprobrious
epithet, that knowledge could muster, or
bad faith apply; denounced from the pulpit
and the press; on the highway and by the
social hearth, as an Atheist, Deist, Heretic,
Schismatic, Disorganizer, Arian, Socinian,
Pelagian, Agent of Hell, Minister of Satan-the seed of the Serpent; his teaching the
doctrine of devils— damnable heresy; he had
every possible temptation to indulge in
bitterness of feeling and language toward
his opponents; and he must have been more than
mortal, never to have retorted upon them. Yet
anyone who will read his controversial writings,
/Including sermons/ cannot fail to discover
that a spirit of candor, of kindness and good
feeling greatly abounds in them. The rising
generations know little of the trials and diffi
culties that good man had to enc o u n t e r , 64
Stone*s theory corresponded with this estimate.

In

a "Letter to J, C.,n he said,
View all the children of God as your brethren,
whatever name they may bear. What if they have
received wrong opinions of truth? This is no
reason you should despise or reject them, • •
The correct course is to establish the truth
by sound argument, and then in meekness to in
struct opposers by answering their objections
fairly stated. This will never wound a good
man; • • , 5
Stone addressed his audiences as being intelligent

63

Ibid., p. 2^1.

6k Ibid., pp. 253-251*.
^

Christian Messenger, IV, 226•
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enough to decide between truth and error.

In the third

sermon of the series on "The Union of Christians, 11 Stone
complimented those who had been working for Christian
union.

"Various plans have been introduced by honest,

good men to effect this desirable and desired object;
• • . ”66

ue iater complimented those who had put their

creed-books aside.
Many. • • begin to see, that all • . • creeds
are in the way of Christian union; . . . Thou
sands from this conviction have abandoned them
all, . . . This is commendable, and a long
stride from Babylon.67
A prominent associate of Stone’s, A. G. Comings, testified
to the fact that Stone treated his opponents with courtesy:
"One prominent trait of the . . .

lamented Barton W. Stone,

was, that he sacredly respected the reputation and
character of his opponents."66

Stone dealt severely with

that which he considered to be false doctrine, but
apparently at no time did he engage in uncourteous personal
treatment of an audience or of an individual.
Second, Stone was candid and straightforward in
his speeches.

In this way he helped his audiences to

grow in their respect for his character.

In "An Humble

Address," Stone frankly stated his fear that some in his

66 Works, p. 260.

67 ibid., pp. 261 -2 6 2 .
66 in Biography, p. 302.
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audience may have had "prepossessions" against his
teaching which would prevent some
by any thing we advance.”

from "being profited

Nevertheless he said, "All

we ask is that you will hear us, . . .”69

He also

assured those of various religious beliefs, that, "It
is evident that God does not confine his favors to any
particular party, but with a kind hand deals them out
liberally to all, . . .”70
In the same sermon Stone gave his candid estimates
of the condition of sectarianism.
We must cease to judge each other according
to our peculiar faith or opinions of truth,
and learn the long neglected precept of Jesus,
to judge according to our works.
It is absolutely necessary, in order that
Christians may be united, that they know
their real situation.71
There is no evidence that Stone ever:; withheld
from his audience information by which they stood to
profit.

The facts indicate that he was usually courageous

in presenting information which benefited his audience,
but injured himself, financially and socially.
Third, Stone’s sermons were centered on the
problems of his hearers.

The evidence is conclusive

that Stone had surrendered many opportunities for both

^

Christian Messenger, II, 2.

7° Ibid.
71

P*
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fame and wealth, because he believed it his duty to make
all necessary sacrifices in order to preach.

At certain

times he reminded his audiences of this sacrifice and
indicated they might be required to follow his example.72
An example of his preoccupation with his audience*s
problems occurs in the introduction to the series of
sermons on "The Union of Christians."

He said, ''The Union

of Christians is the all engrossing subject, which
occupies the minds, and engages the tongues and pens of
the Christian community at the present d a y ."73

He thus

recognized the fact that many people ask why it is that
all Christians cannot be bound together with the "bonds
of love, and peace."
It has previously been noticed that he dealt with
the questions that were troubling the minds of many
people who had begun to doubt the Calvinistic conception
of God.

In "An Orthodox Sermon" he dealt with what the

Calvinists regarded as the "believer’s golden chain."
— it has five links; the first is the
eternal and certain foreknowledge of
God--the second is his predestination
or fixed purpose or decrees— the third,
his calling--the fourth, his justifying—
and the fifth his glorifying.?^

72 stone, "Letter to a Young Lawyer," Georgetown,
Kentucky, Sept. 10, 1833 , in Biography, pp. 28I|.-286.
73 Christian Messenger. XI, 2 3 2 .
7lj- Christian Messenger, VIII, 77.
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In this sermon he stated the "orthodox” views of the
five "links" and asked questions about each one which
were calculated to embarrass those who held to the
traditional explanations of the doctrines.

Stone ap

parently practiced, the admonition which he gave in a
"Letter to J. C."

Speaking of the high regard of some

preachers for "controversy," he said, "Did the love
of God possess their hearts, they would address the
hearts of their hearers."75

Stone had himself received

valuable help on his problem from the pulpit.

He con

sequently showed his concern for the- problems of his
own people.
Emotional Proof
To what extent did Stone's speeches rely, for
persuasion, upon emotional appeal?,“Aristotl6,s'.discus
sion of the motives includes, ". . .anger and mildness,
friendship and hatred, fear and boldness, shame and
shamelessness, kindness and unkindness, pity, indigna
tion, and envy, emulation and contempt, . . ."76

Accord

ing to Thonssen and Baird, "contemporary analyses of
motivating appeals are largely derivatives of the
Aristotelian classification."77

His classification

will therefore be the basis of this discussion.

75 Christian Messenger. IV, 225*
76 Aristotle, Rhetoric, pp. 90-131*
77 Thonssen and Baird, p. 3 6 6 .
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It will be seen that Stone made appeals to many
of the motives mentioned by Aristotle.

It would perhaps

be futile to attempt to draw a fine line of di stinction
in each case where appeals were made.

There is quite

often an overlapping of the various appeals.
In the four sermons on "The Union of Christians,"
in "An Humble Address,” and in ”0f the Family of God on
Earth,” repeated appeals were made to anger, friendship,
hatred, shame, and kindness.

In ”An Humble Address, ”

Stone spoke on t>h at is called the "Hew Commandment. . .
Little children love one another.”7^

He appealed to men

of every religious persuasion to adopt the attitudes of
friendship, kindness, and fear.
Ought we not to be followers (imitators) of
God as dear children? Does he not commune
with his children of every party? And dare
we refuse to imitate him? Does he not bless
them, and dare we curse them? . . . Are we
not taught by him to love one another, and
shall we indulge in bitterness, and wrath,
and anger & clamor, and evil speaking, and
malice No; these by his command, are to be
PUT AWAY from us. The reverse of these he
solemnly enjoins, ”Be kind one to another,
tender hearted, forgiving one another, even
as God for Christ’s sake hath forgiven you-and to walk in love. "79
He appealed directly to shame and fear by quoting from
the teachings of Jesus:

78 John 12:33, 3k*
79 Christian Messenger. II, 2.
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Are we commanded by our Lord thus to treat
our enemies, and thus to deal with the dis
obedient; and shall we treat a Christian
brother in a less respectful manner, when
Jesus has said, "A New Commandment I give
unto you that ye love one another”? "Who
so shall offend one of these little ones
which believe in me, it were better for him
that a millstone were hanged about his neck,
and that he were drowned in the depth /sic/
of the sea."--"Take heed that ye despise not
one of these little ones; for I say unto you
that in Heaven, their angels do always be□
hold the face of my Father who is in heaven.”
Stone, in attempting to set up the ”Certain Rule”
which ”Jesus taught. . .by which we may determine the
character of a Christian,” used a comparison to heighten
the emotional appeal.
ttA good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit,
neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good
fruit— therefore by their fruits ye shall
know them." This figure is perfectly familiar.
Many trees have a beautiful and engaging
appearance, but their fruit is bad; others
may not have so good an appearance, but their
fruit is good.--Were we to judge of the trees
in any other way than by their fruits, we should
be liable to err in judgment--So if we judge
of Christians by any other rule than by their
fruits we shall certainly err, as the Christian
world has attested for many centuries.ol
Stone used the sense of shame and fear to support
his argument that "good character" should be made the
test of Christian fellowship rather than the fact that "he
does not believe or receive our creed or confession."
said,

50

PP* 2~3.
Ibid., pp. 3-4..
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. . . shall any presume to reject such a
Christian from the house of God— from the
communion of the saints— from union with
the body of Christ? These privileges are
his by the gift of his God, and who shall
dare resist his ^ o d * 3/ will and debar his
child from enjoying them. . .and what more
do we require? Ahl but his notions of this
testimony differ from ours. Pray, brethren,
do not ail our notions differ among ourselves?
— Who shall be the judge to determine whose
are right and whose are wrong? . . . follow
the instructions of the Saviour, and determine
the character of a Christian by his fruits and
works.
In the first sermon of the series on "The Union
of Christians" Stone used well chosen comparisons and
analogies to create an emotional impact.

He used the

figure of a yoke which he said is designed
. . . to unite the energies of cattle on
whose necks it is put; were it not for this,
their strength would be exhausted without
producing the desired effect; for frequently
they would pull in opposite directions, and
effect no good. . . In the same sense the law
of Christ is a yoke to unite his people in
the great work of saving the world. We acknow
ledge these are , . . yokes made by the wisdom,
rather than by the folly of man, by which the
various sects are united to their particular
parties. Yet these yokes we do not acknowledge
of divine authority. . . The Christian would
begin to see and feel these yokes are clogs to
their liberty in the gospel, and many are throw
ing them off as useless lumber.83
Stone’s closing appeal to the love of liberty and
independence was doubtless well-chosen for a frontier
audience.

There were other comparisons introduced by

Ibid., p. 4*
^3 Works, pp. 248 -2 4 9 *
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Stone in the same sermon.

He compared the world to

"• . • lost sheep, wandering in ’the dark and cloudy
day,* anxious to find rest from their devouring enemies,
but continually falling into the mouth of their fell
destroyer.”

He urged the Christians of that day to

emulate the courage and boldness of earlier models*

He

said, "under this banner /of Jesus/the primitive Christians
fought the good fight of faith, and conquered; under this
they enlisted millions of their dying fellow men in every
land, and led them triumphantly into the kingdom of God*"^"
In the second sermon of "The Union of Christians"
series Stone stimulated shame and contempt for the idea
that Christian union could be accomplished within the
limits of any sectarian group*
Neither did the Lord pray, that all the
parties as such, might be one. All the
parties are one in a general sense. Who
in this day of light and inquiry, is so
blind, that he cannot read the inscrip
tion plain and legible in the fore head
/sic/ of the church so called? Who so
uncandid as not to acknowledge that the
Christian world is all in confusion--in
Babylon? Who so callous as not to weep
over her desolation? Who so deaf as not
to hear the inviting warning voice of God,
"Come out of her my people, lest ye be
partakers of her sins and of her plagues"?
Who so disobedient as to slight the divine
command? And who so pusillanimously dumb
as not to^raise his warning voice to his
fellows

8i^ Ibid»» p* 214.9 *
Ibid., pp. 2£5-2£6.
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The words callous, deaf, disobedient and
pusillanimously dumb, were calculated to stir the
inactive to exertion in the cause of Christian union.
The third of this same series of sermons continues the
vein of contempt for "creeds and opinions of men," as
foundations upon which Christian union could be achieved.
The first plan to unite the divided Christians
was introduced in the beginning of the fourth
centuny by the Council of Nice. This plan was,
to have a creed or a system of doctrines made
by the collected wisdom and authority of that
council, to which all must subscribe, and from
which none must depart, on pain of earthly and
eternal anathemas.-— the plan, we acknowledge
is plausible; and this has kept the Catholics
united until now. But is their union, Christian
union? A Catholic was once asked, What did he
believe?— he replied, I believe what mother
church believes. And what does mother church
believe? She believes what I believe. And what
do you both believe?— We both believe alike.
Here is a specimen of Catholic union. Who is
so blind as not to see, and so ignorant as not
to know, that this Nicene Creed confirmed and
perpetrated the division of the Christians then
existing, and made slaves and hypocrites of
millions more, who rather than undergo the
anathemas threatened, subscribed what they did
not believe, and slavishly rejected light lest
they should be converted, and treated as heretics.
This plan of the old mother has been followed by
all the sects to this day with the same spirit
and with similar success. Can this be heaven’s
No;
plan to unite
no; fact itselx j j r u v o o xuo X a i x a o j .
Stone also introduced analogy as a means of making
the emotional appeals to shame and indignation more
poignant.

In "The Union of Christians," sermon number

Ibid., pp. 260-261.
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three, he said,
We must believe this humiliating truth, that
we are in Babylon, in.confusion— scattered
in the dark and cloudy days,— Babylon is but
another name for pride and confusion. Read
its origin in the early age of the world, A
tribe of men, inflated with pride, determined
to build a tower, that should reach to heaven,
in order that their great name might flow down
the stream of time and live forever.
But God
confounded their language, they could not
understand each other— they could not co
operate, and therefore they divided, and
separated into different squads abroad. Who
does not see the analogy? Is Rome Babylon?
Yes; she is doubtless the mother of harlots—
aiT nations are drunk with the wine of her
wrath— that wine which excites to wrath, per
secution and death, those who are made drunk
by it, . . I n Babylon are God’s people groaning
in bondage, and longing for deliverance. This
humiliating truth we must believe or we shall
never make one exertion to come out of her.°7
In the first sermon of the same series another
example of the use off analogy to heighten emotion
appeared.

Stone compared the fights between the various

religious groups to a great battle.
We will suppose all these various sects are
together in one wide plain, there /sic/ various
banners stationed around. The sound of the
trumpet is heard— the alarm drums are beaten—
to arms - to arms — the enemy is near, is
vociferated by the officers on the top of their
voices. The soldiers all immediately face to
their different colors, and quickly repair to
them, soon they are marshalled in order for
battle— they look for the enemy, but seeing
none, they inquire of their leaders, where
they are. See you not, say leaders, that
group of men standing under yonder strand of
colors? They are our enemies; they are damnable
heretics, hated by God and all the saints. They

87 Ibid., p. 2$8.
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even dare to deny the five holy points of
our religion, and if the foundations be
destroyed, what shall the righteous do? If
they prevail, we are undone— they must be
exterminated, it is not quite fit that they
should live on the earth. No, the valiant
in fight, quit yourselves like men, be strong—
take good aim, present, fire. Excited by
such harrangues, the soldiers obey. Away
flies a volley of balls of calumny, detraction,
misrepresentation; and verbal persecution.
(Civil power has now forbidden lead, fire, steel,
and gibbets.) The party assailed is not idle—
they return the fire, excited by the same
spirit. Nor are any of the other parties i d l e all righting one against the other. 0
unhallowed warfare I God dishonoring, and
world destroying warfareI the boast and joy
of hell, the grief of every humble saint.^
The effects of wars were familiar to the Western
pioneer.

Stone's choice of an analogy by which to present

the results of the sectarianism of his time was apt.
An analogy used in "Of the Eamily of God on
Earth" concerned the practice of some denominations
of prohibiting all but their own members from taking
communion at their table.

In this case the appeal was

to love of home and family.
Every member of the /God's7 family has an equal
right t6 all these things oy the gift of God,
their common father; . . . An earthly father
has a numerous family of children. Wishing to
enjoy their company, and that they might enjoy
each other, he makes a feast and invites them
all on a certain day to come. They all come
at his invitation. The father sits at the head
of the table, and kindly invites them to sit
down, and eat of his provisions. They advance
to the table. But says one to his brother,
Thomas, you shall not sit down and eat of this

Ibid., pp. 250-251*
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provision for I consider your political
opinions as subversive of good government,
and therefore deem you unworthy of this
privilege. Says, a second son, John, I
debar you from sitting down with us, and
partaking of these provisions, because I
view your federal notions as aiming a
deathly blow at our happy constitution. And
you, Richard, says a third, must stand back,
for your democratic principles render you:
unworthy of this high privilege of sitting
down and eating and drinking with us. Thus
in an authoritative manner they debar each
other from their father’s table. What must
be the feelings of the wonderful father?
Would he not indignantly frown upon such
conduct? Would he not thus speak?--Sir,
who. gave you authority to debar my children
from my table,? Have they not an equal right
with yourself to these provisions? Are they
not my children as well as you? Have I not
invited them? Have I made any difference
among you? How dare you thus presume?
How easy the application. God had made rich
provision for his children. All are invited
to come and receive. But how often have we
seen the presumptuous man, endeavoring to
thrust the children of heaven from the company
of Christians, and from the privileges of God’s
house? How often do we hear him presume to
lock the door of heaven against them, and sink
them anathematized to hell? We have seen a poor
worm, swollen with self-importance, assume the
seat of God at the Lord’s table, and utter such
language as this: In the name of God, and by
his authority, I debar from this table, all that
do not believe this and that doctrine peculiar
to his party. To speak in the name of God, is
to speak as God; and to profess to speak and
act by his authority in such matters, is easy;
but it requires better proof than he is able to
give, to confirm it to be true?°9
Stone appealed to the motives of fear, shame, love
of home, indignation, pity, and contempt.

Stone was

Christian Messenger. I, pp. 8-9.
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probably aware of Cicero*s conviction that "Mankind
makes far more determinations through hatred, or love,
or desire, or anger, or grief, or joy, or hope, or fear,
or error, or some other affectation of mind, than from
regard to truth, or any settled maxim, or principle of
right or judicial form, or adherence to the laws#"^® If
he was familiar with this aspect of Cicero’s doctrine
he doubtless also knew of this great orator’s insistence
that clear presentation of argument must precede the
91
agitation of emotion*
The evidence indicates that
Stone’s understanding and use of emotional appeal were
essentially.- comparable to that advocated by Cicero*
Perhaps it was admirably suggested in Stone’s dictum
that preachers should themselves experience the force of
that which they preach to others*
Use of Argumentative Appeals
According to Aristotle persuasion is effected
by the arguments, when we demonstrate the truth, real
or apparent, by such means as inhere in particular cases.92
As noticed in Chapter VI Stone, in theory, stressed the
importance of argument in removing an audience’s objections

90 Cicero, De Qratore, II, p. i|2.
and Baird, p* 360*
^

Quoted in Thonssen

Ibid-*» PP* 3^~3&5*

92 Aristotle, Rhetoric, p* 9.
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to a proposition.

It was seen in Chapter VII that,

in at least five sermons, he was liberal in the use of
appeals to the emotions.

It remains now to determine

to what extent Stone based his appeals for action on
argument.
Use of Evidence.

Stone had many times announced

his belief that Christians should rely as far as possible
in the absolute upon the teachings of the Bible for all
religious doctrine and practice.
basic to his life and work.

This conception is

He said, ’’Without the

scriptures there is no true faith, nor life— the scriptures
are the foundation and means of both. • .”93
With Stone's announced goal in mind it is not
surprising to discover that he relied to a great extent
for evidence upon the authority of the scriptures.

It

will be seen that he sometimes appealed to the authority
of scholars to clarify or prove the correct meaning of
certain words.
Numerous examples of Stone’s appealing to the
authority of the scriptures occur in ”0f the Family of
God.”

He began the sermon by saying, ’’That God has a

peculiar family on earth, is an undisputed truth.”
Although the fact was supposedly "undisputed" he quoted
Ephesians 3:13: "Of whom ^ b r i s t ^ the whole family in

93 works, p. 233*
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heaven and earth is named.” ^

He continued by saying,

”Each member of this family has trusted in Christ,
quoting Ephesians 1:13 in support: "In whom ^/Christ/ ye
also trusted, after that ye heard the word of truth,
the gospel of your salvation."95

The question then was

asked, "What led them thus to believe in Christ, so as
to trust in him?”

He answered,

The revealed truth of God in the Scriptures.
These are written that ye might believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that
believing, ye might have life through his
name. In whom ye also trusted, after that
ye heard the word of truth, the gospel of your
salvation. John XX.31 - Eph. 1.13. In the
scriptures are exhibited, not only the evidence
of his being the promised raessiah, sent to
be the Savior of the world; but also his power
and willingness to save— his love and benevolence
to men— his truth and faithfulness to his pro
mises, and his delight in bestowing his mercy
and grace on believing sinners.9®
In this same sermon appeared instances of the
rare use of authority other than the scriptures.

Stone

maintained that in Acts 11:26, ”And the disciples were
called Christians first in Antioch,” the words "were
called” should have been translated from the Greek as,
"were called by divine appointment.”

In support of

his argument he quoted from Dr. Doddridge^ The Family

94 Christian Messenger, I, 5>.
95 ibid.
96 ibid., pp. £-6.
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Expositor;
Thus Dr, Doddridge translates it: "and the
disciples were by divine appointment first
named Christians at Antioch.” He adds, "I
think with Dr, Benson, that the use of the
word Chrematisai (were called) implies, that
it was done by a divine direction, and have
translated it accordingly; (compare Matt, II,
12, 22; Luke II, 16; Acts X.22; Heb, VIII. 7,
11, 12, 2£.)97
In further support of his view on the Christian name
Stone quoted from Adam Clarke*s Commentary with Critical
Notes:
The celebrated Dr. A. Clarke on this text
says; ’’The word Chrematisai— -which we
translate were called— signifies, in the
New Testament, to appoint, warn, or nominate
by divine direction. In this sense the word
is used in Matt. 11,12; Luke I. 26; Acts X.22,
If therefore the name was given by divine
appointment, it is most likely that Saul and
Barnabas were directed to give it; and that
therefore the name Christian is from God.”
The Dr. farther /sic/ remarks; ”A Christian,
therefore, is the highest character, which
any human being can bear upon earth; and
to receive it from God, as those appear to
have done, how glorious the titleJ”
Similar are the remarks of President Davies,
in his sermon on this text,98 To adduce more

97 Ibid*« P* 12.
98 Samuel Davies, Sermons on Important Subjects
By the Late Reverend and Pious Samuel~Davies Sometime
President of the College of New Jersey (Baltimore: Printed
for Mason L. Weems, by Pomeroy and Toy, 1816), I, 271-290;
This sermon is entitled, "The Sacred Import of the Christian
Name," and uses the text suggested by Stone: Acts XI:26,
"The Disciples were called Christians first at Antioch.”
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authority is deemed unnecessary to
substantiate the true meaning of this
text*99
Stone implied that he could have quoted other
authorities in support of his argument but that the
testimony of Doddridge, Clarke, and Samuel Davies was
sufficient to establish his point#

Doddridge, Clarke,

and Davies were considered at that time to be good
authorities#

The weight of Stone’s arguments in this

instance is indicated by the fact that he convinced
Walter Scott of the correctness of his view at a time
when Alexander Campbell was attempting to convince Scott
that the name '’Disciple" was superior.-*-^

Stone carried

the point with his own brethren, as is indicated by
John Allen Cano#

Gano said,

The most prominent points of difference now
existing between these two great men were
the recommendations by brother c/ampbell/
of the name Disciple to the brethren; to the
name Christian however, Brother s/tone7 with
thousands of us still adhered.
Although Stone’s use of the authority derived
from the Bible is extensive he did utilize other
sources.

For example in "An Orthodox Sermon," in refuting

99 Christian Messenger. I, 13»
100 These arguments are reviewed in a letter
written by Stone from Fulton, Missouri, October 10, 1839,
to Scott. This letter appears in: Walter Scott, The
Evangelist, VII (November 1st., 1839), 259-262.
10! John Allen Gano, ms. Biographical Notebook,
Journalf 1831 to 1861. In the College of the Bible
Library, Lexington, Kentucky.
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the traditional Calvinistic ideas of predestination,
justification, glorification, foreknowledge, and calling,
he quoted at length from the Westminster Confession of
Phith.

In the third sermon of the series on "The Union

of Christians" he proved his assertion that men grow
impatient with reformers by referring to the efforts
of Wickliff, Huss, Luther, and Wesley; he referred to,
although he did not directly quote from, the Nicean
and the Athanasian creeds in the third sermon on "The
Union of Christians,"

It is safe to say that by design

Stone relied heavily upon the authority of the Bible for
evidence in support of his arguments.

It should be

observed that Biblical testimony was abundantly sufficient
for the religious, church-going people on the frontier.
It was undoubtedly sometimes insufficient to satisfy the
mind of the Unitarian, the Deist, or the open doubter, of
which there were a considerable number in the early West.
Perhaps representatives of the latter groups did not
frequent the regular religious assemblies often enough
to have been considered an important factor in Stone’s
audience analysis.
Another type of evidence which Stone used was the
example.

His use of the example was frequent and to

good effect, as may be seen from the following illustra
tions taken from the sermons used in this study.
In "The Union of Christians," Stone said that the
tendency of creeds is to divide rather than to unite
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Christians.
In the beginning of the present century the
standard of heaven /the Bible/ was almost
wholly forsaken— all having enlisted under
the party standards of the day. There was
a great and general revival of religion—
the attention of Christians of every name,
was taken— they flowed together in one spiritworshipped together, and loved one another
as brethren. But the jealous demon of partyism became alarmed, for fear their party would
lose. This alarm was spread and the most
blessed work I ever beheld on earth was marred.
Wearied and sick of partyisra, and party stand
ards, and party yokes, five of us, Presbyterian
preachers, fled for refuge to the standard of
heaven alone, forsaking all others. We were
derided as enthusiasts— as mad men for such a
procedure; and it was confidently predicted
that we should speedily come to naught. 0 what
blasphemy on the Bible, and its divine author I
that he should give us a book for our guide to
heaven, so imperfect, that it could not answer
the purpose designedl!02
Stone used a shorter more direct example in "Of
the

Family of God on Earth."

was

the

He contended that Christian

name by which the family of God on earth were

always known, for
It was for bearing the name Christian that they
were reproached of old.
I Pet." TV .145 If £©, be
reproached for the name of Christ, happy are ye.
16: Yet if any man suffer as a Christian, let nim
not be ashamed. It is well- known, that the edicts
of the persecuting emperors of Rome were against
those who bore the name of Christ, or were called
Christians. Some, to avoid persecution and immi
nent death, denied the name; but others, more
faithful, owned it in defiance of affliction, per
secution, and death and suffered martyrdom for it.xu^

102 Works, p. 25l.
^03 Christian Messenger, I, 13.
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The hypothetical example occurs more often than
the real in Stone’s sermons.
evidence will now he given.

Examples of this type of
In showing the impossibility

of Christian unity of the basis of a "few essential
doctrines,'1 he said,
But who shall determine what these essential
doctrines are? Suppose it possible that every
member of the church on earth were together,
and all agreed upon three or four doctrines as
only essential, and that these only shall be
the tests of Christian union— Would they all
honestly agree that, should increasing light
convince them that the doctrines received were
wrong, they would still retain and defend them?
Would they, or could they bind their posterity
to believe and receive them? But these things
are impossible. No formulary of doctrines can
unite the Christian world— If it can unite a
party— that union is only partial, and of short
duration— it is a union of disunion, for unless
we give up the right of thinking, and implicitly '
believe as the Catholics do, such creeds are vain.10'+
Another illustration of Stone’s use of the hypothe
tical example appeared in "Of the Eamily of God on Earth."
Stone said that just as in the family of a man, "certain
rules are ordained for its conduct," God also has
"certain rules"' in his family.
Should the father of a large family of children
give different and contradictory rules to several
different portions of his family, would not dis
cord, strife and division be the unhappy conse
quences? If the father approved of the conduct
of one part of his family for acting up to the
code of rules given them; for the same reason he
must approve of another part of his family for
acting up to the contrary rules given them. In
doing this he,must approve of opposite conduct—

Works, p. 261.
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right and wrong. No earthly father, it is
believed, was ever found on earth, who acted
thus imprudently. And will any man venture
to affirm, that God gave to different parts
of his family discrepant and opposite rules
for their conduct? Would not this be the
very formulation of discord, strife and
division among them? And how could their
heavenly Father so expressly forbid these
things, and enjoin the contrary?105
Stone attempted to show the tendencies of denomi
national names.

He indicated his belief that such names

could be worn without harm to the individual, but that
it resulted in serious injury to society.

He said, "With

a party name are associated all the supposed errors of that
party,"

As a basis for this argument he used the follow

ing hypothetical example:
Two travellers, strangers to each other, are
going the same road. They fall in together.
After common salutations, they introduce the
subject of religion. It is found to be an
agreeable subject to each. They talk of the
goodness, love and grace of God— of the Savior
of sinners— of regeneration— of heart experience,
&c. They feel a sweet union of spirit, and
fellowship for each other. Presently it is
unhappily found out by them, that one is a
Baptist and the other a Methodist. The Baptist
views the Methodist with all the train of sup
posed errors attached to the name, and feels
the bonds of fellowship dissolving. The Metho
dist is no less affected towards the Baptist,
For with the name Baptist are associated the
heart-chilling doctrines of election, reproba
tion, &c. &c. The union begins to dissolve;
and cold indifference succeeds his fervent
charity. Now, what but the name produced these
effects.3-0®

■L0'* Christian Messenger, p. 10.
106 Ibid., pp. ll|.-l£.
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These examples are representative of those used
in the seven sermons which have been studied.

They indicate

that Stone was very fond of examples, both real and
hypothetical.

They doubtless served to make his points.

clearer and to make his arguments more forceful.

Although

the examples are sometimes longer than might be desired,
they are always interesting and illustrate his points
admirably.

He did not depend for evidence solely upon

examples, but used them in conjunction with other types
such as analogy, authority, and argument.

If, as John A.

Broadus indicates, examples are "the illumination of a
sermon,"^^7 stone's sermons were abundantly lucid.
Use of Argument.

It has already been noticed

that Stone stressed, in theory, the importance of "cogent
argumentation" in preaching.

He further stressed its

importance in "An Address to the Churches."

He said:

We are not to be driven from our sentiments
by bare assertions— ill-natured scurrilityheretical names, nor pathetic lamentations.
These substitutes for argument have been
frequently tried; but. • .in vain. . . I
should be in a fair way to receive conviction
by a candid acknowledgement of the weight
of my argument, should It be specious, then
by scores of assertions of its error-, or by
artful endeavors to veil it by sophistry,
or by eloquent trifling.10°

■1-07 John A. Broadus, On the Preparation and
Delivery of Sermons (New YorkT“!Harper and Brothers,
1944), p.”T96.
10® Works, p. \\b*
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Stone often reasoned from causality in the
sermons in which controversy is involved.

The merit

of these inferences from causation will now be examined.
He argued, in "An Humble Address,1* that the spirit of
religious division (effect) was a result of "vain
speculation," "and human erring, opinion," about
religious doctrines, and the wrong criteria for church
membership (cause).

He therefore argued that Christians

ought to discover the "certain rule" laid down by the
Bible for the purpose of determining who is a Christian,
Stone was probably correct that making opinions the
test of Christian fellowship was one of the causes of
religious division.

Many persons had disagreed with

his opinions about what the Bible teaches; nevertheless,
he was consistent in that he was never willing to make
others conform to these opinions in order to be considered
by him a Christian,
In discussing other causes of religious enmity,
Stone attempted to show that the various names of de
nominational groups were divisive.

Stone argued that

the names ", . .as Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists,
Quakers &c«" have associated with them "a train of
supposed errors," (cause) which produce ill will and
indifference toward those who do not wear the same name
(effect),109

He emphasized this argument repeatedly

109 n0f the Family of God on Earth," Christian
Messenger, I , 15•
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and gave additional causes for division among professed
Christians.

These arguments were apparently sound,

for as a result of such preaching thousands of persons
in the early West were persuaded to abandon their de
nominational names for the name Christian.

Pew today

would question Stone’s argument that sectarian names
are partially responsible for religious division.
Stone did not attempt to make the task of accom
plishing Christian union appear simple.

In fact, he

said, ". . .it will be a task extremely difficult. • .
However difficult, it must be done, nor can we begin
too soon.

To defer the work is to increase the diffi

culty of performing it.n^^®

He did not over-simplify

the causes of division but discussed most of the acknow
ledged barriers.
as the causes:

For example, he listed the following
’*. . . their jarring creeds— their

different yokes— their various standards— their party
names, and especially their sectarian spirit, and un
believing members. .
Stone also argued that as a positive result of
Christian union more people would be converted.

He

said that the world as a whole has not believed in Jesus
(effect) because Christians have been divided (cause).

110 ii^n Hunible Address,” Christian Messenger,
II, 3.
111 Works, p. 2£6.
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He said,
The first effect of Christian union is, that
the world will believe that the father has
sent his own Son to be the Saviour of it. • .
What means has God ordained to bring the world
to believe in his Son, and be saved? I answer;
the unity of believers. Tremendous thoughtI
And shall believers nullify the divinely ap
pointed means by living in disunionl-1-1^
There are perhaps some other reasons why the world at
large has not accepted the Christian religion.

The

factionalism of Christendom, however, has always figured
prominently among the reasons attributed by historians,
and religious writers, for the failure of Christians
to convert a greater portion of the people of the earth.
Stone was on firm ground.
Stone depended in considerable degree upon the
deductive process.

His generalizations were usually

broad and widely accepted.

Stone’s reasoning in many

places in the seven speeches which have been examined,
can with slight effort be reduced to a formal syllogism.
He sometimes commented and enlarged his arguments between
the two premises or between the minor premise and the
conclusion.

The order, major premise, minor premise, and

conclusion, was usually clearly recognizable.

For example,

in his discussion of the ’’Christian name,” his reasoning
process was as follows:

Major premise:

The scriptural

criterion for judging a Christian is, "by their fruits

Works, pp, 26^-266,
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shall ye know them."

Minor premise: Some religious

groups hse other criteria for judging who is a Christian.
Conclusion: Therefore those who judge a Christian by a
rule other than "by their fruits" do so without the
authority of the Scriptures.’*''^

Pew would have been

inclined to accept the minor premise.

Stone’s reason

ing in this instance was nevertheless clear and logical,
providing one could agree with the major premise.

The

argument was unsound in the fact that many in his audience
would not have agreed that "Christian fruits" is the
only scriptural criterion for judging who is a Christian.
A less formally stated process of reasoning
occurs in "Of the Family of God on Earth."

The terms

of the syllogism may be arranged thus: Major premise:
Any religious organization fostering a spirit which is
contrary to the spirit of Christ should be abolished.
Minor premise:

All denominational organizations foster

such a spirit.

Conclusion:

Therefore all denominational

organizations should be a b o l i s h e d . A g a i n , probably
very few persons of the denominations would have quar
reled with the major premise.

On the frontier practically

all of the religious groups were ready to, and did,
defend in public debate, the scriptural nature of their

13-3 "An Humble Address," Christian Messenger. II, i
HU- Christian Messenger, I, l£-l6.
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organization.

This argument was a hit advanced for

the day in which Stone lived.

The minor premise would

have aroused the most opposition in his audiences.
Advanced thinkers of the present day would he more
receptive to the idea than were Stonefs audiences.
Nevertheless it was a sound argument as may be indi
cated hy the fact that numbers were led to abandon
their denominational organizations.
Perhaps the closest Stone came to stating a
formal syllogism was in the same sermon.
as follows:

Major premise:

The terms are

It is the will of God that

all his people be one, and that there be no division
among them.

Minor premise:

The various and opposite

authoritative rules, creeds and disciplines, invented
by the various sects, are the foundation of discord,
strife and division.

Conclusion:

Therefore the various

and opposite authoritative rules, creeds and disciplines,
invented by the sects, are contrary to the will of God.
The major premise, although quite logical, was (and is)
not accepted by many religious leaders.

Some indeed

have thought that God in His providence had allowed
denominations to be built so that man might join the
church of his choice.

Stone would presumably have had

less difficulty in proving the minor premise since it

1:L£ Ibid., p. 11.
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was fairly evident that much division had been fostered
by creeds.
Perhaps this last syllogism came closest to objec
tivity.

Those who were members of the various religious

groups would certainly not have been well disposed,
emotionally, toward Stone*s reasoning.

The observant

and self-reliant pioneer would, and apparently did,
appreciate the logical impact of his arguments.

It

was natural, as was anticipated by Stone, that these
arguments should appeal to partisan interests.

They

were, however, based upon the premises that both sides
had committed themselves to respect: the Bible,

Per

haps the latter explains the surprisingly wide hearing
and reception which were gained for Stone*s premises
in the early West.
Summary
It was found that Stone’s ethical appeal was,
in his speeches, a significant factor for persuasion.
First, he gained the impression of sagacity by
using common sense; by acting with tact and moderation;
by exercise of good taste; by revealing a broad familiarity
with the religious and other interests of the day; and by
demonstrating his wisdom and intellectual integrity in the
way he handled his speech materials.
Second, he also demonstrated in his speeches that
he was a man of unimpeachable character.

He quite often
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associated himself and his message with the virtuous.
He sometimes bestowed indirect praise upon his cause.
He most often, in his controversial speeches, linked
the opponent and his cause with what is not virtuous.
As lesser techniques to focus attention upon the probity
of his character, he removed or minimized unfavorable
impressions of himself and his cause previously established
by his opponent; and created the impression of complete
sincerity.
Third, Stone demonstrated in his speeches that
he was a man of good will.

According to the evidence,

while dealing severely with false doctrine, he always
treated his opponents with deference.

He stimulated his

audiences* respect by the candid and straightforward way
in which he spoke, giving them the impression of honesty
and faimebs.

Stone also centered his speeches upon the

problems with which he knew his hearers were concerned.
Two additional factors in Stone*s ethical appeal
were: his personal appearance, and his reputation.

He

had handsome physical features and possessed a great deal
of vitality and grace of bodily movement, which increased
the readiness with which audiences heard him.

Hy

reputation Stone was a scholar in the languages, and in
the Bible.

His reputation as, an evangelist came most

forcefully from his planning of, and participation in,
the Cane Ridge meeting and the ensuing Kentucky revival.
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He was well known in religious circles among prominent
Methodist and Presbyterian leaders.

He became more

widely known, both favorably and unfavorably, through
his '.total rejection of the idea that any man had a
right to make a creed and bind other m e n ’s consciences
by its doctrines.
Stone used emotional appeals in all of the
speeches which have been examined.

He appealed often

to shame and fear in order to get men. to distrust
their own theories of religion and to cling to the
Bible as.all-sufficient in matters of "faith and morals.
He appealed to the frontiersmen’s love of liberty and
independence to stimulate them to throw off the yoke
of authoritarian creeds and confessions of faith and
adhere to the "freedom that is through Christ."
Stone attempted to stir contempt for creeds
and for men who were "presumptuous" enough to make
them.

He used comparisons and analogies to heighten

the sense of emotion in his audiences.

In order to

stir his audiences to action, he referred to such
events as wars, the Babylonian captivity, the Council
of Nice; and alluded to such things as yokes, the
exclusive tendency of sectarianism, and God’s equal
concern for all people.

When Stone attempted to excite
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an emotion he was careful that a clear presentation
of argument had preceded this attempt.
Stone used logical appeals to a considerable
degree in the seven speeches which form the basis of
the critical part of this study*

His supporting

material consisted principally of appeals to the
authority of the scriptures as the inspired word of
God*

He occasionally appealed to the authority of

Bible scholars such as Dr. Philip Doddridge and Dr.
Adam Clarice, to substantiate the correctness of a
translation.

This appeal to the Bible as an absolute

authority was in harmony with his belief in the allsufficiency of that book in religious matters.

Stone

also used the example, the hypothetical more than the
real.

His selection and use of this type of evidence

were outstanding.

His selections were usually interest

ing and appropriate and illustrated his points well.
Perhaps his examples could, in many instances, have
profitably been shortened.
The causal inference figured prominently in
Stone’s argumentation.

He seldom, if ever, over

simplified the solution of a problem.

In the case of

the problem of Christian division he stated that it
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was caused by numerous circumstances, and that it
was not capable of a simple solution.

His nearest

approach to over-simplification was perhaps in
attributing the failure of Christians to convert
the world to the factionalism of Christianity.

There

are doubtless other causes, but this one is of
sufficient importance as to have been mentioned by
other writers as a contributing factor in the limited
spread of Christianity in the world.
The deductive process was also used to a
considerable extent by Stone.

He generalised from

widely held beliefs and opinions.

Although the formal

syllogism per se was not used in Stone’s speeches; his
use of the syllogistic process is implicit.

The de

ductive process figures more strongly in his speeches
than any other type of argument.
Almost the entire Aristotelian catalogue of
forms of support were appropriated, one cannot feel
accidentally, in Stone’s speeches.

He relied to a

considerable degree upon ethical and emotional appeals.
These appeals were used carefully and were not used
until a deliberate foundation in argument had been estab
lished.

It appears that Stone’s speaking demonstrated to
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a good degree the balance between argument and
emotion which he advocated in his instruction to his
students.
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CHAPTER VII

ARRANGEMENT
Stone’s theory of arrangement as examined in
Chapter V indicates that he was thoroughly aware of the
importance of this phase of speech making.

The necessity

of earning a living by manual labor, and other exigencies
of the frontier no doubt prevented Stone from persistently
practicing his theory.

Stone's speech organization will

therefore be examined from the internal evidence in the
seven written sermons which are being used in this study,
and in the sermon outline which appeals on pages 179
and 180.

Information from his biography and from con

temporary reports will also be utilized.

This evidence

will be discussed under the traditional divisions of
introduction, thesis, discussion, and conclusion.
The Introduction
Stone consistently followed the ancient preach
ing tradition’1' of beginning his sermons with the reading
*
.
p
or quotihg of a Bible text.
In fact Stone even referred
to the tradition in what may be called his model

See John A. Broadus, On the Preparation and
Delivery of Sermons (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19^ ) »
for a thorough discussion of this custom.
^ See Chapter V.

256
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sermon*J

He said,

It is common for a preacher, when he arises
to address a congregation, to take a text,
and this is expected by the aidience. Prom
this custom I shall not depart, and therefore .
have selected a text fraught with instruction.^In John A. Broadus* treatment of the subject of textual
preaching several advantages were listed:
(l) It constantly recalls the fact, . . . that
our undertaking is not to guide the people by
our own wisdom, but to impart to them the teach
ings of God in his Word. This fact enable s us
to speak with confidence and 3e ads the people
to recognize the authority of what we say. (2)
If the text is well chosen, it awakens interest
at the outset.
(3) It often aids the hearer in
remembering the train of thought, having this
effect wherever the sermon is really evolved
from the text. (ip) It affords opportunity of
explaining and impressing some passage of Scrip
ture.
(5) It tends to prevent wandering utterly
away from scriptursi topics and views. (6)
Greater variety will be gained than if the mind
were left altogether to the suggestion of cir
cumstances. . .and this variety is attained
in just proportion as one restricts himself
to the specific thought of each particular
text.^
In his letters on the subject of preaching,
Stone stressed the value of selecting a ’’short, practical”

”An Orthodox Sermon,” Christian Messenger.VII
77-814-* 118-120. It is a model in the respect that he
stated his intention of preaching a sermon which followed
a typically ’’orthodox" plan.

^ Broadus, pp. 16-17• Textual preaching is
similarly treated by Andrew Watterson Blackwood, The
Preparation of Sermons (New York: Abingdon Cokesbury
Press), pp« 55-58;'62-63.
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subject and "short and plain texts. "8

He cautioned

against preaching "moral lectures on religion, 11 and
advised young preachers to

. . preach the Word, the

gospel of the son of God. . . in the spirit. . . The
Word of God is your treasure, not the wisdom of men."^
He also stressed the need of variety in preaching.

"Do

not forever harp on one string--on one doctrine however
true. . . variety is afforded to the bible student in
„8
the scriptures.
These statements indicate his reasons
for using a sermon text and suggest the importance which
he attached to the method*
As might be ejected, in view of the foregoing,
Stone almost invariably used the expository type of
introduction.

9

Although he occasionally in his intro

ductions appropriated personal reference and analogy,
they were used as devices to aid in exposition of the
text.

For example, in "An Orthodox Sermon,” he made

use of the analogy of a chain in his exposition.

8 "Letter to J. C,," Christian Messenger, IV
(1 8 2 9 ), 225.

n
"To ^oung Preachers," Christian Messenger,
XII (18 J4.2 ), 3 1 8 .
O
Ibid.
9 This was the method used by Jonathan Edwards
and other preachers. See Orville A. Hitchcock, "Jonathan
Edwards," in A History and Criticism of American Public
Address. W. N’orwood Brigance, J^ditor TUew York: McGrawHill, I9 I4.3 ), p. 223.
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You will find it /the text/ recorded in Rom.
8 c. 9, 30.
"For whom he did foreknow, he also
did predestinate to be conformed to the image
of his son, that he might be the first born
among many brethren; moreover whom he did pre
destinate, them he also called; and whom he
called them he also justified, and whom he
justified them he also glorified.”
This passage is justly called the believer’s
golden chain--it has five links; the first
is the eternal and certain foreknowledge of
God— the second, is his predestination or fixed
purpose or decrees--the third, his calling--the
fourth, his justifying--and the fifth his glori
fying. Trace this chain from the first link to
the last, or from the last to the first, you
will see glory shining trancendently bright—
thus the glorified are such as have been justi
fied— the justified such as have been effectually
called— the effectually called are such as have
been predestinated--and the predestinated are
such as have been from eternity foreknown. In
order to avoid confusion on this profoundly
mysterious subject, I will treat each link of
this chain separately, beginning with the fore
knowledge of God.: and answer the objections to
the doctrine, couched under each head. ^
In this introduction Stone simply explained his text and
indicated the course which he intended to follow in the
sermon.
Stone’s practice follows closely George Camp
bell's theory as presented in his Lectures on Pulpit
Eloquence.

Clarence W. Edney said of Campbell’s theory:

Campbell suggests that an explanation of the
biblical text be “subjoined” to the exordium
of the sermon. This suggestion is, unquestion
ably, an application of classical instruction
which recommends that narration immediately

Cfrrlstian Messenger, VII, 77-78.
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follow the introduction. 11
The most unusual introduction with regard to
length was that used when introducing a series of four
sermons on "The Union of Christiana," which Stone de
livered in Jacksonville, Illinois, in January, 181^1.
In the introduction to the series he gave a general
outline of the prevailing attitudes toward, and reviewed
the history of, his subject.

In this introduction he

used five analogies and made one reference to personal
experience.

In the first analogy he described past

efforts at Christian unity as "ropes of sand,” and said,
"heterogeneous materials can never unite; . . ."

The

second analogy used the similarities between a "yoke"
to "unite the energies of cattle," and the "yoke of
Christ ^ h e Cospel7, " t0 unite the efforts of Christians.
He next established a likeness between "the poor, dis
tracted and confused world," and "lost sheep, wandering
in the dark and cloudy day, anxious to find rest from
their devouring enemies."

The Bible was compared to

a battle standard which invites all ". . . to flow to
it for rest and salvation."

This analogy was then

enlarged to include a full scale war with the various
armies (one representing each denomination) facing one

11 Clarence W. Edney, "Campbell’s Lectures on
Pulpit Eloquence,” Quarterly Journal of-Speech. XIX
(March, 195<?), 5*6.
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another.

Eventually, for lack of a common enemy, they

begin "fighting one against the other."

In the last

part of the introduction Stone then referred to his
part in the great Kentucky revival.

He indicated that

the denominations discovered their common enemy in
him and his five associates.
We found, . . . the sectarian world were all
engaged against us. . . . A t this opposition
of the sectarians we need not wonder; for our
very design and aim is, to destroy partyism,
and to unite under the one standard, and name,
all the family of Jesus on earth.12
After these rather lengthy remarks he followed
his usual method of introduction by reading the text
and announcing the divisions of the four sermons to
follow:
I shall base the whole /seviesf/ on John XVII,
20, 21, 22. "Neither pray I for these alone,
but for them also who shall believe on me through
their word; that they all may be one, even as
thou, Father art in me, and I in thee, that they
also may be one in us, that the world may be
lieve that thou hast sent me." From this text
I design to deliver four lectures.
I. For whom did Jesus pray, that they
might be one.
II. What that union is for which he prayed.
III. The means by which this union is to be
effected.
IV. The happy consequences of such union.^3

James M. Mathes, Editor, The Works of E]d er
W» Stone (Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstach, and lleys and
Co., Printers, 18^9) > p. 2lj-7» Hereafter referred to as
Works.
Works, p. 2j?2.
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Stone's introductions to three of the four
lectures are of the type called exordium ab abrupto*^
The first and shortest of the series, which was doubt
less preached on the same occasion as the long introduc
tion to the series, was simply introduced by asking the
question: "For whom did Jesus pray that, they might be
o n e T h e
question.

answer was begun immediately following the
The second lecture was introduced by a repeti

tion of the text for the series and by stating what had
been "shown” in his first lecture.

He then stated the

subject for lecture number two: "What that union is for
which he Jp>hrist7 prayed."^
Lecture number three had a somewhat longer
introduction.

He referred to historical attempts at

Christian union.

He made the statement that all of

these plans failed, and said, "It is worthwhile to in
quire into these plans, and into the reasons why they
have f a i l e d . T h i s

sentence was the transition from

the introduction to the first point.

The fourth lecture

Paul B. Bull, Lectures on Preaching and
Sermon Construction (New York and Toronto: The Macmillan
Co., 1927), p. lf?0. This author says, "this type of
introduction may present an abrupt challenge, stimulate
thought and concentrate attention."
^

Works. pp. 252, 25i+, 265.
Works. p. 2*>1|..
Works, p. 259.
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was introduced abruptly:

"I now came to the close of

this all important subject, and will now endeavor to
show some of the happy effects of Christian union."
■j O

The text was again quoted and the first point announced.
In "An Humble Address" Stone referred to the
"religious intelligence received from all parts of the
United States" as evidence of the interest in Christian
union which then prevailed.

The rest of the introduc

tion consists of an exposition and commentary on the
text:

"A New Commandment I give unto you that ye love

one another."

The transition between the introduction

and the first point was:

"The grand question proposed

by all, is, ’What shall we do that we may work the work
of God?’

The query is important, and we shall still

labor to give it that attention, which it certainly
claims.
The introduction to "Of the Family of 00d on
Earth" was of the characteristically abrupt type.

It

began with a generalization, proceeded with the text,
and outlined the main points to be discussed.
That God has a peculiar family on earth, is
an undisputed truth. %>h. III. 15— "Of whom
(Christ) the whole family in heaven and earth
is named." It is all important that the char
acter of this family, its privileges, its rule

Works, p. 265.
x9 Christian Messenger, II, 1-2.
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of conduct, and its name, be clearly ascer
tained from the Bible. This being done, the
effect must be good. To these points, we shall
particularly attend.
It appears from the evidence that Stone's intro
ductions were generally short and to the point.

In June,

l8J|3, Stone made a preaching tour from Illinois through
Indiana and Ohio to Kentucky.

On this trip, on the

occasion of his last sermon to his friends at Cane Ridge,
he was said to have made "a few remarks in reference to
his age and infirmities, and inability of both body and
mind," previous to the reading of his t e x t . ^

Such

remarks as were suitable to the occasion may have pre
ceded many of Stone's sermons.

If so, Stone probably

regarded them as having no direct relation with the
sermon proper, and proceeded, as on the occasion of
QO
his Cane Ridge farewell,
to give his characteristic
type of introduction.
The Thesis
Stone's speech propositions were often stated
in the first part of the sermon and repeated at the
close.

His objective is usually summarized in one

P0

Christian Messenger. I,

21

Levi Purviance, The biography of Elder David
Purviance, Second edition (Dayton, Ohio: ^7 7. and G. W.
fills, 1 BI4.8 ), pp. 102 -1 0 3 .
^

Ibid.
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sentence which clearly indicates the central idea of the
sermon.

As an example, in "Of the Family of God on

Earth," the thesis is quite clear.

"It is all important

that the character of this family, its privileges, its
rule of conduct, and its name, be clearly ascertained
from the Bible. . . . To these points we shall parti23
cularly attend."
The central idea of "An Humble Address"
is in the form of a question at the end of the intro
duction:

"The grand question proposed by all, is,

•What shall we do that we may work the work of God’?
The query is important, and we shall labor to give it
that attention, which it certainly claims."
alone, this thesis is not sufficiently clear.

When standing
In the

introduction it was made evident that by the "work of
God" he meant Christian unity and by "we" he meant all
professed Christians.^

The thesis question was reit

erated at the very close of the sermon:

"But the ques

tion recurs, What shall we do?"
In the series of sermons on "The Union of Chris
tians," the first proposition was in the form of a
question and its answer.

The first question, "For

whom did Jesus pray that they might be one?"
answered about midway.y of the sermon:

was

"Whoso believeth

23 Christian Messenger. I, 5*
^

Christian Messenger. II, 3 .
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that Jesus is th.e Christ is b o m or Cod.

For such

believers as these Jesus prayed that they might be
one."2-*

The thesis of the second sermon, which is

actually the third point of the sermon, is:

"The

union for which the Savior prayed is, that all believers
might be one, even as the Father and Son are one; as
thou Father art in me, and I in thee that they also
may be one in us."2^

The thesis of sermon number three

is the answer given to the question:
plans of Christian union failed?”

“Why have all

The answer is:

"As long as opinions of truth are made tests of union,
all our boasting, that the Bible alone is our religion,
is vain.

The Bible alone in heart believed, and in the

spirit obeyed, is doubtless the means of Christian
union."2?

The proposition of the fourth of this series

is the question:

"What would be the happy effect of

Christian union?" and its answer:

"...the poor rebel

world would bow submission to their rightful Lord."^®
In summary, several conclusions about Stone’s
speech propositions are justified.

(1) They were

usually stated near the beginning of the speech; (2 )
They were either in the form of a question and answer

Works. p. 252.
26 Works, p. 256*
27 Works, pp. 259, 2 6 0 .
28 Works, p. 2 6 9 •
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or a direct statement; (3 ) they were usually carefully
worded and clearly stated so as to make the plan of
the speech clear.
The Pj 3cussion
Stone showed a decided preference, in the eight
sermon outlines which have been examined, for a combina
tion of the topical, and the logical methods of developing
his subjects.

Perhaps the consistent use of a text

suggested the main heads for the sermons.

However,

as will be seen, he usually developed these main heads
by the logical method.
The outline of the sermon "Turn Ye to God" is
the only one of eight outlines which is entirely topical
in its development.^9

Two main heads as suggested to

Stoner by the text, Ezekiel 33:11, were (l) To whom this
address made; (2 ) The subject of the address.

The third

division was the beginning of a lengthy exhortation or
attempt to get the audience to "Turn to God."

He em

phasized (1) The danger of being eternally lost; (2)
The mercies of God; and (3) the love of God, in order
to get them to accept Christ.

The fourth division was

Stone's answer to objections which might have been
raised in the minds of the audience.

This division

blended into the conclusion, which was actually the

^9 See pp. 179-180 of this study.
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fifth division although it was not so marked by Stone.
Thus, this sermon consisted of a short exposition of
the text, and of "lively exortation Jsio/ and warm
entreaties" to his hearers, "to attend to wisdom and
her ways.
It is probable that the majority of Stone's
sermons were, because they were more suited to frontier
audiences and because he did not have time or perhaps
inclination to write out elaborate sermons, of this
general type.

Six of the remaining outlines seem to

bear out this statement.
Stone invariably numbered the main heads and
sometimes the sub-heads of his sermons, as may be seen,
for example in the outline of his sermon "Of the Family
of God on Earth."

It will be noticed that the three

main heads were topical outgrowths of the text, Ephe
sians 3 :l£:

"Of whom (Christ) the whole fanily in

heaven and earth is named."

It will also be observed

that the points are developed logically.
Of the Family of God on Barth
I.

The character of this family.
A.

Each member has trusted in Christ.
1 . They have lost faith in their ability
to save themselves.

30 This was included in the advice which Stone
gave in a "Letter to J. C.," Christian Messenger. IV, 22£.
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2.

II.

III.

IV.

The revealed truth of God led them to
trus t .

B.

Each member is sealed with the holy spirit
of promise.
1 . This is the spirit by which Christians
are adopted into God’s family.
2. Those who have not the spirit do not
belong to the Lord's family.

C.

They are quickened or made alive.

D.

They are

saved from sin.

E.

They are

reconciled to God.

The. privileges of this family.
A.

Every member has equal rights before God.

B.

No man has the right to speak or act in the
name of God, and by his authority without
sufficient scriptural proof for his assertion.

The rules of this family.
A.

All well regulated families have certain rules
of conduct.
1. Such rules are necessary tomaintain
order.
2. The same rules for allIndicate animpartial
and just Father.

B.

God has given the New Testament for this purpose
to his family.
1 . He commands Christians to avoid those who
make divisions contrary to the doctrine of
the New Testament.
2. Obedience to the New Testament by all
persons would insure a peaceful Christian
family.

The name of this family.
A.

The name given by divine authority, is Christian.
1. ’’The disciples were calls d /chrematisai/
Christians first in Antioch . 11 Acts 1 1 :2 6 .
2. The family was ever afterward called by
this name.
3 . It was for bearing £he name Christian that
they were reproached.
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Ij..
5.

The naming of God*s family "Christian"
fulfilled prophecies. Isaiah 57*2*
They were baptized into the name of Christ,
therefore they should all be called Christians.

B.

Other names for professing Christians are
divisive.
1 . They were not divinely bestowed.
2. These other names are associated with
religious differences rather than simi
larities.
3. They are contrary to the teaching of Jesus
that there should be no divisions among
Christians•

C.

The name Christian was given as an aid to the
union of Christians.
1 . It emphasizes similarities rather than
difference.
2. If all Christians were united it would
aid in the conversion of the w o r H .

The most unusual arrangement of the eight sermons
appeared in "An Orthodox Sermon."

It actually consists

of two outlines running side by side, or one within the
other.

The first outline presents the unique doctrines

of Calvinism.

The second presents a point-by-point

logical refutation of the first.

The entire development

follows a logical plan.
An Orthodox Sermon
I.

The foreknowledge of God elected the saved from
eternity.
A.

If he should know something after, which he
had not known before, it would argue imper
fection in his knowledge.

B.

The objects of this foreknowledge are some
men who were sovereignly elected, from all
eternity, to glory.

*S
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Objection:
1*

2.

II.

To be consistent, the calling, justifying
and glorifying are as eternal as foreknowl
edge and predestination.
a. The terms justification, calling, glori
fication, are expressed in the same mood
and tense.
b. It is inadmissible to alter the tense of
words used in the same connexion.
The objects of God’s foreknowledge are those
that love God, and have by faith embraced
and obeyed the call.
aw. God from eternity foreknew those who
should believe and love him— these from
eternity he predestinated, and will in
time call, justify, and ultimately
glorify.
b. Or else all men were the objects of
God's foreknowledge. Thus all men
will be saved.

All those eternally and sovereignly foreknown, he
predestinated, or decreed to eternal glory.
A.

Their number is so certain that it cannot be
either increased or diminished.

B.

God chose them without any foresight of faith,
or any other condition in the creature leading
him thereto.

Objection:
1.

2.

3.
ij..

The scriptures represent God as loving the
world.
a. Jesus died and became the propitiation
for the sins of the whole world.
b. He said "Him that cometh to me, I will
in no wise cast out."
Even the elect deny the Lord until they are
converted.
av. If Christ died for all, in order to
satisfy the laws of Justice then all
were saved when Jesus died,
b. Th(
e Gospel is to be preached to every
creature (elect and reprobate?).
If the fate of the world was fixed from
eternity then why a final judgment?
How can God righteously condemn any for
rejecting Christ and the Gospel, when in
reality and sincerity they were not offered
to the reprobate?
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III.

The calls of God are arranged under three classes.
A.

The common call.
1. This is useless to men because they
cannot hear it so as to obey it.
2. God has predestinated to life only those
whom he is pleased, effectually, to call.

B.

The effectual call.
1 . It is of God’s free and special grace
alone, and may through the word appeal
to elect and non-elect.
2. Man is entirely passive until renewed
by the Holy Spirit.

C.

The irresistible call.

Objection:
1 . If the effectual call is to those only
who are predestinated to life, why preach
to anyone?
a. If any are included in predestination
they will be called in God’s appointed
and accepted time.
b. The outward word or letter is of no
service till God's appointed time comes.
2. The written word is the call of the Hpirit.
a. The Spirit and the Bride _/5hris_fc/ say
come.
b. Now is the accepted time and day of
salvation.

IV.

Justification is a forensic term, and signifies the
act of God in pardoning the elect sinner.
A.

Christ by his obedience and death discharged
the debt against the sinner.

B.

He pardons one man because he so desires and
condemns one in spite of faith, repentance and
obedience.

Objection:
1.

If Christ fully paid the debt of bbedience
to the law of the elect nothing else is
needed.
a. The elect Is freed from death: temporal,
spiritual and eternal.
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b.
V,

He did not free the elect from spiritual
death, for even the elect must die#

All the foreknown, the predestinated, the effectually
called, and the justified shall be glorified in
heaven forever, in spite of hell and earth.
Objection:
1.

Although the divine writers knew this,
yet they warn the elect to take heed
lest they fall.

It willbe noticed that

as the sermon progressed

the treatment of the subject became more and more brief.
The last point and its refutation consist almost solely
of the statement of both sides of the argument.
It may be surprising to see that apparently Stone
used his briefest and perhaps least effective outlining
in the series of four sermons on ’’The Union of Chris
tians,” his favorite topic.

The major heads again

appear to be topical outgrowths of his text, John 17 520-22:
’’Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also who
shall believe on me through their word; that they all
may be one, even as thou, Father, art in me, and I in
thee, that they also may be one in us, that the world
may believe that thou hast sent me.”

The development

of the major heads is, again, logical rather than topical.
The third and fourth sermons of this series, character
istically, were closed with a long exhortation.
Lecture I
I.

For whom did Jesus pray that they might be one?
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A.

Three things are necessary to constitute and
designate a true believer*
1 . The word or testimony of the Apostles is
the foundation, or means, of their faith.
2. Another thing indispensable in faith is
the object of faith— that "he is the Christ
the Son of God. "
3. The third thing is, that "they may have
life through his name," that "they may be
one as he and the Father are one.

B.

How can faith in Jesus as the Son, and anointed
of the Father, produce such divine effects?
1 . We see God's love and condescension in
sending Christ to die for us for our good.
2 . We have the spirit through faith, love the
brethren, and become one as God and Christ
are one.
Lecture II

I.

What that union is for which he prayed.
A.

He did not pray that all professed believers in
him might be one.

B.

Neither did our Lord pray, that all the parties
as such, might be one.
1 . Their scriptural name is Babel, confusion.
2. It would not be desirable to be united with
the various sects with their jarring creeds,
their different yokes, their party names,
and their sectarian spirit.

C.

The union for which the Savior prayed, is, that
all believers might be one as the Father and Son
are one.
1. The Father and the Son are one in character.
2. They are one in Spirit.
3 . The Father and Son are one in operation, in
the works of creation, providence and re
demption.
Lecture III

I.

Why have the various plans for Christian union all
failed?
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A.

The Council of Nice failed because it chained
the minds of men to a creed.

B.

The "few essential doctrines" plan failed
because none could agree on what the "few
essential doctrines" were.

C.

The Bible alone in heart believed, and in the
spirit obeyed, is the means of Christian union.
Lecture IV

I.

What are the effects of Christian union?
A.

The world will believe that the Father has
sent his own Son to be the Savior of it.

B.

It will result in peace among professed
Christians.

The fourth sermon is hardly capable of being out
lined, for it consists very largely of a concluding
exhortation for the people to practice the principles
preached in the entire series.

The long conclusion

of the fourth balances the long introduction to the
first.
The outline of "An Humble Address" indicates that
the development of this sermon was of the logical type.
The major heads are propositions followed by proof.
An Humble Address
I.

Jesus has taught us a certain rule by which we
may determine the character of a Christian.
A.

II.

By their fruits shall ye know them.
1 . Good fruits indicate a Christian.
2. Bad fruits indicate a sinner.

No one has a right to debar a child of God from
his privileges, because he does not receive our
creed or confession.
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III.

IV.

A.

Such a person fully receives and believes the
testimony of Jesus.

B.

Creeds and confessions are based on opinion.

C.

Not opinion, but the Bible, is the proper test
of faith.

The intention of Jesus in coming into the world was
to save men.
A.

He gave the means of salvation to men.
1. He said faith, repentance, and baptism
were the means.
2. He said, Deny thyself; take up your cross
and follow me.

B.

He gave us the inducement to use the means he
provided.
1. Faith without works is dead.
2 . Works prove our faith.

To be united, Christians must know their real condi
tion.
A.

Unless they recognize that they are in Babylon
they will not attempt to change their condition.
1 . They will not unite on a common name.
2 . They will not realize that partyism is
contrary to the spirit of Christ.
3 . They will continue to persecute those
who oppose creeds.

B.

Unless they recognize their condition they will
ultimately be destroyed as was Babylon by the
judgment of God.

Although Stone actually numbered only two major
contentions, the outline is easily divided into four
propositions of equal importance.

This sermon also

presented a section for the removing of objections and
for exhortation.
In summary it may be said that Stone preferred to
develop his points logically after having partitioned
his chosen text on a topical basis.

He nearly always
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numbered the main heads, and sometimes the more important
sub-heads.

His sermons also show his preference for

few rather than many main heads.

He apparently pre

ferred to discuss those points first which he considered
most important, as the points which came, last were not
usually developed so thoroughly.

Stone’s plan of de

velopment usually left considerable space near the end
of his sermons for exhortation.
The Conclusion
Stone was aware, ^at least to some extent, of the
importance of the conclusion, as is evidenced by an
examination of his sermons.

This speech division is ,

found in all of the sermons which have been examined.
Stone’s conclusions would be difficult to classify as
representatives of one specific type, rather they are
<
a combination of the various types. An adaptation,
by Gray and Braden,3^ of Aristotle’s classification
of the types of conclusion, uses the following terms
to distinguish the forms which a conclusion may take:
personal element; restatement; summary; and appeal*

32

These terms will be used to describe the methods of
conclusion which Stone used.

The conclusions of each

of the seven manuscript sermons, and the one sermon

3^ Giles W. Gray and Waldo W. Braden, Public Speaking:
Principles and Practice (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1951).
32 Ibid., pp. 373, 375, 377, 379.
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outline, which have .been utilized in this study, will
be examined.
In "The Union of Christians” series, the first
sermon was ooncluded with a series of questions.

Stone

had argued that Jesus had prayed for the unity of true
believers.

He said true believers are constituted

through:
1st, The means: They believe through the word
of the apostles, 2d, The object: They believe
on me, and These are written that ye might
believe that Jesus is the Christ the son of
God. 3d. The effects: That they might be one,
and that they might have life through his name.-5-*
After having described the effects of faith in Christ;
the sermon was concluded as follows:
It may be asked, How can faith in Jesus as
the Son, and anointed of the Father, produce
such divine effects? I answer: In believing
this, we ascend to the Father in heaven, and
see his boundless love to the world, bursting
forth in the gift of his Son, to live, die,
and rise again for our justification and salvation--we see the love of the Son In leaving
the abodes of glory, and his matchless conde
scension in humbling himself for our good.
Who in heart can believe these things and re
main unaffected? Who, believing with all his
heart that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God, will not bow humble submission to his
will? Who will not be influenced by such
faith to come to God in his own appointed way,
and receive his Holy Spirit? Who, having re
ceived the Spirit through faith, do nob love
the brethren, and..become one, even as the Father,
and Son are one?34

33 Works, pp. 25k-255.
^

Works, pp. 253“25i4..
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Thus Stone combined a summary, in question form, of
his three main points, with an appeal for action on
the basis of the faith of true believers which he had
just described.

This conclusion was probably not typical

in length because of the fact that an unusual amount
of time had been consumed by an introduction to the
series of four sermons.

It was decidedly atypical in

the brevity of the exhortation, although the note of
exhortation was present in the concluding questions.
The second sermon in "The Union of Christians"
came quite close to omitting a conclusion.

It actually

can hardly be classified according to the types mentioned
in the beginning of this discussion.

It is a very short

practical appeal in the form of an evaluation of his
t h e s i s " T h e union for which the Savior prayed, is,
that all believers might be one, even as the Father and
Son are one; as thou Father art in me, and I in thee
that they also may be one in us."'^

He employed a Bible

quotation in the appeal.
If all were thus one, the world would soon
believe in Jesus and be saved. 0 Zion, arise
and shine, for thy light is come, and the glory
of the Lord is risen upon thee. Then shall

^ This type of conclusion was apparently that
used by Jonathan Edwards. See Orville A. Hitchcock,
"Jonathan Edwards," A History and Criticism of American
Public Address, p. 223.
Works, p. 2 j?6 .
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the Gentiles see thy light and flow unto thee—
and they seeing thy good works will glorify
our Father, who is in heaven*37
The third lecture of the Christian Union series,
"The Means of Effecting Christian Union," consisted of
a fervent exhortation to act upon the principles which
he had set forth.
thesis, which was:

It was again an amplification of his
"The Bible alone in heart believed,

and in spirit obeyed, is doubtless the means of Christian
union.»38
Throw off your party yokes, which unite the
parties— as such. Take not the yoke of Moses,
but,’Take my yoke upon you and learn of me,
says Jesus. Under his yoke we shall be united,
and our energies be one, to affect the mighty
work of saving the world. The yokes of Moses
and Christ could not be worn together at the
same time and by the same people of old— nor
can a party yoke be worn with the yoke of Christ.
Leave your party standards, and rally under the
standard of heaven. See you that white throne,
with one sitting on it, surrounded with a rain
bow, and an immense company of raptured worship
pers? That is our king— that ensign, waving on
the spirits* breeze, is heavens standard. To
it repair, and learn, and do the lessons which
will be taught you there by the infallible
Teacher from heaven. He will teach you that
you must love one another with a pure heart
fervently--to deny yourself, and take up your
cross daily, and follow him— he will teach
you, not to look on your own affairs, but also
to the interest of others--that you and all
you have are his, and must be devoted to the
great work of salvation; that you must not
mind earthly things, nor set your affections
on them--not to be conformed to the world— to

37 Works, p. 2^9•
3.8 Works. p. 262.
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lay up treasures in heaven, not on earth; to
take the lowest seat, and to esteem others
better than yourselves, as did Jesus, who es
teemed us more than glory, ease and life. Here
you have no abiding place, but are as strangers
and pilgrims seeking a better country. You must
leave your party distinctions, and party names,
and be contented with that given by divine
authority--Christian. For doing all this, and
all the Holy precepts of heaven, you will be
hated and persecuted by the world, and espe
cially by that part of it, who have a name to
live, but deny the power--for the children of
the bond woman always did, and always, will
persecute the children of the free woman. The
world is ripe to persecute, if they had an
object, such as will be presented by the re
generation of the church. My brethren, listen
not to those teaphers, who say, the time for
Christians to unite is not yet come; and that
you should live longer in disobedience to God's
holy commandment, by living in disunion, which
is, says Paul, carnal; and to be carnally minded
is death. Ho longer by your conduct, counteract
the prayer of Jesus, that they all may be one.
The Lord will raise up leaders full of the Holy
Spirit, to direct the faithful. My beloved,
believe not every spirit but try the spirits
whether they be of G0d, for many false prophets
are gone out into the world. Mark them which
cause divisions among you, contrary to the
doctrine you have heard, and avoid them— Do
not think the Mormons only are intended; would
to God they were the only ones--but they, who
divide Christians, contrary to the doctrine of
the old gospel, are the people intended, irre
spective of their high profession of Christianity.
0 Lord, restore thou Zion to her ancient glory,
and make her acblessing to the World. Amen.3$
This conclusion, more than some others, appears to have
exemplified the qualities which Aristotle said should go
into the Epilogue:
(l) You must render the audience well-disposed
to yourself, and ill disposed to your opponent;

^

Works, pp. 263-265.
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(2) you must magnify and depreciate /make what
ever favors your case seem more important and
whatever favors his case seem less/; (3) you
must put the audience in the right state of
©notion; and (Ip) you must refresh their memories/*
Lecture four closed the series on "The Union of
Christians."

Stone proposed in this sermon to show

the effects of Christian union.

As in the case of the

majority of his sermons, he closed this one with an
exhortation.

In this conclusion he made a reference.

to his regret of the fact that he would be unable ,
when he died, to leave his children financially secure.
This was one of the few personal references which he
used in the eight sermons which have been examined.
This conclusion is also an appeal for action based
upon an evaluation of his thesis.
0, if all who profess religion were spiritually
and visibly united in the one body; and were
not only kings and priests to God in profession,
but also in reality, how soon the poor rebel
world would bow submission to their rightful
Lord! Then would wars cease to the ends of
the earth and discord and strife be known no
more. A brother and sister would not sigh in
death, as now they do, at the leaving of their
children to the cold charities of the world.
They would die in the full confidence that
their family would be regarded by the brethren,
and all their wants supplied. Heaven would
be realized on earth, and the world would be
bound together, not by ties of national policy,
but by the bonds of peace and love. Party
names and party strifes and bickerings would
be banished from the peaceful abodes of earth.
But who can describe the glories and happiness

Aristotle, Rhetoric, p. 2i|.0.
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of that day? Roll on you tardy hours, and
bring— bring quickly the joyful day!
Brethren of every name, help on this work by
every means divine. For the want of this
evidence--the Union of Christians, the world
in thousands are daily dying in sin. Have
you no sympathy--no bowels of mercy? Would
you stop them from ruin? You have the means —
be one, and they will be saved.
Let every Christian begin the work of Union
in himself. Wait upon God, and pray for the
promise of the Spirit. Rest not till you are
filled with the Spirit. Then, and not till
then, will you love your God and Saviour—
then and not till then you will love the
brethren, who bear the image of the heavenly—
then you will have the spirit of Jesus to
love the fallen world, and like him to sacri
fice all for their salvation. The cry will
then be, Who will go for us, and bear the glad
tidings to dying sinners that they may be saved.
Every one in this spirit would flow together,
and strive together to save the world. The
secret is this, the want of this spirit, the
spirit of Jesus, is the grand cause of division
among Christians: consequently, this spirit
restored will be the grand cause of union.
Let us, dear brethren, try this plan; it will
injure no one. God is faithful who has promised—
he has promised to give the Holy Spirit to
them that ask him. With this spirit, partyism
will die--without it anti-partyism in profes
sion only, will become as rank partyism as
any other, and probably more intolerant.^
Elements of restatement, personal reference, summary,
and appeal were all present to some extent in this
conclusion.

The appeal to emotion was especially apparent.

He stirred thoughts of security, love of home and family,
pity, compassion and shame.

Having showed what the

results of a united church would be; he attempted to

^

Works, pp. 269-270.
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motivate his audience to work for the union of Christians.
The conclusion of the sermon "Turn Ye to God,"
was not clearly marked on the outline*. The answer to
objection number six, "God must effectually call me,"
was in reality the conclusion of the sermon as is clearly
seen by a careful examination.

Although the outline

of the conclusion is very brief it shows elements typical
of Stone’s conclusions: exhortation; brief but positive
restatement of the points established in the discussion;
an appeal for action; and scripture quotation.

It should

be noted that the following was merely the outline of
what he proposed to say in his conclusion, and does
not represent his actual wording of the conclusion.
God now calls— hear now sinner lest ye die—
Do you believe--Here is God in his word, nigh
unto every one— waiting to be gracious— Behold
the Lamb of God--behold I have stretched out
my hand— Behold me— behold me--Turn - old sinner—
Turn young men & women— Turn Backsliders— all
things are readyv^
The elements of restatement and appeal figure
most prominently in the conclusion of "An Humble Address."
He also attempted to magnify his case and to minimize
that of his opposition.

Having said that denomination-

alism was the modern religious equivalent of the sins
of Babylon, he concluded:
You may be ready to say that we are reproaching
Christians of all sects in the world by repre
senting them as in Babylon.
If it be a reproach,

^

See Sermon Outline, p. 179

this study.
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the scriptures, not we, have given it. For
the very language, 11Come out of her (Babylon)
my people,“ implies that his people are in
her.
J-hey must come out, they will come,out,
before the glorious millenium, so earnestly
looked for by the pious, shall commence. It
is not in our heart to offend nor wound one
Christian on earth, unless the truth should
have that effect. The fear of offending has
kept the world in ignorance on this and other
subjects of importance. Be convinced of the
lamentable fact, and obey the voice of God by
coming out of Babylon. You are well convinced
that the 1260 years are not expired— you are
convinced that the woman has not yet come up
out of the wildemess--you are convinced that
the man of sin is not yet revealed and destroyed—
that the reign of Antichrist is not abolished-that Antichrist is not confined to Rome; for
if Rome be Antichrist, so are the orthodox
in the whole world. Antichrist is thus defined
by the inspired John, "He is Antichrist that
denieth the Father and the Son.— I John 11.22.
But the church of Rome believes in the Father
and in the son, as the orthodox do. Their
faith on this doctrine is the same. The reign
of Antichrist is very extensive. 0 that Chris
tians would lay these things to heartL -But
the question recurs, What shall we d o ? ^
Stone indicated that he was aware of the rather severe
language he had used in regard to sectarianism.

In the

conclusions he stressed his high motives and restressed
some of the points of his speech.
The conclusion of “Of the Family of God on Earth '1
was an exhortation and appeal for action upon the basis
of his thesis.

He said:

Let the believers in each party adopt the name
Christian, as that given by divine appointment,
and let them give up the party name, by which
they have been distinguished from others. L--t

Christian Messenger. II, 27-28.
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Let them relinquish their party-spirit, and
party interests, and agree to unite their
endeavors to promote and advance the kingdom
of God, which is righteousness and peace and
joy in the Holy Ghost*
We are assured, that they who would act thus,
must suffer much opposition and persecution
from all those in a different spirit. But
let the Christians of every party, unawed by
the frowns and menaces of men, do right. Who,
instructed in the revelations of God, can in
conscience deny that such would do right? We
think there are none.
There are many preachers in the world, who
often zealously preach the doctrine of union,
and eulogize it in high terms; yet these men,
though they know and preach the truth, remain
inactive in promoting it. Like the Pharisaic
doctors, they say and do not. Can such men be
honest? If they were, would they not labor
to do what they declared to be right? Would
they not step forth into the will of God, and
be an example to the flock, and say, be ye
followers of m e , as £ am of Christ?W~
In this conclusion Stone again embodied the/Aristotelian
concepts of rendering the audience well-disposed toward
himself and ill-disposed toward his opposition, and
refreshing their memory*

US

The conclusion of “An Orthodox Sermon," was
unusual because of the nature of the sermon.

In the

body of the sermon he set forth, point by point, the
"golden chain" of Calvinism, and followed that with
refutation.

In the conclusion he presents what he would

have called a typical Calvinistic invitation to sinners.

^

Christian Messenger. II, 17*

US
■ Aristotle, Rhetoric. p. 2l±0.
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This is followed by questions which the sinner might
ask which would expose the inconsistency of the doctrines
of Caivinists.
And now in conclusion, what shall I say? I
know not whether there be one of the elect
number in this large assembly. Yet it is
my duty, as called and sent of God, to preach
the gospel to every creature--although it must
be confessed, it is not for every creature-I dare not attempt to reconcile the contradic
tion. — Come then, I entreat you, come to the
Savior of sinners— it may be, he will receive
you. 0 come quickly— death may apprehend you
before tomorrow’s sun appear. Believe, repent
and turn to the Lord, perhaps you may be saved.
But you say, I cannot believe, nor repent, nor
turn to the Lord— Ahl this is lamentably true-you cannot, unless God gives you faith and
repentance in his own sovereign time and way.
Why then urge us to impossibilities; and then
doom us to eternal death for not doing them?
I confess it is a hard case, but it cannot
be altered.--This, this is the pain of faith
ful preachers; and this pain increases, as
the light of science advances. Brethren, if
any here, pray for us, that we may patiently
endure the opposition of men, and the torture
of mind, originating in endless contradictions,
and doubtful disputations. Amen .'+6
Stone here, in dialogue form, restated his princip&l
contentions.

He also made a final attempt to show

what he believed to be inconsistencies of Calvinistic
thinking.

This conclusion thus quite effectively

pointed up the purpose of the entire sermon.
Summary
Stone was a systematic sermon organizer.

^

Christian Messenger. VII, 120.
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His

speeches show an awareness of the four classical speech
divisions: introduction, thesis, discussion, and con
clusion.
It has been found that Stone opened his sermons
with the quoting or reading of his Bible text.. He
sometimes made general remarks to his audience pre
ceding the giving of the text; however, he probably
did not consider these remarks as having any direct
connection with his sermon.

His introduction also

usually gave a short exposition of the text and set
forth to his audience the major divisions of the sermon.
He sometimes used an analogy or a personal reference
in the introduction.

It was also discovered that he

sometimes used the abrupt method of introducing his
topic.

He very seldom engaged in a lengthy introduction.
Stone usually stated his thesis near the first

of the sermon and again near the end.

His propositions

usually appeared in the form of a simple statement or
a question and its answer.

They usually were carefully

conceived and were stated in clear language.
Stone’s discussion of his subject usually gave
evidence of more careful work than either the introduc
tion or conclusion.

His development showed a decided

preference for a combined logical-topical type.

He

usually partitioned the text on a topical basis and
developed it by the logical method.

He usually numbered
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the main heads as first, second and.third, etc.

He

also sometimes numbered the sub-heads under those
main heads which were considered most important to
his discussion.

Although he showed no preference for

a particular number of points in his development; he
usually used few rather than many main heads.

His

speech outlines were not highly formalized, but appear
to have been organized for convenient utterance, rather
than for excellent form.

He probably did not practice

arrangement consistently according to his best knowledge,
because of the lack of time to prepare specifically
for so many sermon occasions.

The discussion of topics

appearing near the end of the speech was usually nob
as thorough as of those appearing first in the speech.
This may have been deliberate, in harmony with classical
theory that the. most important points of a speech
should be arranged near the beginning or middle of
a speech.

The final point of his speech was likely

to blend into exhortation, as was characteristic of
his preaching.
Stone usually concluded his sermons with an
appeal based upon an evaluation of his thesis.

The

elements of restatement, summary, and personal reference,
also appear in some of his conclusions.

His appeals

were emotional and were calculated to get his audience
to act upon the principles laid down in the sermon.
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Scripture quotations and restatement, in question form,
of his main heads also figured generously in his con
clusions.
Stone's arrangement of materials probably was
also handicapped, as has previously been noted, by
lack of time, because of his life-long necessity of
earning a livelihood for a large family.

His sermons

nevertheless found appreciative audiences in the early
West.
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CHAPTER VIII

STYLE AND DELIVERY
Circumstances justify the treatment in a single
chapter of these two important phases of Stone* s speech
making.

Two negative circumstances are:,the remoteness

in time of the period of his speaking; and the scarcity
of materials on these particular phases.

A positive

circumstance which justifies the handling of these topics
in one chapter, is the close logical connection which
exists in speech making between style and delivery.
Style
Stone, as it has previously been noticed, prob
ably worded the majority of his speeches extemporaneously
from a brief outline.'*'

The series on Christian Union,

although they were probably delivered in a form closely
resembling that in which they appeared in his Works,
have some marks of editing.

For example, in lecture

number two of the series he said, "On this text I deliv
ered four lectures. ” 2

which appears plainly to be a

■4>ee Chapter IV of this study.
2James H. Mathes, Editor, The Works of Elder B.'W.
Stone (Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstach, and Keys and Co.7
Printers, lti59)> p.
Hereafter referred to as Works.
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remark that refers to the time they were first delivered.
In spite of this fact, the series on "The Union
of Christians, ’1 is probably, stylistically, as represen
tative of Stone* s sermons as can be approached, at this
time, one hundred and ten years after his death.

If Stone

had been a prodigious writer of sermons, which he was not,
he would also have been a thorough revisionist, as he
indicated in a letter to Joseph Marsh,

3

Stone gave his

excuses for not writing for a proposed volume of sermons,
I could not please myself
I have yet to labor
for my bread , , , I go abroad preaching daily,
and very frequently twice a day to multitudesj
then return to dig on ray farm. What time have .
I to write sermons for the profit of the world?"4Perhaps because Stone had little time to write,
less to revise, sermons, some of the seven sermons are
marked by a vigor which was probably close, if not
identical, to his oral style.

The more apparent aspects

of Stone’s style will be examined from the evidence in
the seven sermons which are the basis of this study of
his preaching practice.
The keynote of Stone’s style was struck by the
Presbyterian historian, Robert Davidson, who was most
unfavorable toward Stone.

He paid him a high compliment

^Stone, Letter to Joseph Marsh, Jacksonville,
111., November 21st., 1839 . In Christian Palladium, VIII
(J anuary 1$, ltiij.0 ), 286 •
^Ibid.
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when he said:
Mr. Stone wrote in simple, unambitious style,
totally innocent of rhetorical embellishments
and plain, occasionally to slovenliness. It
was suited to the minds he sought to reach—
the shrewd--though uneducated mass of the
people. He wrote as if he meant to be under
stood, and cared for nothing beyond this.--5
Davidson was speaking of Stone’s writing; nevertheless,
much of what he said applied with equal force to his
speaking.

An examination of Stone’s speeches indicates

that he was, as Davidson insists, principally interested
in being understood, although his speeches were not quite
so innocent of "rhetorical embellishment," as was supposed.
He used such stylistic devices as: (1) Biblical and classi
cal allusions; (2 ) figures of speech; and (3 ) rhetorical
and direct questions.
Biblical and Classical Allusions.

Allusion to the

Bible forms so much of the total content of Stone’s
speeches that only a representative selection of this
type of device can be given.

In "Of the Family of God on

Earth," Stone alluded many times to the Bible:
This person /a Christian/, whether bond or free,
- black or white, rich or poor, prince or slave, is
a child of God, the favorite of heaven. How sol
emnly does our Lord warn us against offending and
despising one of these little ones...l°

£

^Robert Davidson, History of the Presbyterian Church
in the State of Kentucky (New York: Robert Carter Co.,
W 7 T 7 p* 21 b.

£

Christian Messenger, I, 7.
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Stone alluded to Matthew 18:6, where Jesus warned mature
Christians against offending those whose faith was weak.
This was an effective way of illustrating the point that
those who are members of God’s family should possess
certain characteristics, among which was the right
attitude toward those of little faith.
Stone said one of the characteristics of all
who are in God’s family is:
They are saved from sin— from the love of
sin; for "they hate it with perfect hatred"-from the practice of sin; for they endeavor
to "avoid every appearance of evil," and "he
that is born of God sinneth not"— and from
the dominion of sin; for "they being made
free from sin, have their fruits unto holi
ness, and the end, everlasting life."7
Stone alluded to Psalm 139*22, I Thess. 5*22, I John
5:18, and Romans 6:22.

This multiplication of allusions

to well known Biblical verses was an effective way to
strengthen his position.
In some of Stone’s sermons, only the person
familiar with the Bible could separate, in some passages,
that language which was Stone’s and that which came
from the Bible.

For example, in "An Humble Address,"

one long passage is made up almost entirely of allusions
to the Bible.
. . . if we judge of Christians by any other
rule than by their fruits, we shall certainly
err, as the Christian world has attested for

7 Ibid., I, 4..
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many centuries. When we see a man bearing
the fruits, “adultery, fornication, unclean
ness, laciviousness, idolatry, witch-craft,
hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife,
seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunk
enness, revelings, and such like,” we may
unhesitatingly "judge him a bad man, who shall
not inherit the kingdom of God. “ But when we
see a man bearing the fruits of the spirit
as "love, joy, peace, long suffering, gentle
ness, goodness, fidelity, meekness, and tem
perance," wq may as unhesitatingly judge him
a good man, a Christian.
"All things are
his"; for he is an "heir of God and a joint
heir with Jesus Christ." This man is one of
God’s elect. And "who shall lay any thing to
the charge of God's elect?" It is God that
justifieth. Who is he that condemneth? It
is Christ that died, yea, rather that is risen
again"— shall any presume to reject such a
Christian from the house of God— from communion
with the saints— from union with the body of
Christ.
These allusions are, respectively, to Galatians 5*19-21,
Galatians 6 :9 , Galatians 5*22-23, Romans 8:32, Romans
8:17, and Romans 8:33*

Such passages occur frequently

throughout all of Stone's sermons.
In addition to the Bible, Stone occasionally
alluded to classical myths and other literature in
order to clearly present his point in a few words.

He

occasionally used a Greek or Latin word for clearness.
For example, in regard to the nature of Christ he said:
For no man hath seen God at any time, or can
see him! But we see the image of the invisible
God--the express image (characteer, character)
of his person (tees hupostasioos of his substance)
O

Christian Messenger. II, I4..
9 James M. Mathes, Editor, The 'Works of EUcL er B.
W. Stone (Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstaeh, and Keys and Co.,
Printers, 1859)» P» 257* Hereafter referred to as Works.
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Stone's purpose in alluding to Greek words was to make
it apparent that Christ possessed a divine as well as
a human nature.

The meaning of the words as used in

the ancient text served his purpose well*
In "Of the Family of God" Stone used a Latin
expression.

He said, "Therefore, every man that makes

division contrary to the doctrine of the New Testament
is in ipso, a schismatic, and ought to be avoided."’*'®
This allusion to the Latin term for "in fact," was
sufficiently brief as to have been impressive, without
confusing his audience by too much dependence upon
their understanding of Latin.
In "An Orthodox Sermon" Stone referred to a
classical myth in objecting to the Calvinistic teach
ing regarding the els ct.
If, I say, Christ died for all men, then it
undeniably follows that all must be saved-this is contrary to scripture--therefore we
are compelled to adopt the sentiment that he
died for the Elect only. Ahi; says the ob. jector, in avoiding Seylla, you have fallen
into Charibdis /sic/. . . H
Scylla was a many headed monster and Charybdis was a
whirlpool.

Ulysses while seeking to avoid the whirl-

pool neglected to watch for Scylla, and thus lost six

-'•® Christian Messenger. I, p. 12.
11 chri3tian Messenger. VII, p. 81.
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of his men to the monster.

12

Stone simply meant that

in avoiding one inconsistency, Caivinists immediately
fell into another.
In the last sermon of the series on "The Union
of Christians" Stone referred to "the unity of believers"
as the means which God ordained to bring the world to
faith in Christ.

He continued;

And shall believers nullify the divinely ap
pointed means by living in disunion! Shall
they thus be Instrumental in plunging the
world into eternal ruinl Shall they thus live
in sin. and sing the syren /sic7 song, all is
well!13
The mythological Sirens to which Stone alluded were
sea-nymphs who had the power of charming by their songs
all who heard them, so that sailors were irresistibly
impelled to cast themselves into the sea to their de
struction.
It is doubtful that any great number of persons
on the frontier knew classical mythology.

Stone, con

textually, surrounded his allusions with sufficient
explanation to have made the points sufficiently clear.
Nevertheless, some of the force of the allusion must
have been lost by virtue of the fact that many in his
audience probably did not know the story to which

12 See Thomas Bulfinch. The Age of Fable (New
York; The Heritage Press, 19i|2), pp. 0 0 -5 3 J 24-6-247*
13 Works, p. 26 6 .
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he referred.299
Stone referred several times to the constitution
of the United States in connection with his refutation of
Presbyterian doctrine:
Now, in the executive, the constitution has
vested the power to forgive or exercise mercy.
The Executive forgives the condemned criminal,
and lets ^him7 go at large. This act of for
giving is perfectly consistent with law, be
cause this power is given him by the supreme
law of the land.
He spoke of the warring of the sects and said
they used the weapons of "calumny, detraction,
misrepresentation and verbal persecution ^since7
(Civil power has now forbidden lead, fire,
steel and gibbets.)"
The Spirit of Babylon was more clearly mani
fested in the time of her king, Nebuchadnezzar.
He must have an established religion in all
his vast empire. He set up a monstrous image,
and commanded all to worship it according to
the modes and ceremonies prescribed by himself;
and if any refused he must suffer a painful
death. Persecution to death was a short but
powerful argument. A religion established by
law is by our happy constitution forbidden;
but the spirit of it is apparent in every party
establishment throughout America.14
These allusions were no doubt quite effective as re
minders of the privileges which men then were enjoying,
which they had not always been privileged to possess.
These references no doubt contributed vigor and impres
siveness to his argument that heligious creeds and
confessions of faith were precursors of religious in
tolerance and an "established" religion in America.

^ Christian Messenger. VII-, 118; Works, p. 25>0 ;
Christian Messenger. II, 26.
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Stone also alluded many times, in his sermons,
to church history.

For example, in “Of the Family of

God,“ he said: “If God has given this authority to un
inspired man, who has it?

Is it the Pope, or Luther,

or Calvin, or Arminius?"1-’ In “An Humble Address’* he
said,
Has not. • • confusion existed even since the
day of Constantine; when spiritual Babylon took
its rise? Then their language was confounded.
Bible language and terms would no longer do.
If any should doubt let him read the Athanasian creed--let him read the jargon of the
schools--let him read the controversies,
carried on between the different sects from
that to the present day and his doubts will be
removed. 16
Other examples of allusions to the Bible, to
classical mythology, and to other literature could be
given.

These examples are representative of Stone's

use of this stylistic device,

^hese allusions gave

the quality of impressiveness to his style and were
valuable as clearness devices.
Figures of Speech.

Stone's speeches rely to

a considerable degree upon this stylistic technique.
He used the simile, the metaphor and occasionally an
epigrammatic statement.
Simile.

Stone used the simile with about the

same frequency as the metaphor.

In “The Union of

^5 Christian Messenger, I, 9»
3-6 Christian Messenger, II, 2 6 .
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Christians," the third sermon, he said:
. . . you must not mind earthly things, nor
yet set your affections on them— not to be
conformed to the world--to lay up treasures
in heaven, not on earth; to take the lowest
seat, and to esteem others better than your
selves, as did Jesus, who esteemed us more
than glory, ease and life. Here you have no
abiding place, but are as strangers and
pilgrims seeking a better country. ^7
The comparison of the Christian life with that of "strangers
and pilgrims," was especially apt to pioneer audiences.
It must have been a vivid stimulus to the imagination of
his hearers.
Other similes used by Stone in order to s tir
the imagination of his audience are found through all
his speeches.

For example,

As a' king gives laws to his subjects, so does
the church or the saints united give laws—
the laws of Christ to the world. As a king
rules his subjects by his laws— so should the
church rule the world by the law of Christ.
As a king conquers rebels against his govern
ment; so the church, whose members are all
kings, is to conquer the rebel world, and
bring them to the obedience of the faith-to conquer, not by carnal weapons, but by those
spiritual weapons afforded by the spirit of
love and truth, one of which is that union
for which we plead.
Such objections, I boldly aver, are like straws
cast against a wall of ages.
As the seal or signet, impressed on wax, leaves
the image of itself; so the spirit of Christ
as a seal, leaves its own image on the heart
of every believer.

17 Works, p. 2 6 5 .
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Such union would be like that of iron and
clay.
Before Jerusalem’s Destruction, the Christians
were warned, and escaped the ruin. So are you
now warned— fly immediately, and listen not to
the lullaby all is well.1®
Stone’s choice of metaphors was appropriate and added
vividness and strength to his sermons.
Metaphor.

Stone also frequently used the metaphor

to good effect in his speeches.
In the introduction to the "Christian Union"
series delivered in Jacksonville, Illinois, in I.8 I4.I,
he said,
We found. . . the sectarian world were all
engaged against us, and threw their fiery
darts against us in constant vollies ^ i c 7 .
Their craft was in danger. If we prevailed
they must fall. . . The wail of Babylon would
be heard afar off. "Alas I Alas I That great
city; for in one hour is thy judgment come."1 ?
Although this metaphor was somewhat mixed, it was probably
well understood by the audience and portrayed Stone’s
idea vividly.

Other metaphors were used in this series

of sermons.
. . . for all fruitless trees must be cut down-the chaff must be winnowed away. The fruitful
trees, and the pure wheat only are to be pre
served.
Such- unhallowed union has too long disgraced

1® Works, pp. 267-268; Christian Messenger. VII,
82; I, 7; Work 3 . pp. 2£5, 2 6 3 .
19 Works, p. 2^1.
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the church; weakened her energies— obscured
her glory, and withered her influence. It
is the stronghold of sectarianism— a bulwark
against Christian union— a heavy weight on
Zion's wheels— a gnawing worm on their vitals—
the bane of Christianity.
Who so uncandid as not to acknowledge that the
Christian world is all in confusion— in Babylon?
Who so destitute of piety as not to long for
the restoration of Zion?
Many in the present century have seen, . . .
that si 1 such creeds are in the way of Christian
union; and that to support them is to support a
limb of anti-Christ. Thousands from this con
viction have abandoned them all, and cast them
to the moles, and to the bats. . .
Is Rome, Babylon? Y e s ; she is doubtless the
mother of harlots— all nations are drunk with
the wine of her wrath.
See you that white throne, with one sitting on
it, surrounded with a rainbow, and an immense
company of raptured worshippers? That is our
king—r-that ensign, waving on the spirits 1 breeze,
is heaven’s standard.
0 what Egyptian darkness has covered the Chris
tian world.

Zion, the city of the living God, is his dwelling
place, is the light of the world.
These figures added vigor and liveliness to Stone’s
style and contributed variety and clarity to his sermons.
The choice of figures and the words to express them
also show that Stone had some concern for beauty and
elegance.

Although Stone despised studied and forced

eloquence, his choice of metaphors made his ideas more
attractive than they might otherwise have been.

It

20 Works, pp. 255, 256, 262, 2 6 3 , 2b\, 2 6 6 .
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will also have been observed that many of the metaphors
used in Stone’s sermons were borrowed from Biblical
literature.

However, he did not always use them in

the same connection or with the same application as
they are used in the Bible*
The Epigram,

It is not known that Stone was

famous for any one particular epigram.

His speeches

do, however, indicate that he had the ability to con
dense his thoughts into short, pithy sentences, making
them impressive and easy to remember.

His prodigious

use of quotations from the scriptures also contributed
an epigrammatic quality to his style.

The following

examples of his use of this technique appeared in his
sermons•
If we judge Christians by any other rule than
by their fruits, we shall certainly err, as
the Christian world has attested for many cen
turies .
Heterogeneous materials can never unite.
Without the scriptures there is no true faith,
nor life— the scriptures are the foundation
and means of both--without faith the scriptures
are unprofitable and life not obtained.
Many profess to believe in Jesus because their
parents believe in him, and because it is un
popular to believe in him. For the same reason,
had they been b o m and raised among Mahometans,
they would have professed faith in Mahomet.
No formulary of doctrines can unite the Chris
tian world— If it can unite a party--that union
Is only partial, and of short duration— It is
a union of disunion, for unless we give up the
right of thinking, and implicitly believe as
the Catholics do, such creeds are vain.
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The great design of Christ coming into the
world, was to save man from sin, hatred,
strife, war, misery and death; and to bring
them into holiness, love, peace, eternal
life and immortality.
A religion established by law is by our happy
constitution forbidden; but the very spirit
of it is apparent in every party establishment
throughout America.
How many, reputed orthodox, have not the mark
of God’s peoplei and how many, reputed heterodox,
have it so evident, that all may see iti
Every man that makes division contrary to the
doctrine of the New Testament is Iji ipso, a
schismatic, and ought to be avoided.
Let them read the Bible much, and obey its
precepts in all things; then shall Zion’s glory
shine forth, and engage all the world to Glorify
God.
It is too evident to be denied that the Christi
anity as now generally exhibited, is almost a
caricature of that taught by the Savior.
As long as opinions of truth are made tests of
union, all our boasting, that the Bible alone
is our Religion, is vain.
The Bible alone in heart believed and in spirit
obeyed, is doubtless the means of Christian
union.
The world is ripe to persecute, if they had an
object, such as will be presented by the re
generation of the church.
With this spirit, party ism will die— without
it anti-partyism in profession only, will be
come as rank partvism as any other, and probably
more intolerant . 21

21 Christian Messenger. II, I).; XI, 232, 237, 237,
334; II, 6, 26; 1, 7, 12, 12; Works. pp. 2itf, 262, 262,
26i|.-265, 270.
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It may be seen that while Stone’s penchant for the
epigram was not in the genius category; he did have
a certain aptitude for phrasing his thoughts briefly
and clearly in short sentences which could be easily
remembered.

This quality no doubt added force and

impressiveness to his sermons.
Rhetorical and Direct Questions.

Investigation

of Stone's speeches indicates that he used the technique
of interrogation frequently and to good effect.

He

used questions to introduce, to clarify, and sometimes
to summarize, his arguments.

In "The Union of Chris

tians" the following direct questions were asked and
answered by Stone:
But is this the ministry— are these the divine
-effects of the Christianity now taught in the
world? Alasl With a sigh we have to say, no.
For whom did Jesus pray that they might be one?
The answer is easy, "For them also who shall
believe on me through their word."
It may be asked, How can faith in Jesus as the
Son, and anointed of the Father, produce such
divine effects? I answer: In believing this,
we ascend to the Father in heaven, and see his
boundless love to the world, bursting forth
in the gift of his Son, to live, die, and raise
again for our justification and salvation--we
see the love of the son in leaving the abodes
of glory, and his matchless condescension In
humbling himself for our good.
How can we know the Father but by the Son?
For no man knoweth the Father save the Son,
and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him.
Can this be Heaven's plan to unite in one,
his scattered people? No; No; fact- itself
proves its fallacy.
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What means has God ordained to bring the world
to believe in his Son, and be saved? I answer;
the unity of believers.
Why has not the world believed in Jesus? Or
why do they not believe in Him? Because the
means ordained for this purpose is withholden
from them; I mean the union of Christians, .
And who are the subjects put under the church
of Christ? I answer; the whole world of man
kind. 22
Stone asked many more direct questions than have been
given here, in the series of sermons on Christian union.
These are representative of the type of question he
asked in all of the sermons used as a basis for this
study.

They served a very useful purpose in making

his points clearer and in gaining assent to his argu
ments .
Stone was also fond of using a series of rhetorical
questions which added liveliness and impressiveness to
his style.

This technique occurred frequently in all

seven of the sermons which have been examined.

In "Of

the Family of God on Earth," he asked the following
rhetorical questions:
Shall this man, who has believed in the Lord
Jesus, and trusted in him, and is sealed with
the Holy Spirit of promise, be denounced, be
cause he has not received a party name and
mark? because he cannot receive the creed
and dogmas of human invention? or because
he cannot pronounce the Shibboleth of reputed
orthodoxy?

22 Works. pp. 214-7, 252, 253, 25i|-, 257 , 26 l,
266, 267.
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What must be the feelings of the wonderful
father? Would he not indignantly frown
upon such conduct? Would he not thus speak?
— Sir, who gave you authority to debar my
children from my table? Have they not equal
right with yourself to these provisions?
Are they not my children as well as you?
Have I not invited them? Have I made any
difference among you? How dare you thus
presume?
If God has given his authority to uninspired
man, who has it? Is it the Pope, or Luther,
or Calvin, or Arminius? To what one sect of
the many is it given? Is it given to one or
all of them?
What should we think of a wife,
reject the name of her husband,
that of another man? Would not
excite suspicion? Would it not
of Jealousy?

who should
and assume
her conduct
be a ground

If so, who will plead for party names? Who
will deny the name given by divine appoint
ment, and assume another? The will of God
is that his family be called Christians, else
he would not have given them the name. Who,
in opposition to his will, shall willingly
assume and bear another name?
Shall we stand„and see the world in wicked
ness, knowing that they will not believe till
all Christians are one? Shall we re
frain from lifting up our voice, and pleading
for the truth of God?
•Could they for this be blamed by the candid
of any party? Does not every party confess
that its own rules are fallible rule? Do they
not act wisely then, who give up the fallible
for the infallible?
Like the Pharisaic doctors, they say and do
not. Can such men be honest? If they were,
would they not labor to do what they declared
to be right? Would they not step forth into
the will of God, and be an example to the
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flock, and say be ye followers of me. as
I am of Christ?2!
:
All of the Sermons used in this study, with the exception
of "An Orthodox Sermon,"2^ indicate that Stone used ex
tensively the stylistic device generally referred to as
the rhetorical question.

Stone’s use of this device

served to stimulate thought in the mind of the audience,
and thus rendered Stone’s style more effective in respect
to impressiveness, liveliness and clarity.
Summary
The limitations imposed by the fact that he lived
more than one hundred years ago make impossible a
completely accurate evaluation of Stone’s oral style.
Another restriction on analysis of his oral use of
language is the fact that he wrote comparatively few
speech manuscripts.

The seven speeches used as the basis

for this study were probably rewritten from notes used
in delivery.

Although they bear certain marks of oral

style, yet it is quite certain that they cannot be
regarded as a completely accurate representation of oral
style.
Some conclusions can be adduced regarding Stone’s

23 Christian Messenger, I, 7, 9* 9, 1k»

16,

1 6 , 17.

2k The fact that the technique did not figure so
prominently in this sermon was no doubt because of its
unique purpose and organization.
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style.

He apparently was a lifelong practitioner and

advocate of a plain style, the goal of which was clear
ness rather than style for its own sake.

In a letter "To

Young Preachers," Stone had given his reaction to a
pretentious style,

"Some are tempted to please men by an

ostentatious show of learning and talents, . • it is to
advance self, , . It is to be popular, not useful."^
To "J, C," he indicated his contempt for "a display of
learned words, and rounded sentences."^

He apparently

believed that style would benefit from the improvement
of one’s educational and other opportunities.

He said,

"Attempt to feel yourself into the presence of God, • •
then you will evade these hateful things."27
things," he meant artificialities of style.

By "hateful
All of the

evidence indicates that Stone used a natural style, and
that his style was developed over a period of years as
as result of his educational experiences and his having
taken advantage of opportunities to grow intellectually
and spiritually.
No one, of all his contemporaries, mentions anything
about any particularly impressive aspect of his style.
the other hand, many persons quoted from sermons which

25 Christian Messenger, XII, 319•
2^ Christian Messenger, IV, 226•
27 Ibid.
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they had heard him preach.

John Dunlavy,-wast already

mentioned, wrote about 1818 of a sermon he had heard
Stone preach in 18014..
Send me a copy, in your handwriting, of the
sermon which you preached on the coming of
Christ in the clouds to judge the world, Zech.
1 0 .1 .; and let it contain all the doctrines
and ideas in explicit terms, which you de
livered on that subject in the summer and fall
of I 80 I4., . . . 28
Another of Stone*s hearers could practically
produce the outline of a sermon which he heard Stone
1

deliver in August 1828, at Carlyle, Kentucky*
Elder Stone read and commented upon the last
chapter of Revelation, founding his principal
remarks upon the following words: "Behold, I
come quickly: and my reward is with me, to
give to every man according as his work shall
be." He made two points, and offered criticisms.
Pirst he did not understand the word quickly as
expressing the time when, but the celerity with
which the savior would move after leaving the
mediatorial throne. He also said these scrip
tures taught that there will be degrees of
punishment in the future state; and as additional
proof of this proposition, he cited Christ*s'
language in regard to Bethsaida and Chorazin,—
that it would be more tolerable for Sodom and
Gomorrah in the day of judgment than for those
cities which had witnessed his miracles and
wonderful works and rejected him. He also made
a point on the statement that men will be re
warded according as their works shall be. Ortho
doxy is not, said he, to be the criterion. Being
sound in the modern systems of theology will not

John Dunlavy, The Manifesto, or A Declaration
of the Doctrines and Practice of the Church of Christ
TPleasant Hill, Kentucky: P. Bertrand, 18 I 8 ), p. 526.
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avail when the Judge comes to reward man
according as their works shall he,29
Stone’s audiences were apparently more impressed
with his ’’matter" than with his "manner*”

No suggestion

of an attempt at oratorical display is found in his
sermons*

There are suggestions that he became emotionally

stimulated and became "eloquent."

For example:

0 unhallowed warfare1 God dishonoring, and
world destroying warfare 1 The boast and joy
of hell, the grief of every humble saint.
So believers are of one spirit. They all love
the Father and the Son, and manifest that love
by an unreserved obedience to all his command
ments— they love one another with a pure heart
fervently— they also love all mankind and like
the Savior, weep over their miseries, and pray
for them, and sacrifice their worldly substance
for their good— to save them from ruin.
If all were thus one, the world would soon
believe in Jesus and be saved. 0 Zion, arise
and shine, for thy light is come, and the glory
of the Lord is risen upon thee. Then shall the
Gentiles see thy light and flow unto thee— and
they seeing thy good works will glorify our
Father, who is in heaven.
All our offerings must be seasoned with salt,
and on a pure altar, on which the sacred fire
of the spirit burning, must continually be
found, in the flames of which our offerings
ascend to God with acceptance.
0 , if all who profess religion were spiritually
and visibly united in the one body; and were
not only kings and priests to God in profession,
but also in reality, how soon the poor rebel
world would bow submission to their rightful

^ Nathan J. Mitchell, Reminiscences and Incidents
of a Pioneer Preacher of the Ancient 6 ospei With, a Few
cEaracteristic Discourses (Cincinnati: Chase and Hall,
I B ? ? ) , pip'. WW *
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Lordl . . • Party names and party strifes
and bickerings would be banished from the
peaceful abodes of earth. But who can
describe the glories and happiness of that
day? Roll on you tardy hours, and bring—
bring quickly the joyful d a y . 3 0
The word "eloquent" was used by contemporaries perhaps
more than any other, to describe the preaching of S t o n e , 31
His eloquence in these connections may refer to the fact
that he apparently never needed to search for a word.
His sermons indicate a preference for simplicity and
clarity consequently his word choice was made to suit these
ends.

One cannot escape the feeling that Robert Davidson

was correct in saying that Stone's principal concern,
stylistically, was to be understood.
Delivery
Stone had a theoretical and practical objection
to written or memorized sermons.

In fact he said, " . . .

reading a discourse written, or committed to memory. . .,
is not preaching,"-^

Thus Stone probably never delivered

a memorized speech or read one from manuscript.

Stone's

rationale for this statement was based upon the urgency
of a preacher's task.

He said,

30 Works, pp. 2f>l, 258, 259» 268-269, 2 6 9 .
31 See, for example, Mitchell, p. 1)4; Levi Purviance,
The Biography of Elder David Purviance, Second edition
('Dayton, Cmio: b. P. and G. W. Ells, I 0 I4.8 ), p. 102,
32 Christian Messenger, XIV, 332.
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When we see our neighbors house in flames
and the unconscious family within exposed
to instant death, we do not take time to
study and write an eloquent speech in order
to read it to them, that they may fly from
impending ruin— nor do we write a speech to
read to persons, idiom we see ready to rush
down a deathly precipice, unconscious of
their danger— No, Were we to do so, those
people would be apt to disregard our admoni
tions and pe r i s h . 3 3
These sentiments of Stone sound like a preacher*s
adaptation of Quintilian*s defense of the extemporaneous
method of speaking.

'

But the richest fruit of all our study, and
the most ample recompense for the extent of
our labour, is the faculty of speaking extem
pore; and he who has not succeeded in acquiring
it, will do well, in my opinion, to renounce
the occupations of the forum, and devote his
solitary talent of writing to some other em
ployment; for it is scarcely consistent with
the character of a man of honour to make a
public profession of service to others which
may fail in the most pressing emergencies,
since it is of no more use than to point out
a harbour to a vessel, to which it cannot ap
proach unless it be borne along by the gentlest
breezes. There arise indeed innumerable occa
sions where it is absolutely necessary to speak
on the instant, as well before magistrates, as
on trials that are brought on before the ap
pointed time; and if any of these shall occur,
I do not say to any one of our innocent fellow
citizens, but to any of our own friends and
relatives, is an advocate to stand dumb, and,
while they are begging for a voice to save
them, 6hd„are^likely to be undone if succor
-be not instantly afforded them, is he to ask
time for retirement and silent study, till his .
speech be formed and committed to memory, and

33 Christian Messenger, XII, 319*
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his voice and lungs he put in tune?3l+
To have mastered the extemporaneous method of
delivery Stone must have depended to a great extent upon
his memory.

His theory of preparation indicated that he

believed study of the Bible was essentially for the
purpose of "storing the mind" so that preaching would be
a natural over-flowing rather than a forced effort.

His

attitude closely resembled that of two other great preach
ers, Charles Haddon Spurgeon and Henry Ward Beecher.
Lionel Crocker said of Spurgeon:
Like Beecher, Spurgeon practiced extemporaneous
pulpit oratory. His sermons were the cooperative
result of the preacher and his audience. Hot
until Saturday evening did he attempt to formulate
his thoughts for the Sunday morning sermon, and
not until Sunday afternoon did he closet himself
with his thoughts for the evening sermon, Fbr
Spurgeon the immutable necessity was to find a
text. Once having a text, which seemed to
polarize his thoughts, the sermon quickly took
shape•35
Stone’s consistent and conscientious use of a text was
the foundation of his sermonizing.

Although he probably

used notes in preaching Stone’s memory was a valuable
adjunct to his delivery.

When on his deathbed, after

having suffered a paralytic stroke, Stone’s mental faculties

^ Quintilian, Institutes, X, vii, 1-2. Quoted in
Lester Thonssen and A. Craig Baird. Speech Criticism (New
York: The Ronald Press, 191+8), p. '95•
^ Lionel Crocker, "Charleshaddon Spurgeon’s
Theory of Preaching," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXV
(April, 1939), p. 211+.
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did not desert him.

John A. Gano Said, "He had frequent

paroxysms, caused by the acuteness of the pain; and while
suffering the most, he would talk fluently on some
passage of Scripture.

He would give the Greek of any

passage, and its correct translation."36
The extemporaneous method of speaking was apparently
the frontier mode, while any other method was held in
c o n t e m p t . 37

stone apparently considered the ability to

speak extemporaneously as something of a "gift."

Before

giving advice to "J* C.," he said, "Believing you to be
well versed in the scriptures, and that you are able to
exibit Zsic7 them with clearness, I would . . .

unite. . •

in urging you to go forth and preach the Gospel of your
L o r d . "3®

Yet he implied that one could acquire the

ability when he said,
Pray and exhort publicly among the brethren.
This will prepare you for future operations.
Many fill their heads with studied divinity,
and when they go forth to preach, know not
how to speak, and have to supply the lack by
reading a discourse written or committed by

^ J. A. Gano, "Speech occasioned by the death
of Elder B. W. Stone, delivered'at Caneridge meetinghouse,"
June 22d, I 8I4.
5 . In John Rogers, The Biography of Barton
Warren Stone (Cincinnati: J. A. and "U." PT James, l8i|7J,
p. TljS.
37

See Paul H. Boase, "The Education of a Circuit
Rider," Quarterly Journal of Speech. XL (April, 1951!) *
pp. 130-136.
Christian Messenger. IV, 22£.
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memory* Remember, my son, reading is not
preaching.39
Stone found that,, theoretically and practically,
the extemporaneous method of delivery was best suited to
audiences on the frontier and to the purposes of a
gospel preacher.

He apparently practiced this method

exclusively.
What can be said of Stone’s manner of delivery?
Contemporary estimates of his preaching must be relied
upon for this aspect of criticism.

An analysis of these

estimates reveals that he was thought to be energetic,
eloquent, pathetic, powerful and persuasive.
A lifelong friend, David Purviance, said Stone
possessed "native energy and eloquence."

The energy

with which Stone spoke may be illustrated by an example
from a sermon which he preached at Paris, Kentucky, near
the beginning of the Kentucky revival.

Having the urge

to preach at ameeting during a period when he was under
a doctor’s care, he said,
Forgetting my weakness, I pushed through the
crowd from one to another in distress, pointed
them the way of salvation* and administered to
them the comforts of the gospel. My good phy
sician was there, came to me in the crowd, and
found me literally wet with sweat. He hurried
me to his house, and lectured me severely on
the impropriety of my conduct. I immediately
put on dry clothes, went to bed, slept comforta
bly, and rose next morning relieved from the

^

Christian Messenger, XIV, 332.
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disease which had baffled medicine, and
threatened my life.i|-0
At least twice, Stone’s preaching led to a "spitting of
blood" from which he soon recovered.^The indications are that Stone used few gestures*
Having observed that James McGready’s gestures were "sui
generis, the perfect reverse of e l e g a n c e , " ^ he apparently
took a lesson.

The Christian Herald reported that his

gestures were "natural and easy."^4-3
Other contemporaries gave their impressions
regarding Stone’s bodily action when in the pulpit.

John

Rogers said he possessed an "animated and piercing eye"
and a "dignified and manly bearing. "Wj-

in a tribute to

Stone, addressed to his widow, the Church of Christ at
Caneridge said he was possessed of "personal polish and
amiability of manners."^

Rogers said Stone

. . . was not only grave and dignified in
the pulpit, but he was so in the family and
social circles. The writer does not mean
to say, he was morose, or austere; not at
all. . . He was a man of considerable wit

Biography, p. 1^3-Iii).*
lA Biography, pp* i|2-ij.3, 6 3 .
^

Biography, p. 8 .

in "The Men Who Studied and Taught," Historical
Pamphlets, Booklet IV, v. III. In Butler University
School of Religion Library.
^

Biography, p. 85*

^

Biography, p. ll£.
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and humor; “but he never so indulged in
,
either as to lose his dignity and gravity.**"
Stone possessed a pleasant voice which was
undoubtedly an asset to his preaching,

John Allen Gano

said Stone's voice was "sweet," and "mild. "*+7 When
he first preached at Caneridge Davidson said his voice
was "bland and i n s i n u a t i n g . O t h e r s referred to his
vocal powers as "bold and

commanding,"^

or "soft and

sweet.
To have preached nearly every night and sometimes
twice a day under all conditions, Stone must have
possessed a very strong voice.

It was said by D. Pat

Henderson, Stone's co-editor of the Christian Messenger,
that only a few days before his death at the age of 7 1 *
Stone visited many of the churches and preached with the
"zeal and force of a youth.
Something of Stone's effectiveness as an evangelist
was suggested in the following evaluation by J. J. Haley:

Biography, p. 269.
^

Biography, p. 132.
Davidson, p. 218.

i+9 "The Man Who Studied and Taught," Historical
Pamphlets, Booklet IV, v. Ill, p. 8.
£0 Letter to Stone's widow and children from
Church of Christ at Caneridge, Dec. 15* l8i}l|., in
Biography, p. 115.
^

Biography, p. 102.
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In addition to the name Christian, the
combined Christian-Reformer/ movement
has inherited from Mr, Stone and his
fellow workers a large measure of the
spirit of New Testament evangelism and
individual consecration of life. These
reformers were mighlymen of God, The
intellectual and argumentative tinge of
the Campbell movement needed relief by the
influence of the spirit of holiness and
prayer— Campbell men were didactic, exegetic,
and logical, the Stone men were dynamic,
explosive and hortatory.52
This evaluation, although oversimplified, is probably
in the main accurate.
evangelism,

Stone's primary concern was

Tolbert Fanning, another contemporary, gave

his impression of Stone:
If justice is ever done to his memory, he
will be regarded as the first great American
reformer, the first man who, to much purpose
pleaded the ground that the Bible, without
note, commentary or creed, must destroy antiChristian powers, and eventually conquer the
world.>3
Perhaps the best summary evaluation came from the pen
of Matthew Gardner, an old friend of Stone'3.
He was first and last a scholar, a successful
educator and minister of the Gospel: by the
force of circumstance, a religious reformer,
an apologist of ability, and a journalist*
Friends testify to the humility of his bear
ing, his perfect frankness and honesty, his
intense piety, his great firmness and perseverance.54

52 j. j, Haley, Makers and Moulders of the Reforma
tion Movement (St. Louis: Christian Board of Publication,
53 Tolbert Fanning, American Christian Review (lSljl}.),
p. 288.
^ Matthew Gardner, "Letter to the Editor" Christian
Herald, IX (July, l8i|.7)» p* 5>1*
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M. C. Tiers said Stone*s influence was due to:
. . . the warm, sympathetic, affectional
quality of his nature, sustained by great
firmness and decision, the whole under the
conscientious conviction of divine truth,
that gave him that personal influence as
a reformer, that enshrined the truth he
inculcated in the hearts of the people. • .
There was the additional power of the warrn^
constantly flowing sympathies of the heart,
reaching deep down into the affections of
thousands of the honest hearted that came
within its influence.55
W. D. Frazee indicated that, while he was active
as a writer and teacher " . . .

the grandest achievements

accomplished by Elder Stone were in publicly proclaiming
the word, • . .”56
Conclusions
The evidence shows Stone to have been systematic in
his sermon organization.

His characteristic method of

introducing his subject was the reading of and brief
exposition of a text.

He also usually gave the major

points to be covered in the sermon.

The thesis was

usually stated near the beginning and repeated near the
end of each sermon.

Stone apparently also often used

the exordium ab abrupto.

5£

M. C. Tiers, The Christian Portrait Gallery Con
sisting of Historical and Biographical Sketches and Photo
graphic Portraits of cKrlstian Preachers and Others
(Cincinnati: FrankTin Tyre Foundry, ld6lp), p. 6l.
56 W. D. Fcazee, Reminiscences and Sermons, Second
edition (Nashville: Gospel Advocate Company, 1895), P* 115.
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Stone showed a decided preference for few
rather than many main heads in the discussion.

He usually

partitioned his text topically, then developed each point
logically.

He apparently spent most of his time of

preparation on the discussion, rather than upon the intro
duction or conclusion.

He habitually numbered his main

points and usually gave a number to the more important
sub-heads.

His discussion of main heads was not symmetrical.

He discussed much more thoroughly the first and middle
main heads, than the points which were placed last in his
outlines.

Stone practiced consciously or otherwise the

classical theory which dictates the placing of the more
important points at the beginning or middle of a speech.
Stone's conclusions usually consisted of an
appeal for action, based upon an evaluation of his thesis.
The elements of restatement and summary, and to a lesser
degree, personal reference, were also used in concluding
his sermons.

Stone’s arrangement was formally appropriate

and theoretically sound.

It showed indications of lack

of time in "clothing” the basic outline.

From a critical

standpoint, his introductions and conclusions were not
all that could have been desired.

They indicate that

little time and perhaps effort were expended on them.
Stone's remoteness in time makes a complete and
accurate estimate of his style and delivery impossible.
From comments of his contemporaries and the internal
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evidence of his sermons some generalizations are
possible.

The most prominent aspect of Stone’s

was lucidity.

He apparently hel^isr^sontempt oratorical

display, although^iefirTmder the emotional stimulus of
nis audience, he did show concern for beauty and elegance
of expression.

He felt that a m a n ’s style should be

natural rather than cultivated:

the result of the impact

of the gospel message upon the consciousness of the
individual.

A severe critic said his style was not

'’alarming" but "persuasive."

Stone’s style was apparent

ly, from any standpoint except perspicuity, not brilliant.
He apparently had a proclivity for the use of the correct
word, as is indicated by the word choice in his sermons.
His knowledge of Latin, Hebrew, Greek, and French, in
addition to English, was probably the major contributing
factor in his rather large vocabulary.

The people

evidently remembered more of Stone’s "matter" than of
his "manner."
In respect of delivery, Stone possessed a strong,
pleasant voice.
his preaching.

It was apparently a lifelong asset to
His voice served him faithfull through

nearly fifty years of evangelism.

It is impossible to

know exactly just how effective Stone’s delivery was.
Being oblivious to his own historical significance, he
was not careful to preserve detailed records of his
performances.

The records of the dozens of churches which
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he or those taught by him established, and the thousands
of persons he converted through evangelism are signifi
cant indications of his powers of speech.
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CONCLUSIONS
The spirit of investigation and reform pervaded
American social, economic, and religious life during the
years of Barton ¥. Stone’s growth from childhood to
manhood (1772— circa. 1800).

This independent spirit

early became a part of Stone’s consciousness.

When there

fore he became interested in religion, he brought this
type of independent thought into his study of the Bible
and theology.

He was thus led to a total rejection of

traditional Calvinistic interpretations of the nature of
God and man and of the doctrines concerning sin and its
remedy.

The conclusions reached by Stone, that God

desires that all men be saved and that God had placed
salvation within the reach of every man, were in the
spirit of the frontier, and were basic factors in the
acceptance of his ideas by so many in the early West.
Stone’s name naturally became anathema to loyal
Presbyterians among whom he had been educated, licensed,
and ordained to preach.

Nevertheless, his ’’heretical”

views were not original, but were the result of selection
and integration of ideas gleaned from liberal thinkers
high in the ranks of the Presbyterian church.

Stone

simply carried their thinking to its logical conclusion
and began to preach and to practice it, having had origi
nally no intention of leaving the church which ordained him.

324.
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Intellectually Stone was very alert.

This quality

caused him to gain while young a liberal education, and
it kept him reading and studying as long as he lived.
Perhaps by natural bent he was the scholar and teacher
even more than the frontier evangelist.

Necessity and a

sense of duty caused him to overcome a tendency toward
self-effacement and timidity and to become for twentyfive years the most influential evangelist of a rapidly
growing religious group.

It would be difficult to over

state the courage of a man who, at times, almost singlehandedly could dare to oppose organized sectarianism, and
could hope for his cause to prosper.

Such courage can

only in his case be accounted for by understanding Stone1s
aversion to the sectarian emphasis which the different
religious groups imposed upon the teaching of the Bible*
At the Cane Ridge meeting he had seen a practical demon
stration of Christian unity.

The men preaching there

failed to emphasize the peculiar tenets of their denomination,
and confined their px*eaching to the "universals11 of the
Gospelj thus at Cane Ridge men of every denomination
cooperated in Christian love to achieve a common goal.
This example of cooperation was evidence to Stone that
Christian unity could become an accomplished fact.

This

early camp meeting cooperation was a source of inspiration
for a life devoted to the cause of the unity of Christians.
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Barton W. Stone was not an evangelist of the
early American camp meeting type..

His approach to reli

gion was intellectually penetrating and deeply spiritual.
He nevertheless was more interested in practical than in
theoretical Christianity.

When he was questioned about

the implications of the "Jerks" at Cane Rifige, he replied
simply that there were more good than bad results, there
fore it was a "good work."

He did not deny that the

"Jerks" were emotional extravagances.
Neither was Stone a "frontier preacher" of the
Peter Cartwright variety.

He did, however, preach on the

frontier and thus became subject to frontier conditions.
The Presbyterian church alone, of all the American
churches, never relaxed its standards for the training
of ministers.

Stone, having met all the standards for

the ministry in this church, was well trained for his
work.

He was trained in the theory of sermon preparation

and delivery as well as in the classics and in theology.
It is probable that because of the lack of time for
systematic preparation for each sermon occasion Stone
developed a preference for the extemporaneous'method of
delivery based upon thorough long-term preparation*
Whether or not it was his preference, it seems to have
been his practice.

The frontier demanded that the preacher

be ready to give forth at nearly any time of the night
or day, and he usually did.
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Perhaps the most powerful single persuasive force
in Stone*s speaking was his character or reputation as a
good man.

It appears that he was regarded as a sincerely

pious man wherever he was known.

He was also widely known

for his personal refinement, dignity of bearing, and
general physical attractiveness.

These factors contribu

ted in no small way to his effectiveness as a preacher.

More

powerful than these, however, was his appeal to the author
ity of the Scriptures in support of his arguments.

Fron

tier religious audiences respected the authority of the
Scriptures, especially when presented by a man who seemed
to exemplify the moral qualities enjoined on men by the
teachings of Jesus,

Stone was well qualified to address

such audiences and was most effective when preaching to
them.
He was not averse to appealing to deep-seated
emotions in order to gain a desired response.

He appealed

often to such motives as love and hate, fear and courage,
freedom and bondage.

When he appealed directly to the

emotions, it was only after he had established a logical
basis for action.

The deduction is more prominent in

Stone* s sermons than any other type of supporting material.
This is evidence of the fact that Stone had thoroughly
thought through his sermon materials and was confident of
the reasonableness of his points of view.

Stone was able to

practice his theory that logic and emotion should be
balance^.
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In Stone* s day the prevailing practice of preachers
was to organize sermons around a single text.
apparently followed this practice.

Stone

The examples of his

sermons which have been preserved show that he organized
his sermons according to the classical divisions of a
speech:

introduction, thesis, discussion, and conclusion.

The body of the speech received the most careful attention.
His method of partitioning the text typically and develo
ping it logically was not revolutionary but it was well
suited for his subjects and for the taste of his audiences.
Stone’s sermons are full of exhortation and admoni
tion and are not perfectly proportioned discussions of
the topics which he selected.

He did not have the time to

prepare as well for the specific sermon occasion as he
might have wished.

If his study and note-taking had to

take place in the cornfield, it is small wonder that his
sermons were not perfectly arranged.

Stone preached

twice nearly every day for many years, making preparation
of a sermon for each particular audience a virtual impossi
bility,

He read and studied incessantly to increase his

store of general information.

This, coupled with the fact

that he knew much of the Bible by memory, made the task
of impromptu or extemporaneous preaching less hazardous.
Perhaps the most outstanding characteristic of
Stone’s preaching was his ability to express his ideas in
language so clear that he could scarcely be misunderstood.
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He was fortunate in having a quite large vocabulary,
which was a major factor in achieving clarity of express
ion.

A "purple passage" appears occasionally in Stone*s

sermons, but sneh were probably the result of momentary
inspiration, for he thought that oratorical display was
inappropriate for a preacher of the Gospel.

He advocated

and practiced a "natural" type of delivery, motivated
rather by a desire to fulfill the responsibility of a
true minister of God than to please the artistic tastes
of his hearers.
Stone possessed a powerful and pleasant voice,
■fchich, in combination with the desire and ability to
express himself clearly, made for real effectiveness in
speaking.

His reputation as a Christian gentleman of

the highest order gave additional weight to his words.
His sermons are not great from the viewpoint of the
literary historian.

From the standpoint of the hundreds

and thousands who were converted by his preaching, his
sermons were great in their power to move to belief and
action.

These two responses were, after all, the ones

in which Stone was most interested.

He was uninterested

in, or unaware of, the fact that a later generation would
attempt to judge his greatness as a preacher.

He was

vitally concerned with the attitude of those who heard
him.

Consequently those of his own time, who knew him
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■well, revered him as a man whose life exemplified that
which he preached.

Later generations have tended to

detract from his influence as a leader and preacher
among the Christians in early western America.

Thus

Stone’s position in history has suffered from the very
qualities of character by which his contemporaries knew
him best:

modesty, disinterestedness, and sacrifice of

personal gain.
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